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vABSTRACT
The dissertation and associated exhibition of artworks developed for this study are inspired by a
collection of 74 hand written letters (Henry 1896-1906) penned by a late nineteenth-century
Queensland grazier, my great-uncle, William Henry (Figure 1). The letters were written to his
brother Hugh Henry while William lived and worked on Queensland cattle properties (Figure 2),
Tinnenburra (South West Queensland), Bellenden Plains and Glenora (North Queensland)
between 1895 and 1906.  William died of typhoid in 1907 at the age of 30.
An overarching concept, a cabinet of curiosities, is intended to act as a broad structure and point of
focus for this inter-disciplinary study which draws predominately from visuality, new historicism, and
ethnographic theory. The bric-a-brac for my cabinet includes theoretical analysis, studio practice,
Will’s letters, archival material, other narratives and collected objects, as well as the recording and
interpretation of experience, travel, process and systems.
My research focuses on cultural aspects that are mentioned in the collection of letters using
objects, words and imagery as a means to analyse the way in which society presents or projects
itself.  I maintain that to experience society is to experience more than can be captured in words
alone and the aim is to saturate, even overwhelm, the senses, while still providing points of
connection, intrigue and interest.  My arts practice strives to see, interpret, represent and reflect on
the interaction between people, their culture and the environments within which they live. Parallels
and juxtapositions between nineteenth century and the present in Australia are particularly
significant as I respond to historical events, places, things and people in both periods and consider
how time has transformed meaning and understanding.
In this context, this study seeks to extend cultural and social understanding through the re-
evaluation of an aspect of Queensland cultural history against and alongside lived experiences and
contemporary concepts; to research and map individual and social memory; to interrogate the
concept of identity specifically concentrating on issues of subject/object relations and cultural
influence; to consider the role of language and communication; to develop the synthesis of the
visual as an integral element of research; to examine the role of artworks (past and present) and
collectibles within culture and the museum; and to develop a sustainable model of arts practice.
The written and visual responses that emerge as a result of this study imagine my response to Will.
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Figure 1: William Henry c. 1896.  Photographer unknown.
Archive Collection George and Gladys Henry
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1CHAPTER 1 – INTRODUCTION
Context:  The inspiration
This study was inspired by a collection of 74 handwritten letters (Henry, 1895-1906) dated between
1895 and 1906. The letters were penned by a late nineteenth-century Queensland grazier William
Henry, to Hugh Henry, his younger brother. During the period of the correspondence William wrote
from three Queensland cattle properties where he lived and worked, Tinnenburra (South West
Queensland), Glenora and Bellenden Plains (Far North Queensland).  Bellenden Plains was where
William grew up and where his family lived. A map (Figure 2) locating the properties is on the
previous page.
The letters (Figure 3) provided the catalyst for this dissertation, Responsible Heritage – Imagining
Will, and a body of artworks exhibited as, a CURIOUS Cabinet. They provide a glimpse of William’s
maturation from schoolboy to stock-hand to property owner, local government Councillor and
Justice of the Peace. As he matured, William made a point of altering his signature from Willie (the
name by which he was referred to within the family) to Will. As a postscript to his letter of January
20, 1906, he writes: “”Have dropped the Willie as all the lunatics in the district seem to be named
that” (Henry 1895-1906)1, and thereafter consistently signed himself as Will.
Will was 19 years of age and in his final year of several years of broken schooling when he wrote
the first letter of the collection from the Townsville Grammar School. His last letter was written in
November 1906, just a few short months before he died of typhoid on March 10, 1907 at the age of
30.
Will’s letters are warm, frank and
articulate and provide a broad
overview of his work, the
environments within which he
operated as well as glimpses of his
thoughts. He writes about leisure
activities, the weather, commerce
and travel, local incidents and events
and relationships with family, friends
and acquaintances.
I chanced upon Will’s letters when I
was sorting through old papers in my
mother’s home. They were wrapped
                                                      
1 See Figure 18 for an image of the extract
Figure 3: Examples of two of Will's letters which evidence deterioration
discoloration and penetration of words from the other side of the paper. Photo V
Keenan 2005.
2together in a bundle and I discovered they contained information of which I had not previously been
aware. I became intrigued by the authorship of this man who was my great uncle2. This initial
private and personal curiosity was the beginning of this much larger study.  To begin, I transcribed
the letters to allow easier access to the content and to protect the originals. It is my intention to
publish the letters after completing this study. I have since had access to two other smaller
collections of hand written material held by other family members which, when combined, provide
some detail for the period following Will’s death.
As an artist, I was drawn to the visual aspect of Will’s letters (Figure 3).  The ink has bled into the
paper causing the words on the reverse side of the paper to confuse and diffuse the sharpness of
the original penmanship.  Will’s marks present a pattern across pages which have deteriorated and
discoloured over time, and I find the individual and collective letters rather beautiful to gaze upon;
an inspiration for my words and images.
The photograph of Will (Figure 4)
repeated here is one of three which I
located during the process of my
research3. Two were located within the
family papers and the third was located
in the Cardwell Shire Photographic
Collection. From young man to mature
adult, the images more or less cover
the time span of the letters.
Will’s letters provide one person’s
perspective on cultural life in a
particular period of time in Queensland.
As part of this study I have followed
Will to the places that he mentions in
his letters and those journeys have
involved the gathering of material and
information that respond to his words
and my own research and experiences.
As I broadened the scope of the
research material beyond the letters, a
richer more exciting understanding of
their context has developed. In
particular, I became interested in the
places, people and events to which Will
refers in his letters, juxtaposed against those of my own experience and contemporary discourse.
                                                      
2 Refer Appendix 1 for family relationships
3 The other two photographs are displayed at Figure 79.
Figure 4:  William Henry circa 1900. Photographer unknown.  Archive
Collection GD & GJ Henry
3Will’s words have impacted and continue to impact on my life. Throughout this research project my
words and artworks are inspired by the words, images and thoughts of William Henry.
The Project
I am a visual artist and this interdisciplinary PhD project Responsible Heritage: Imagining Will
comprises:
 a written PhD dissertation;
 the development of a body of artworks for exhibition - a CURIOUS cabinet.
The approach taken for this practice-led inter-disciplinary study includes research carried out in
locations throughout Queensland, in libraries, museums, archives and people’s homes. Presented
is an ethical engagement with and dissemination of contemporary ideas, historical precepts and
anecdotal material; observation, insight, imagination, analysis, conceptualisation, interpretation and
discovery; and cross pollination between conceptual and physical processes.
With Will’s letters as the catalyst, this study reviews relevant contemporary and late nineteenth
century texts (words and images) to provide an interpretation of culture and social perception,
through the re-evaluation of relevant aspects of Queensland cultural history against and alongside
my lived experience and perceptions.  Based on the concept that arts practice-led research is a
legitimate methodology (Sullivan 2005), this study is formulated through empirical research,
fieldwork, conceptualisation, art production, interpretation, analysis and presentation of the
outcomes. Developed through active processes of looking, hearing, feeling, thinking, doing and
reviewing, it is situated within the context of my research, travel, collecting, creation and exhibition.
The ideas I express here are those of a woman looking back 100 years and responding to the
ideas of a man, a member of her family, made visible through the words expressed in his letters.
Central Focus
In the context of Will’s words and my responses, this study seeks to consider and illustrate how
perception is altered over time by the evidence of history and ways of viewing. It will consider and
interrogate some of the complexities and impediments to linking the past with the present, absence
with presence and loss with retrieval through narrative expression (words and images). Particular
attention is paid to the construction of, and relationships (visible and invisible) between, the words,
objects, artworks, exhibition and documentation researched and created.
Scope and Methodology
In order to substantiate my observation that visual and written texts cross-fertilise in a continual
dance of exchange, my approach to this study has been a reflexive one (Alvesson & Skoldberg
2000, Stewart, 2008c). Beginning with Will’s letters, the incremental development of activity,
4methods and themes has been influenced by reciprocities between the recording of my research,
travel, building of artworks, papers and power point presentations (Appendix 2). This way of
working enabled an exciting flow of ideas and discoveries. It conforms with a methodology
described by Nancy de Freitas (2007) as active documentation (p.3). The final shape of the
dissertation and body of artwork has come from this simultaneous process of intuition and thought,
action and reaction, a self-referential (Stewart 2008c, slide 15) process which situates this study
within the culture of my present and past. My performative and intellectual agency in this process is
an illustration of Ernst Van Alphen’s (2005) concept that art is a “mode of thinking” (p. xv), which,
through the agency of the thinking viewer, “functions … as a frame for cultural thought” (p. xvi). Ian
McLean and Gordon Bennett (1996) further constructs visual representation as “a powerful social
instrument for the creation and maintenance of the world in which we live” (p.39).
A simplified diagrammatic representation of the framework of this arts research project follows
(Figure 5). The final section of this chapter includes a definition of terms to provide further clarity.
This is a cultural study, formulated within the discipline of visual arts, which provides some
evidence of the overlap and inter-relationships of other academic disciplines. The theoretical
frameworks I have chosen to focus the texts are visuality (Batchen 2000, Bryson (1988), Crane
2000, Nealon & Searls Giroux 2003, Mclean & Bennett 1996, Prosser 1998, Stewart 2008, Val
Alphen 2005), ethnography (Atkinson, Coffey, Delamont, J & L Lofland 2001, Denzin 1997 & 2001,
Edwards 2001, Wolcott (1999)), and a development from the fields of history and literary studies
referred to as new historicism (Aram Veeser (1989), Brannigan 1998, Greenblatt 1988, Wilson
(2007)). Various elements of these disciplines, described in the following text, have provided
“pathways” (Sullivan, 2005 p.150) to enable my own research.
Visuality is, as I understand it from Hal Foster’s (1988) description, at its most fundamental level,
an historically and socially constructed western discourse of vision situated within and around
accumulative seeing experiences of the human mind and body (pp.ix-xiv). I am interested in the
way visuality is “socially created” (Bryson 1988 p.107), how it has the potential to influence and
effect change (van Alphen, 2005) and is informed through the interaction of words and images
(Stewart 1994). As a visual artist, my act of seeing and being able to interpret what I see is central
to what I do and it underpins the research and development of this dissertation, the artworks and
their presentations. In the context of this study I have sought to gain an understanding of how the
visual has influenced the construction of culture through the museum, the media, the domestic and
the individual. To support this enquiry I have drawn on authors such as Norman Bryson (1988)
Susan Crane (2000), Elizabeth Edwards (2001), E Hooper Greenhill (2001), Nealon & Searls
Giroux (2003), Robyn Stewart (2008), Ernst van Alpen (2005) and artists including Gordon Bennett
(Mclean & Bennett 1996), Pamela Croft (2003) Anne Ferran (Batchen 2000) Fiona Foley (Winter
2000) and Fiona Foley (Winter 2000).
5ARTS RESEARCH PROJECT
This ethnographic study has been driven by my agency and the resulting ideas, practice and
product are drawn out of the past, blended with the present to inform the future
Figure 5: A simplified framework for my arts research project developed from Arts Practice as Research: Inquiry in the Visual Arts (Sullivan
2005)
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6As an observer of culture I have drawn on qualitative ((Alvesson & Skoldberg 2000) (Holliday 2002)
(Marshall & Rossman 2006)) research methods based on ethnographic techniques (Wolcott 1999,
pp.42-52) which include field research to experience, enquire and examine locations and people
and documentary material to discover, describe and consider anecdotal and textual (words and
images) material. In terms of visual material in this study, I vacillate between the active and passive
roles of researcher, consumer and producer of texts using methods of narratology, autobiography
and biography to provide structure for the study.
Ethnography “escapes ready summary definition” (Atkinson et al. 2001, p.1), but is “grounded in a
commitment to the first hand experience and exploration of a particular social or cultural setting on
the basis of … participant observation” (p.5). Harry Wolcott (1999) more concisely describes
ethnography as a process of particularity in that “it is the study of the customary social behaviours
of identifiable groups of people” (p.252-3) and is concerned “with the ordinary and the everyday”
(p.59). On the basis of Will’s and my direct experience and observation of, and in, the broader
landscape and culture of Queensland, of work and play and the more intimate site of family and
friends, the particularity of Will’s life and times provides the focus of observation. Moreover, the
reflexivity of life writing through autobiography in ethnography (Reed-Danahay 2005,), naturally
grounds this cultural study in my personal experience and knowledge and demonstrates
“interaction(s) between the research and the narrator” (p. 410). So, while there may appear to be a
sense of objectivity in the way I have approached this study, I make no claim other than that what I
present is primarily a personal response informed by research which draws on what I know, learn
and believe, situated within the emotional context of that knowing and discovering.
Despite the two generations that separate Will and I, we are both products of Empire (Bennett
2004, Dixon 2001, Kidd 1997, McLean 1999, Moore 1998, Nealon & Seals Giroux 2003, Poignant
2004, Thomas & Losche 1999), and issues of colonialism and its successor, post-colonialism, bind
us together. Drawing from observations made by Nealon & Searls Giroux (2003, p. 145), my
authorship (and Will’s) is formed though a tradition of colonial language and education which has
developed out of earlier modes exercised on Will in his time. An incremental process of
governance and cultural programming (real or imagined), situates this enquiry within relevant areas
of cultural studies, a subset of ethnography.
Following Penelope Edmonds’ (2006) comment that ethnography in the nineteenth century offered
an “organizing logic … of governance through culture, where museums, displays and international
exhibitions served as vehicles for public instruction and the formation of citizens as imperial
subjects” (p. 128), this study has drawn on the idea of exhibition as a form of instruction. Elizabeth
Edwards’ (2001, p.?) discussion of the impact of visual representation which “almost unnoticed
contributed to dominant discourses” (p. 183) in ethnographic museums and other fields reinforces
this direction. According to Mike Ball and Greg Smith (2001) the use of visual images in
ethnography has traditionally been “primarily illustrative rather than analytical” (p.313) although
they also concede this is changing.
7There are infinite ways I might choose to represent the embodiment/s of Will and of myself.  I could
create an endless variety of texts and each reading or representation would be different.
Characteristics of new historicism provide for such complexities and variability of choice. With an
“emphasis on literature, art and culture generally” (Wilson 2007, p.1), new historicism is, in Wilson’s
words, a “literary form of historical analysis” (p. 2).  According to John Brannigan (1998) “the
challenge of (literary) theory is the challenge to invent conversations between texts and theories,
between one text and other texts, between texts and the histories and discourses of which they are
part” (p.218). My role in directing and developing conversations between the various layers of
texts, culture, history and knowledge; making choices; is fundamental to this study.
When I look at the overlap and blurring between the disciplines I have nominated (visuality,
ethnography and new historicism), I am struck by the notion that this study is based on my chance
finding of Will’s letters and, in the early stages, my chance encounter with a variety of relevant
objects and so on.  It wasn’t until I was well into the study that I began to know what I was looking
for in terms of material items and information. But with the knowing there has always been an
element of doubt, a notion referred to by Patti Lather (2001, p.481). While I may be sure what I
mean as I write this sentence, in the moment, it is when I reflect on what I say and do that that
certainty is confirmed, eroded or modified. Therefore, if the development of my knowledge is ever-
evolving, certainty is elusive and doubt is a certainty. However, if I can accept that what I write in
the moment is as close to certainty as is possible at that time, the relevance of continually re-
reading culture and history is more firmly situated. The significance of this notion is also dependant
on the inter-connections between the seeing, interpreting and scribing of culture and the way we
live in space and in time, concepts with which each of the three disciplines engage.
As with the overlap between disciplines, the artworks I create span a variety of fields converging art
and craft with the process of collecting to include drawing, weaving, braiding, upholstery,
photography and installation. While this could be loosely referred to as shape shifting, there is also
an element of time shifting that is integral to artistic creativity which Nancy de Freitas (2007)
describes as a “constant conceptual shifting between the past, present and future; a process that is
generally imperceptible as they (artists) negotiate between what is known, what they imagine and
what is at hand” (p.8).
The artworks I complete position my ideas, visuality, craftsmanship and creativity while
representing the resource material that form the data for this study. This includes responding to the
travel I have undertaken, the enquiries I have made and the experiences I have had. The
landscape, family, acquaintances and objects I encounter are potential subjects for my imagination
and characters for my narratives.  As de Freitas (2007) suggests above, the life of my artwork
doesn’t end with exhibition, but has a role in stimulating future work and ideas, just as Will’s letters
from the past have stimulated me.  His words range across a broad array of ideas and experiences
and my visual product is the result of my wide-ranging exploration of subject and medium and it is
this mix of disciplines (visuality, ethnography and new historicism) which allows a flexible range of
methods in which to focus my study.
8An overarching concept, a cabinet of curiosities, is intended to act as a structure and point of focus.
In developing my cabinet I have drawn on theories about and descriptions of private and
institutional colonial cabinets and museums authored by Susan Crane (2000), Rebecca Duclos
(1999), Elizabeth Edwards (2001), Ann Higonnet (2003), Andrea Witcomb (2003) and others. The
bric a brac constitutes an eclectic collection of fragments, includes Will’s letters, family
paraphernalia, other narratives, collected objects, a review of literature, theoretical analysis,
artwork and the recording and interpretation of experience, travel, process and creation. This mix is
further focused by practice led (de Freitas 2007) explorations of material culture4 (Edmonds 2006,
Gosden & Knowles 2003, Griffiths 1996, Scribner 2003), museums and individual, community and
national identity (Gelder & Jacobs 1998, Gibson 2002, Jones 2003, McLean 1998) and belonging
(Ashworth & Graham 2005, Griffiths 2002, Harrison 2004, Read (2000)), A diagram of the cabinet
(Appendix 4) demonstrates the scope of this study.
Susan Crane’s (2000) idea that narratives were a fundamental element of early cabinets of
curiosity linked to both the fanciful and the scientific (p.72) support the direction I used to develop
my own cabinet. I collected and documented objects (the scientific) which I felt had a connection to
Will’s words and a resonance of past lives (the fanciful). Selected extracts from my object collection
database can be viewed at Appendix 5. Each of these extracts demonstrate narratives which were
built around each of the collected items and where initial concepts were notated.
Methodologies of narratology within ethnography have proved useful to gather information in the
field5, as a mode of analysis and a “means to make sense of past experience and share it with
others” (Cortazzi 2001, p. 384).
The methodology of narrative which Richardson (1995) describes as “a mode of reasoning and a
mode of representation” (p. 200) has been a fundamental component of a sociological (ie:
ethnographic) exploration of the structure and dynamics of the society in which Will existed.
According to Holliday, we “create images of the people we research (to) promote understanding of
their humanity” to invoke “deeper, ethical (and) political issues” (2002, p. 175). Will’s letters are
narratives inscribed in his own words. My narratives respond to his words and are reflected in the
words and artworks I create.  Indeed, according to Mieke Bal (1985, p.5) it is through the
performative act of our story telling, our agency (Will’s and mine) and the act of reading (by you
and me) where the structure of our narrative texts become obvious.  The performance in this case,
                                                      
4 Material culture is here defined as objects which provide evidence of living. These objects range from
domestic accoutrements to indigenous artefacts, from objects in collections to objects retrieved from the
dump.
5 I undertook several focussed field trips during this study, two of which were to properties Will
mentioned in his letters. The first was to Tinnenburra, including Cunnamulla (Qld) and Bourke (NSW)
(two weeks) and the second was to Glenora (four days). I hadn’t visited either of these properties before
and my observation, in the tradition of ethnographic fieldwork, was through new eyes Wolcott, HF 1999,
Ethnography: A Way of seeing, Rowman & Littlefield Publishers Inc, Oxford, England. A narrative report, a
form of active documentation de Freitas, N 2007, 'Activating a Research context in Art and Design
Practice', International Journal for the Scholarship of Teaching and Learning, vol. 1, no. 2 (July 2007), p. 15., of
both trips was prepared and they proved to be useful resource material to inform the study.
9is not necessarily one that is witnessed by others, but represented by what is created. It is the
space between the words (or artworks) and the reading where understanding occurs.
But it is also a space for slippage (Dening 2003, Edwards 2001, McLean 1998) between meaning
and understanding, in this case between the letters Will wrote 100 years ago and how I read them
in the present. I expect that my understanding of Will’s words directed to his brother would differ
from that of Hugh. Nevertheless, while the distance of time and circumstance may prevent me from
fully comprehending the letter’s “original temporal horizon, the social and cultural context of (their)
first appearance (Bryson 2001, p.1),  it does not prevent me from identifying “determining factors
and cultural forces” (p.2) that shaped them, or from responding to them from a current perspective.
The contextual concepts of time and place, essential elements of narrative raised by academic and
cultural analyst, Mieke Bal (1985 p. 7), and integral to this study have already been mentioned.
Richardson’s (1995, pp. 202-18) considerations of language, the power of metaphor, symbolism,
truth values, significance, authenticity, interpretation, experience, meaning and so on are also
pertinent concepts for my narratives. As an analytical tool, narrative has cross-disciplinary
relevancies as Bal (2001) reveals. It has sustained her practice in “comparative literature, women’s
studies, biblical studies, and art history” (p. 259) as well as in the disciplines of “philosophy,
anthropology and the history of science” (pp. 259-60).
As my ideas for artworks in this study developed from empirical evidence and collected objects
other narratives merged, allowing a thickening layer of meaning and other connections to form. I
employed ethnographic processes of naturalistic enquiry (Spencer 2001, p.448) to contemplate the
reality and communicational properties of material culture associated with this study through my
own experience. This process gave me greater control over the way I directed my body to gather,
record and interpret data and provenance of individual objects and artworks, but, contrary to formal
processes I make no claim on objectivity and acknowledge that my comments, while culturally
situated, reflect my personal role and attitudes. The narratives I built from this experience variously
include descriptions of mental and physical process, choice of medium, number correlations,
experience, chance, discovery, historical detail and so on, to illuminate the complexities and
experience of the exhibited material.
This visual arts research project has been, as Graeme Sullivan (2005) describes, “dynamic,
relfexive and revelatory” (p.192) and my experience confirms that “it is not so much the final
position … as the voyage itself” (Alvesson & Skoldberg 2000, p.322) which intensifies personal
understandings and engagement. Descriptions of my own voyage provide opportunities for others
to share in that journey. Just as this document is supported by visual imagery to facilitate the
understanding of the reader, the artworks contained within the exhibition, a CURIOUS cabinet, are
supported by words displayed as didactics.
My authorship is however, complicated by Richardson’s (1995) premise that prescriptive practice
within ethnographic methodologies, specifically sociology, “affects what we can write about” (p.
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203). But this is not restricted to ethnography and has much wider ramifications as Frank Ankersmit
(2002), in his discussion on history and cultural analysis observes, “style is not merely a matter of
presentation but also determines the content of narrative” (p. 171). Likewise, I have found the way
in which I style my words and artwork impacts on the content of the stories they represent. The
style of Will’s letters may also have been governed by similar considerations.
Situated within what Davies (1993, pp. 3-4) refers to as a meta-narrative of social history, Will’s
story is multi-layered and his life, while now inextricably linked with my own, has been unpacked as
much as possible to allow more clarity. To enable this unpacking I developed spreadsheets
(Appendix 1) which incorporates data on people, family, friends and other relationships, towns and
properties, shipping, horses and so on that Will mentioned.  I also researched and collected
material from newspaper, government, museum, church, school and family history archives.
Importantly, to find Will through his words, to make him visible, to reveal his human-ness and to
reconcile the myths and histories of my familial and colonial past, I first needed to establish context
and associations.
So, engaging with an empirically based research model described by Robert Dixon (2001) as
”working upwards from detailed evidence rather than downwards from theoretical models” (p. 3) the
archives were the logical place to begin. Will’s letters were my resource material and initial archive
and they represent a slice of lost heritage. Not only have I found that only one family member
outside my immediate family had knowledge of Will’s existence, but I had difficulty identifying and
discovering information on people mentioned in his letters. Nevertheless, the information I did
manage to gather on these individuals provides a foundation for future research extending beyond
this study.
This dissertation is informed by relevant late nineteenth century and contemporary literature “to
situate the study in … ongoing discourse” (Marshall & Rossman 2006, p. 25) and to “gain a better
understanding of the complexities of human experience” (p. 23). If, as Friedman (1995) says,
“symbols, as much as language, are rooted in culture” and “established by convention” (p.59) the
response to the language and symbolism used by Will in his letters necessitates a better
understanding of the culture in which he lived. Moreover, in the context of John Brannigan’s (1998)
discussion of new historicism and cultural materialism, my words and images become instruments
capable of adding shape to “our social, political and cultural situation” (p.219).
Since a component of this study will seek to situate the reality of and represent the “shape of a life”
(Donaldson, Read and Walter 1992 p.i), that is, Will Henry, the use of elements of biography will
enable the identification and interpretation of complex relationships, “cultural codes and
conventions” (Stewart 1994, p. 142).  The words and artworks I produce, the result of my hand and
mind, tell my story reflecting my emotion and memory and it is my voice that directs the narratives.
An autobiographical theory is therefore relevant. To inform the study, I have drawn from many
examples of genre and critiques including monographs, articles, conference, papers, radio and
television programs, exhibitions and websites. Central texts I have referenced include Confessions
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of a Beachcomber (Banfield 1994), Personal Diary  (Broadbent 1886), T.Y.S.O.N. The Life and
Times of James Tyson (Denholm 2002), Shaping Lives: Reflections on Biography (Donaldson,
Read & Walter 1992), Among Cannibals (Lumholtz 1889), The Art of Gordon Bennett (McLean &
Bennett 1996), The Flower Painter: The adventures in Northern Australia and New Zealand of
flower painter Ellis Rowan (Rowan 1991) and Pushing Time Away: My Grandfather and the tragedy
of Jewish Vienna (Singer 2003).  Each has a relevance to this research and to provide examples,
context, anecdotal material and critical comment.
Peter Singer’s biography about his grandfather Pushing Time Away (2003) is a model that has
proved useful in my endeavour to depict the life of William Henry.  The book is a memoir of
philosopher and ethicist, David Openheim 1881-1943, developed around the personal letters,
documents, published works, photographs and other references from family and other archives.
The book weaves two histories – the author’s story of the experience of his search and his
grandfather’s story, set in landscapes of personal and political turmoil.  Singer uses rich detail in
such a way as to provide a journey for the reader by contextualising the information to specific
locations to situate the story.  The concept of the journey as both a physical and mental process
resonates with my project.  Will travelled extensively during the course of his letters and I have
travelled thousands of kilometres (as did Singer) in the interests of research and creativity.  The
elements of time and space inherent within these processes constitute another kind of journey.
Late nineteenth and early twentieth century authors, journalist Edmund Banfield (1994), naturalist
Kendall Broadbent (1886), naturalist and explorer Carl Lumholtz (1889) and artist Ellis Rowan
(1991) each described their observations in the landscapes of Will’s experience through words and
images. When these authors journeyed on the coastal steamer plying its regular route to Cardwell
(Will’s hometown) they would have traveled through the amazing landscape of Hinchinbrook
Channel (Figure 6), just as Will did.
Figure 6:  Image on left - Hinchinbrook Channel c. 1880's, John Oxley Library photograph negative number 196677, photographer
unknown; Image on right: Hinchinbrook Channel near Dent Island from Journeys: Water 2007, V Keenan.
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For this study, I spent four days on a launch cruising and
photographing the channel in 2007 saturating myself in the
landscape.  While he lived at Bellenden Plains, Will regularly
took the coastal steamers between Cardwell and Townsville
through this same waterway6. A description of one of Will’s trips
is included here.
Oh didn’t I have a treat coming back in
the Lass7!  I was beginning to feel the
effects of Dr McCabe’s manipulation of my
jaw – which eventually ended in five days
of unadulterated joy, as I had seldom
experienced.  Where was McCabe then? If
there is anything in telepathy may he have
recovered by this! To proceed – I’d never
travel in that boat again.  The deck is so
circumscribed that I got into one of the
bunks and the screw gave me gip.  I felt it
all over.  We had a very smooth passage and
got into Cardwell by 12 when I found Mrs
Murray had misunderstood me and had to walk
out for the horse and then into Cardwell
for the things (Henry, I. letter dated 15.2.1901).
Apart from the work of Ellis Rowan, I found little evidence of paintings depicting North Queensland
by artists who went on to develop national profiles in the late nineteenth century. Nevertheless, the
link between landscape painting and the development of Australian identity has been closely
chronicled (Astbury 1985, Bonyhady 2000, Galbally 2004, Hughes 1970, McLean 1998). Artists in
Will’s era produced many works which have become Australian icons, promoting what Leigh
Astbury (1985) describes as, a “rural mythology centred on the Australian bushman” (p. 1) in “one
of the most highly urbanized societies in the western world” (p. 2).  According to Ian McLean
(1998), the artists (particularly those of Heidelberg fame) were “city dwellers”, “Japonists and
bohemians before they were bushmen” (pp. 53-5) influenced as much by colonialist perspectives,
European iconography and classical literature as they were by the environment, producing works
that fostered nationalist notions of nostalgia, melancholy and indigenty (McLean 1998, pp. 53-5).
Mclean (1999) further suggests that “melancholy remains a dominant trope in explaining Australian
identity and culture” (p. 136) haunted as we are by memories that continue to reside in this ‘ancient’
landscape (p. 137).
                                                      
6  Newspapers regularly printed lists of shipping arrival and departures with lists of passenger names
(example at Figure 7) so the sea voyaging travel of Will, his family and acquaintances was relatively easy
to confirm.
7 The S.S. Lass O’Gowrie was an iron screw steamer of 184 tons owned by Messrs HowardSmith and Sons
Limited which carried passengers and cargo between Townsville and Port Douglas via ports (Bowton, FJ
1901, Stranding S.S. "Lass O' Gowrie, Marine Board of Queensland, Townsville.)
Figure 7: An example of information
about shipping and passengers printed
in The North Queensland Herald on
March 9, 1907, p. 68. Sourced from
Queensland State Archives FILM/S
0195
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Visual narratives of bush life by Australian artists such Frederick McCubbin (Figure 8) were, as
Kenneth McConkey (2002) describes, derivatives of a British trend of “democratic” (p. 135) art.
This trend promoted “non-elitist” literal images painted for everyday people (p. 135). Ian McLean
suggested that work of this nature also promoted a dominant theme of white-ness in the frontiers of
settlement (McLean 1998, pp.60-63). Based on the words of a white male settler, William Henry,
and my responses as a white female, this project does little to dispel this myth.
Will’s own sense of belonging, as signified through his letters, appears to be clearly grounded in
the property Bellenden Plains, the place where he grew up. He toiled in the landscape and read the
land, locating himself in the bush as a city dweller might read street signs. He built a home,
managed stock, and took part in local politics, social activities and so on. In my experience this
immersion in place links with memory to embed a sense of belonging. Yet, if as Ashworth and
Graham (2005) contend, belonging is “user determined, polysemic and unstable through time” (p.
3) and is largely “the product(s) of the creative imagination of the individual and society” (p. 3).
Central to the theme of visuality and its potential to impact processes of belonging, I became
interested in the dialectics8 of identity exchange and how fluctuations and correlations impacted on
                                                      
8 I have discovered several meanings for this word but have here included the description I feel most aptly
describes its meaning in this instance: “the tension that exists between two conflicting or interacting
forces, elements or ideas”
Figure 8: The Pioneer, 1904, Frederick McCubbin, Collection: The Ian Potter Centre: NGV Australia.  Image sourced from
http://www.ngv.vic.gov.au/collection/australian/painting/m/apa00043.html
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interpretation and meaning. This interest was largely promoted by reading Amelia Jones’ (2003)
theories of embodiment and subjectivity in relation to the visual in her essay Meaning, Identity,
Embodiment. This interest was later reinforced by Raw History - Photographs, Anthropology and
Museums by Elizabeth Edwards’ (2001). Edwards argues that archival photographs9 offer a “dense
multidimensional fluidity of (the) discursive practices … linking objects between past and present,
between visible and invisible and active in cross-cultural negotiation” (p. 4) closing “the space
between the site of observation on the colonial periphery and the site of metropolitan interpretation”
(pp. 31-2). This does of course allow the potential, as Bal (2001) suggests, for “impure” (p. 266)
discourse to intrude. Thus, our understanding of what we see and understand individually and
communally is, broadly speaking, culturally situated, and interpretation is “implicated within the
identity of the interpreter” (Jones 2003 p. 73) and subject to any number of mis-readings and/or
misunderstandings dependant on their level of connection.
Following on from this, the duality of influence between Will’s words and my representations and
their eventual reception by others is affected by individual interpretation and the filters we each
employ. As Eilean Hooper Greenhill (2001 pp. pp.ix-xiv) comments, interpretation “is embedded in
already existing experience and knowledge” (p. 104) and differences in the way we see are
mediated by individual memory, experience, influence and disciplines, enabling “objects … to be
polysemic, to bear multiple meanings” (p. 111).  While my words and artworks ultimately influence
how Will’s words are interpreted and presented they are only ever able to prompt a reader or
viewer’s response, not dictate it.  The didactics I provide in exhibition are meant as guides and are
not designed to be proscriptive. As the dualism between body and object continually shifts and
reciprocates according to circumstance, there is a cohesion and transference that allows
independent or conjoint trajectories.  The object as body as object or the body as object as body.
These are ostensibly the same, yet different.  My body both directs the study and is directed by the
study, as my artwork forms a body of work to represent an outcome, an object, of my endeavour.
But, there is also a duality of influence that circulates between the words that I express in this text
and the artworks I develop for exhibition.  Drawing from the writings of Dipert (1993), Cote (2003)
and Jones (2003) it became apparent that circulating notions of presence and absence are
inherent in my own and other texts and are compounded with concepts of loss and retrieval. The
artworks and other images represented in this text are facsimiles of original texts (drawings,
installations, photographs and so on) that exist or have existed at other locations. Furthermore,
while Will’s physical body no longer exists, mine does, but his words are still an embodiment of
him, as mine are.
Significance
This study is significant because it will add knowledge to the field of practice-led research, local
and cultural history and arts education.  This engagement with practical and theoretical issues of
visual research will provide a site for processes which are inherently educational. Inspired by Will’s
                                                      
9 In the context of this study I have extended Edwards’ consideration of historical photographs to include
other historical texts such as paintings and letters as having similar properties.
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letters, this personal approach and re-reading of the past in the present will present alternative
perspectives and provide an additional resource for research to supplement cultural knowledge.
Limitations
This study is limited in the first instance by the content and visuality of Will’s letters
The time periods represented by Will’s letters, (1896 and 1906), and relevant contemporary
western writing and Australian visual arts practices and my life (1996 and 2007), provide further
identifiable constraints for the scope and resources for this study. The resources I refer to here
include empirical evidence, reference material, Will’s experience and mine and so on. A visual
reference to this limitation, two distinct periods of time, one hundred years apart, is reflected in the
artwork, Platters – Memories10, created for the body of works, a CURIOUS Cabinet. One hundred
platters (Figure 9) were collected and assembled in this artwork to both physically and
metaphorically reflect each one of those one hundred years.
The artists I have chosen to research are those whose work is generally set in the time periods
mentioned above and where possible limited to Queensland artists or artists whose work
references or is produced in Queensland.
While there are many disciplines I could draw on for this study, including feminism, I have limited
                                                      
10 A discussion on the development of this artwork is located on page 78.
Figure 9: Platters (objects of fancy) collected for Platters - Memories artwork.  Photo V Keenan 2006.
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these to three, Visuality, Ethnography and New Historicism, to better concentrate the study.
Definition of Terms
For the purposes of and in the context of this study, a list of specific terms and general definitions
are included here.
Agency: is a form of communication, an enactment by body “ “ and visual representation
“art is not only the object of framing … but it also functions, in turn as a frame for
cultural thought” (van Alphen 2005, p xvi).
Authenticity: is the representation of perceived truth of an act of “witness” (Van Alphen 2005, p.
165).
Belonging: is situated within the landscape of my youth and in the landscape of Will’s life. It is,
as Peter Read (2000) suggests, personal (p.223), and derived from “a symbiotic
relationship between human and environment” (p.181) and is embedded in
emotional attachment and Aboriginal dispossession. It is also about guardianship
and providing space where the past can inform the future.
Identity: is situated within the individual and their/my relationship/s with others, is culturally
situated and is fluid (Jones, 2003 p.78).
Material Culture: most particulary relates to creation, use, display and interpretation of artefacts;
those I make and those I collect. I found Gosden and Knowles’ (2001) publication
Collecting Colonialism: Material culture and colonial change useful for the various
descriptions of ways objects were implicated within building social and economic
relationships through exchange systems and the ripple effect on other individuals
and communities in colonial New Britain.
Performativity: The various acts of developing this study from research through creation to the
final presentation is a demonstration of performativity. Situated within the notion of
“knowing how” (Woolcott, 1999 p.279) in  the context of culture, my ability to enact
and demonstrate learned skills and knowledges is integral to this study.
Reflexivity: As a research device, “reflexivity is a deconstructive exercise locating intersection
of author, artist, other, text and the world penetrating the activity of representation”
(Stewart, 2008, slide 3).
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Structure of the dissertation
This study proposes to “reflect the complications and ambiguities” (Bickerton 2001) of the past
through narrative, representation, interpretation, alternate perspectives and theoretical supposition.
Each chapter of this dissertation develops incrementally to provide a setting into which Will’s life
and my own is entwined, building connections between theoretical and historical texts, artworks
and images to demonstrate relationships between visuality and location and visuality and thought.
The following chapters are formed around individual themes of presence, absence, past, present,
loss and retrieval. A diagram of the structure of these themes is included at (Figure 10) These
reflect the cluster of themes which were revealed as the data collection and analysis progressed.
Presence  As the catalyst for this project was a collection of handwritten letters, it is
appropriate that chapter two examines a cross section of the visual resources which provide a
cultural frame and a means of exploring Will’s presence in history. Focussing on the
communicational aspects of this material, the text takes a journey beyond the physical appearance
and contents of the photographs, artworks, books, postcards, maps and letters to consider largely
invisible processes of time, space and agency. This chapter also introduces three late nineteenth
century authors, Edmund Banfield (1994), Carl Lumholtz (1889) and Elllis Rowan (1991) whose
work is used to provide contrast and contextual material throughout this study.
Absence Chapter three illustrates the processes and outcomes of this attempt to fill in the
spaces, to address Will’s absence through the development of creative responses to Will’s letters.
It provides a site to demonstrate ways in which I have developed ideas, and created visual
narratives from my resources and documentation. This chapter also looks at my art project as a
demonstration of reflexive practice and begins to look into relationships between theory, the
production of art and the agency of art.
Past In chapter four, I investigate the role of the artefacts I create and collect t through a
broader examination of collections and museums using processes of association. Elizabeth
Edwards’ (2001) comment that “relics of the past are cultural artefacts of the moments that produce
them, but they are cultural artefacts of all the moments that give them permanence” (p. 48)
provides for a notion of continuous change. While this signifies a conflict that potentially defies any
effort on my part to establish meaning, I analysis the role of objects, including my artworks, as they
migrate from the everyday to the rare, to objects worthy of academic consideration and public
scrutiny. I also consider how display affects an object’s real or imagined qualities and what (if any)
new information or knowledge is translated in the process of exhibition.  This chapter addresses
briefly the role museums and art galleries in valuing, validation and authentification of objects, and
how process of classification, ordering and presentation affect meaning. As a maker and collector
of artefacts I also consider the implications of my agency in these processes.
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Loss The focus of discussion for chapter five is the concept of loss, historical and
human, and provides an opportunity to look at the body as subject and object. The hand of William
Henry inspires this study, and his form, with life or without, in the past, the present and/or the future
is the subject of this study and consideration. The performance of my body directs this study,
conceptualizes, produces and analyses the outcomes, the objects which reflect on Will’s words and
presence.
Retrieval The concluding chapter acts to retrieve and braid the strings of the previous
chapters, to produce the rope which ultimately binds theory and practice, to show how the body of
artworks I produce become ethnographic evidence of my efforts and demonstrate my cultural
response to Will’s words.
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Figure 10: Diagram of themes used in this study.
Drawing from Will’s words,
the central structure of this
study is based on
investigating the links
between the
PRESENCE and ABSENCE
PAST and the PRESENT
LOSS and RETRIEVAL
using narrative expression
(words and images)
through reflection
to gather, assemble,
analyse and synthesis the
research
THE INSPIRATION
William Henry’s letters to his
brother Hugh Henry have
inspired this study.
LOSS is a concept embodied
in Will’s letters and in his
death which has provided a
space in which to investigate
the developmental process of
understanding, interpretation
and meaning relevant to this
study.
RETRIEVAL
brings the study
back into the
present and
provided a space
in which to
consolidate the
material and
develop
conclusions to the
study.
Explores Will’s PRESENCE in
history using ethnographic
theory to develop this
research project. This has
included field trips, surveys,
documentation
Explores Will’s PRESENCE in
history using ethnographic
theory to develop this
research project. This has
included field trips, surveys,
documentation
Drawing
inferences from
the PRESENT
through
research and
lived experience
I developed
artworks which
respond to
Will’s words and
the era in which
he lived.
Will’s
ABSENCE is
explored
through the
development of
concepts and
narratives
through
creativity.
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CHAPTER 2 – PRESENCE: TEXTUAL RESOURCES
Introduction
In order to establish a cultural framework in which to situate this study, this chapter examines the
various visual texts which have informed my research and provided the catalyst for the resulting
body of work, a CURIOUS Cabinet. The texts range between words and images, old and new,
published and unpublished, historical and personal, written and visual, damaged and undamaged.
Each of the texts is caught up in the narratives of my life and Will’s and provide fragmentary
evidence of our lives, our presence.
Visual resource.
Visuality is a fundamental element of this study and this resource material is predominately made
up of objects (letters, photographs, artworks etc) which have a material, therefore visual, presence.
Throughout this dissertation, I refer to and include images of some of this material. As you read this
document try to imagine it without images. It would be words alone. Your cognition and perception
of this study negotiated according to your own experiences would be quite different to the one that
you gain as you engage with the combination of these words and images. As Kerry Heckenberg
(2002) comments in her discussion on visuality, your “levels of attention, imagination and memory”
(p. 13) affect what you take in. Alternatively, if I presented you with imagery without explanatory
text, such as the photo displayed as Figure 1111, other kinds of understandings would arise and
any significance attributed to it would be lost. Narratives between my words and images are made
more powerful through the use of cations and didactics and stimulation by and with each other.
Despite methodological and interpretative problems that Jon Prosser (1998) contends are inherent
in validating visual research methods, images do assist in providing context.  They communicate
information not possible through words alone, and as objects of analysis “enrich both interpretation
and theory” (Bal, 2001 p. 262).
As a visual artist and author, I have consciously chosen to illustrate these words, this dissertation
Responsible Heritage – Imagining Will, with explanatory images, and the body of work, a
CURIOUS Cabinet, with explanatory words.  While the words and images take on different
emphasis and context in each location they offer a way to communicate and illuminate the
developing narrative.
                                                      
11 This photograph from the George and Gladys Henry Archive is of Letty Crowder (sitting in cart at
rear) and her parents outside their family home in Ackers Street, Townsville c. 1907.  According to Will’s
letters Letty attended Townsville Grammar School with Willie’s brother Hugh and taught with Willie’s
future sister-in-law. Letty took on the role as female principal of the Townsville Central School between
1918 and 1932 alongside my great grandfather George Calder Smith who was the male principal,
following the retirement of my great grandmother Charlotte Calder Smith (Furnell & Parker 1999, p
1918).
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Communication is a fundamental practice of human interaction – we speak to each other in many
different ways, through audible voice, the written word, letters and publications, via email, by
signing, through art, body language, by touch and so on. Similarly, the way we see what is
communicated is complex. At the most basic level this study revolves around the way I see and
communicate (auto-biographical) and how I see and communicate Willie (biographical). But there
are others layers of perception too. The visual resources I have, the letters, books, maps,
photographs, artworks and so on, enable other layers of seeing and reflecting understanding so
that others can also see.
Visual texts and representation
My visual resources have presence, they exist. While they do differ in appearance but there are a
lot of similarities between them. So, while in this next section, I generally concentrate on
photography, what I say has relevance for other mediums.
Although usually devoid of written text, the photograph is its own text which captures a specific
moment in time and is imbued with a multiplicity of meaning. As both image and object,
photographs (and artworks) allow for visual scrutiny and interpretation as well as archival
processing and museological debate (Edwards 2001, pp. 4-7).  As artefact, any re-reading in the
present engages both time and space. How we read images/objects is a process that continually
changes as our knowledges and experience alter.
Figure 11: Untitled
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To consider the complexities of meaning contained within photographs (and other texts) is to
consider concepts of authorship, intention, authenticity, language, signature, validation, evidence,
aesthetic, dissemination, and commodification. This is further entangled with the agency of the
photographer, the commissioner, the subject, the witness, the interpreter and so on, and devolves
around context, history, myth, social history, narrative, performance, identity, belonging, culture
and memory. Leonard Bell (1999) confirms that “relationships, functions and meaning” (p. 164)
within visual representations are not fixed between artist and subject, viewer and object, and that
there is a number of reciprocities that take place.
Nevertheless, Elizabeth Edwards contends that “like performance or theatre, photographs focus
seeing and attention in a certain way” (Edwards, p. 169). The ambiguity that is a photograph is
rescued by its ability to transcend time while at the same time it reflects time. In other words a
viewer can view and engage with an image of the past in the present, permitting movement “in and
out of the image itself” (p. 95) to cross and re-cross the space between, a site that links people,
place, history, experience, narrative and imagination.
However, as Coren, Wards & Enns (1999) reveal, the psychology of visual perception has
determined that a limiting of meaning occurs when time and space in the present are compressed
and the senses are restricted because “our brain is designed to respond to change” (p. 380). This
is the case when viewing ‘still’ images or artworks when compared with viewing video footage (p.
380).  For instance, when I look at the photograph of Bellenden homestead illustrated here (Figure
12), my eyes engage with a stationery image.  I cannot see nor hear the wind in the trees, I cannot
see the colours, I cannot get a sense of what might be behind the building. It is seemingly flat
although I do remember that it was a three dimensional building.
Figure 12: Bellenden Homestead. Image sourced from State Library of Queensland negative number
32464; published in M J Fox, 1919, The History of Queensland.
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This is a home I lived in. From Willie’s letters I was able to determine that he built it between 1904
and 1906 from timber cut along the Tully River. I recognise its structure and placement and yet it
was different when I lived there, confirming Benterrak, Muecke & Roe’s (1996) view that “place
introduces specificity and difference” (p. 17).  I recall the huge trees that nearly enveloped the
house protecting it with shade, the enclosed room at the left rebuilt to include a new kitchen and
dining area redolent with light, many cups of tea and men whose lives were deeply etched in the
bush.  I used to love to play on an old piano (badly and loudly) in the big central room when no one
was at home, my only companion an old horse who would hang his head over the verandah rail
waiting for a piece of bread. This was a place of my ancestors, it is where Willie’s parents, my great
grandparents, died in the 1920’s and it is the place my great aunt Elizabeth, Willie’s sister,
struggled to maintain until her death in 1961.
I can imagine these things because they are a part of my memory. A different reading, for instance,
to someone browsing The History of Queensland (Fox 1919) who might see this photograph as an
example of colonial architecture or learn something about the terrain. While Hans Belting’s (2005)
point that “images that serve our cognition are very different from those that address our
imagination” (p. 317) is directed at imagery related to information, entertainment and advertising, I
think it is particularly relevant in this example, bearing in mind that images elicit different responses
from different people. Benterrak, Muecke & Roe’s position that reading is a learned skill charged
with social and cultural implications (1996, p. 16) supports this concept.
Developing ideas posited by Elizabeth Edwards (2001), the significance of the Bellenden
homestead image shifts from being a house in the landscape, “not merely a forensic description of
what is in the photograph” to “an appropriation of the photograph to an established way of
inscribing the past” (p.100). This allows for a deeper focus based on my cultural understandings
and background. The house is gone now but narratives about the house continue to circulate and
memories linger. But as the generations pass, these narratives will “fade away when history no
longer provides for them” (Benterrak, Muecke & Roe 1996, p. 16). While the site has a place in the
collective memories of those who lived there and those who visited, it would be fair to say that each
of those memories, while “intersecting” (Edwards 2001, p. 101), would be different based on
individual experience and reflect the pluralities that situate history.
This particular image of Bellenden was published in The History of Queensland (Fox 1919)
together with some historical description of the family’s association with the north. At one level this
provides authentification of the family’s role in the colonisation of Queensland. As The History of
Queensland, this book embeds the image of the house and family story and situates it as history
validating the existence of the house and family. This proof also validates this research project but,
also for me as a researcher of family history, it provides shape for my own life, my own identity and
my own sense of belonging.
Contained within a book, a product, for public sale, the image becomes commodified. I remember a
copy of this book at Bellenden when I was growing up, a presence in my life. It was old then and
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treated with some care.  I imagine it was purchased soon after publication. The value of the book
as an artefact is confirmed because a copy is held in the Heritage Collection of The State Library of
Queensland. When I discovered the Bellenden image at the State Library of Queensland in 2003 I
purchased it in a digital format. Together with three other images it cost me $64.90 and I had to
sign a form stating how I was going to use it. The ownership of the image becomes confused in this
process. As an example of this, I allowed the John Oxley library to copy several historical images
from the family collection and these images are now available to the public on their website. This
photograph of Will’s sister (Figure 13), Elizabeth, is one of those images.  It can be viewed on the
Picture Queensland website at www.slq.qld.gov.au. The ownership of this image is no longer with
the family and it can be accessed by anyone via the internet anywhere in the world. The website
says that the image is clear of copyright, but how can they be so sure. Elizabeth died in 1961, and
if as I suspect, she commissioned the photo portrait the copyright may still remain with her. While
her image on this official website records her existence as “Elizabeth Henry in AIF uniform” for
posterity and validates her, it constrains context and disassociates Elizabeth from her family.
Figure 13: Elizabeth Henry during World War One in AIF Uniform.  Elizabeth was a daughter of
Isaac and Barbara Henry and Willie’s youngest sister. Collection George and Gladys Henry
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In an ethnographic sense, the facsimile of this material photo displayed individually or with other
similar images, framed and mounted and wall hung, or even within the pages of a book, undergoes
a series of mediations “grounded in social practices of viewing” (Edwards 2001, p. 196). Apart from
those who actively go looking for Elizabeth Henry, the image exemplifies an Australian nurse who
served in World War One.
When I first shaped the words around the mental images of what I saw in the photograph of
Bellenden (Figure 12), I thought to locate visual evidence to support the words and to share my
experience. But, there is no photograph which can show what was in my mind. The accumulations
of feeling, hearing, seeing and doing are uniquely mine and would never translate.  A photograph
therefore becomes a tool in the process of remembering, but cannot replace it.  Likewise, the
meanings which support the artworks I develop can never fully translate to those who view them
because my memory is embedded within the mental and physical processes of conception,
development, accomplishment and exhibition attached to each work.  And, they are all different.
While I might presume that the intention of the photographer who took the Bellenden Homestead
image was that it was to be included in a publication, I wonder at his reception at the house.  I don’t
know the year it was taken but, as the book was published in 1919, it could have been taken during
the war years, that is, between 1914 and 1918.  Willie was already dead, his parents Isaac and
Barbara were elderly, his sisters Barbara and Elizabeth were serving as nurses overseas, his
brother Brice was married with a family and his youngest brother Hugh was most likely managing
Bellenden Plains by that time.  There would most likely have been a housekeeper and certainly
Aboriginal staff and
their families on the
property.  I cannot
i m a g i n e  t h e
photographer’s
interaction with the
people who were there
and do not know if he
spend the night or
several days, how he
got there and so on.
Thinking a little further
back I wonder how he
came to take the
photo, how much or if
he was paid, if he
happy in his work, how
old he was and where
Figure 14: In the garden at Bellenden c. 1980s. Photo V Keenan
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he came from.  All this based on my assumption that the photographer was a male and not the
author of the book.
On the other hand I  ‘know’ about this photograph of Bellenden (Figure 14) because I took it.  It is
an object of my own experience and memory and for me brings with it a particular feeling of my
presence in that landscape.
As part of restoring the family archive, I have had photographs printed from very old photographic
negatives (Figure 15). The original photographic prints have been lost and while new prints retain
most of the qualities of the original they do not have the patina of age. I can assume that the
negatives are all originals, but in the main they would not truthfully represent the originals in their
original state. The emulsion is now breaking down and flaking, they are damaged, generally dirty
and often scratched and folded; they could handle some maintenance. I mostly do not know who
took the photos or when they were taken although the varying sizes of the negatives do provide
clues. Copyright and ownership of the images are therefore elusive, although I can mostly
recognize the landscapes and I know they are family photos. I suspect that few of the images were
taken during Will’s lifetime, but
the negatives and the new
prints have provided me with a
tracery, a mental and visual
map if you like, which extends
backwards in time. It is
inevitable that over time the
negatives will continue to
degrade and breakdown
altogether.
As well as the negatives, I
have  access  to  o ld
photographs and postcards
some of which date back to the
nineteenth century. Several of
the images have been included
in this document and will be used to illustrate the later publishing of Will’s letters. Original
photographs and scanned copies of originals form an integral part of the archive entrusted to my
parents, George & Gladys Henry. Like the negatives, the photographs are in various states of
degradation, and while I have some knowledge of their content, this knowledge is minimal at best.
The guardianship of this material brings weight and responsibility through knowledge retention,
sorting, storing and monitoring in a climate and environment not conducive to the longevity of
paper products.
Figure 15:  Old negatives from Bellenden Plains. Photo V Keenan 2004.
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The photographs and negatives have taken on the status of artefact, ‘cultural objects in their own
right’ (Edwards 2001, p. 28).  Like the letters, they were kept; albeit rather vicariously given their
state.  But the intention of keeping, conscious or unconscious, instils value. Yet any value that was
originally invested in them is likely to be different to the value I place on them now, and their
journey, the history of their progress to reach me, as Edwards suggests in her discussion on
anthropological practices, is as much a part of their history as the content (p. 28). Hans Belting’s
comment that images “do not exist by themselves, but they happen12 … via transmission and
perception” (2005, pp. 302-3) reveals a progress dependant on human action and social
interaction.  There is also a kind of reverse exchange that occurs,  “an active virtual repatriation of
heritage” (Edwards 2001, p. 88), when ethnographic photographs are used by the indigenous
descendants and clan groups of those in the photos to situate cultural understanding and confirm
relationships. This is also relevant for those undertaking family history research.
Will’s cognizance of the mechanics of photography is evidenced in his letter of 18th June 1904:
Mrs C. and Miss Wilson have each a camera and you should see how they go about
snapping.  Neither know anything of what the rudiments of photography are.
Everything is snapped and the plates have mostly been sent to Sydney to develop
and get prints, or I should say finished prints.
The evening before I got there they had tried developing, mind you without knowing
what to do, and Miss W made merry over the black negatives.  There was no vestige
of a picture.  I developed a plate for them so we’ll soon hear of their having mastered
the art I suppose, since Alice reckoned they were getting along very well when they
did nothing but set the spring off to get an impression (Henry, 1896-1906).
Despite the permeance of cameras in contemporary society as an object in everyday use, I
suspect there are few people (apart from specialists) who would understand the mechanics of how
to develop an image now.  While Will would appear to have had some knowledge of the mechanics
of photography, new technology has removed the necessity for that knowledge.  The physical
characteristics and object-orientated aspects of negatives (and photographs) are quickly becoming
relegated to the past through the advent of digitisation.  Images have moved from earth bound
objects to those stored as ephemera accessed via physical modes such as a computer, CD Rom,
DVD, memory stick, mobile phone and so on.
The time lapse between viewing a subject and achieving a visual image is now momentary, but the
body has remained an integral part of animating subject matter. But if Hans Belting (2005)
hypothesis that: “today’s quest for virtual reality and artificial intelligence … reveals the urge to go
beyond the limits of real bodies and thereby also to beat the so-called traditional images” (p. 316)
is correct, this may be subject to change in the future.  The way we view an image has, according
to Belting, been in a process of continual change as new technology emerges to produce a
                                                      
12 Author’s emphasis
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“spectacle (that) forces its audience to learn new techniques of perception and thereby to master
new techniques of representation” (p. 313).
When I look at and compare the 9,860 digital photos I took in a 12 month period at the beginning of
this study, with the sparsity of images from Will’s time, there is a huge disparity.  The technology
has changed usage quite dramatically and invaded our lives, in our homes, churches, schools,
multi-national corporations and so on. This usage has been greatly enhanced by the speed and
increasing availability of electronic media that allows us to send images around the world within
seconds. However, the question of longevity and accessibility as technology changes is fraught, as
access to digital storage depends on maintaining regular backups and ongoing upgrades to
equipment and software programs. If an image has been produced as a hardcopy its existence is
further dependant on the quality of chemicals and paper used and how it is stored.
A developing reliance on visualisation in the late nineteenth century (Edwards 2001, pp. 31, 56,
161 and others) ensured that the camera became a sought after piece of equipment. The impact of
photography was revolutionary and very quickly became a tool for scholarly debate and means of
capturing and expressing culture. Edwards (2001) makes numerous references to the
convenience, immediacy, versatility, accessibility, portability, reproductivity, substitutive and
archival qualities of photographs throughout her book. Photographic “representations of objects”,
“displaying both their ordering and the precision of the medium’s documenting capabilities”
(Edwards 2001, p. 51), and substantiating “relations of knowledge and power” (p. 52) in
museological and ethnographic terms effectively extended the “circulation of cultural objects” (p.
53). Edward’s contention that the “actual way objects are photographed is integral to their
influence, as images, in affecting the perception not only of the object itself, but also of the cultures
in which they originated” (p. 52) situated photographs as a transition between the past and the
present, with “uniquely inherent” qualities of “spatial immediacy and temporal stillness” (p. 121).
The truth values contained within the images were, according to Edwards, an evolved juxtaposition
between visual appearance and constructed meaning based on “a notion of value-free truth” (or
objectivity) and “a moralized ideal of truth telling” (p. 66). This conscious rendering and
consideration of content and
meaning has relevance and relates
directly to the resources and
artworks I develop. Through the
process of recording thought and
action I demonstrate processes of
expressing Will’s and my own lives
through constructed narratives.
Style and intention Figure 16: Knife steel with timber handle. Photo V Keenan. 2006
Figure 17:  Digital Image Series: Journeys - Reflections below the Murray Falls. V Keenan 2005.
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The stylistic differences between the photographs I take, as collector, those I take as a traveller
and those I take as artist are demonstrations of differences in intention.  As a collector, the images
I take, are a means to document the appearance of an object or artefact for the purposes of
inventory. My aim was to produce a clear image of the object revealing colour, texture, and quality
such as the knife steel illustrated here (Figure 16).  While I haven’t attempted to create an “aura of
cultural value” (Edwards 2001, p. 53) an ethnographic styling prevalent in the late nineteenth
century described by Edwards, some similarities do intrude. Situating objects in specific locations
has always been a secondary consideration, but the background settings of my documentary
photos do provide a history of my journey and residential addresses during the period of this study.
The photographs I take as a traveller serve multiple roles.  They provide a visual diary of my
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journeys, act as prompts to memory and points of reference for this research, provide inspiration
for artworks or become artworks.
Among my photos are images that engage aesthetic judgement and demonstrate stylistic choices.
Location, light, mood, arrangement, aesthetic assessment, thought, time and space are
considerations. The image Reflections below the Murray Falls (Figure 17) is an example of this.
As well as producing creative images, I documented the process of developing my artworks, as
works in progress and finished product.  The following three images (Figure 18) document the
process of developing the charcoal drawing, Consumed Fence. These and other images
connected with this research are stored digitally and sorted into files.  Images for this dissertation,
for instance, are filed in my computer as Writing Back to Willie/Images for Thesis.  As my
photographic equipment does not produce a good enough image for print reproduction of the
drawings and I commissioned a photographer to record them.
Figure 18: Documenting the process of drawing
Consumed Fence. Photos V Keenan 2006.
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Signature
While not always visible, my signature applies to each of the artworks and documents I create.  Will
too signed his name to each of the letters he wrote. As mentioned earlier, Will made a conscious
decision to distance himself from “all the lunatics in the district” (Henry W, 1906) by re-branding
himself as Will in 1906 (Figure 19).  This re-assessment of identity and association just fourteen
months prior to his death was perhaps a sign of his growing maturity and a refining of how he
wished to present himself publicly.  Similarly, several years ago, I consciously began referring to
myself with my full name Valerie
instead of Val, initially because I
found that people had difficulty in
separating the Val from Keenan
when I introduced myself, and then
because I felt that I had actually
become Valerie in my mind, the
name my parents gave me.
My signature (and Will’s) certifies authorship, identity and copyright and acts as a symbol of
identity.  My signature and that of my supervisor’s at the beginning of this document validates
authenticates this study.  Those who designed and produced the manufactured items I have used
in the exhibition, objects such as the knife steels (Figure 16) have authors, creators and perhaps
patents as well.  But with few exceptions, authorship has been lost, and my appropriation
consumes past claims. Drawing from Catherine Greiner’s (2001) discussion of artist Annette
Messager’s commentary of and about museums in her work, the authenticity of my authorship is
confirmed through the act of museum and/or gallery display (p.125). My role as artist and curator
and my conscious appropriation of museum display techniques, in particular explanatory didactics
and arrangement, compounds and personalises (p. 126) this notion.
The incremental process of authoring this dissertation, creating the artworks and installing the
exhibition has allowed me to refine content, expression and clarify meaning through revision and
reflection.  The fundamental purpose of these activities is to provide avenues of communication
between myself and the world and signals my presence in the process.
Books, texts and communication
In order to more clearly identify textual and communication differences between Will’s era and my
own I have referenced a number of books from his time to provide examples.
Advances in print technology and the adaptation of photography to the print media in the late
nineteenth century saw the genesis of contemporary publishing in a proliferation of books and
journals. These included art books, art travelogues (McConkey 2002, p. 23), “novels of imperial
Figure 19: Extract from Will's letter of January 20, 1906
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adventure” (Dixon 1995, p. 1), books on “travel, records of journeys or expeditions of discovery”
(Heckenberg 2002, p. 53), books of poetry and scientific research.
While the scope of scientific tomes such as The Universe, or the infinitely great and the infinitely
little (Pouchet c. 1880) seems an impossible task in view of current knowledge, it does illustrate
processes of reason and knowledge development in the context of the natural sciences such as
animal life, vegetation, geology and the “sidereal” (p. title page) or the solar system (Figure 20). It
also includes a chapter debunking fantastic imaginings such as sirens, giant sea serpents,
dragons, transforming trees and so on. In terms of contemporary knowledge the book is an
amazing curiosity, but in its time was a serious attempt to communicate knowledge.  Although
undated, the book was most likely a prize for academic study awarded to Will or his brothers as the
front cover is stamped Townsville Grammar School Founded 1888 on the front cover.  Heavily
illustrated with both black and white and colour drawings and engravings, its objective scientific
research is wonderfully side-lined by personal conjecture and whimsy, anecdotal hearsay,
glimpses of other cultures and hints of the erotic:
In Cuba the women often inclose several of these Coleoptera in
little cages of glass or wood, which they hang up in their
rooms, and this living lustre throws out sufficient light to
service to work by. Travellers there also, in a difficult road,
light their path in the middle of the night by attaching one of
these beetles to each of their feet. … The negresses at their
nocturnal dances scatter these brilliant insects over the robes
Figure 20: The title page of The Universe by F A Pouchet. u.d.. Collection George and Gladys Henry.
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of lace which nature provides for them, all woven from the bark
of the Lagetto. In their rapid and lascivious movements they
seemed enveloped in a robe of fire (Pouchet c. 1880, p. 90).
The author’s curiosity about the natural world was reflected in other books published in Will’s era.
Some of those I have chosen to discuss in this study spotlighted North Queensland include
Confessions of a Beachcomber (Banfield 1994), Among Cannibals (Lumholtz 1889) and T h e
Flower Hunter (Rowan 1991). Although ostensibly concerned with natural history, the books were
more akin to adventure stories and travelogues then scientific documents.  While based on
personal experience, these publications can be compared with novels of imperial adventure which
Robert Dixon (1995) labels  “narratives of identity” (p. 11) for self as well as for nationhood. These
books provide glimpses of their author’s personal experience of cultural activity, flora, fauna and
landscape. They describe means of travel, communication, agricultural activity and so on. The
words contained within these publications are the result of the body being situated in the landscape
– of thought and action.
Edmund Banfield
Living the colonial adventure in the far flung edges of the
British Empire on Dunk Island a few short miles from the
coast where Will lived, journalist and author Edmund
(Ted) J Banfield (Figure 21) wrote several books citing
the island, its environment and its inhabitants. His first
book, Confessions of a Beachcomber was originally
publ ished  in 1908, the year following Will’s death.
Coincidentally the publishing contract for this book was
signed on March 9, 1907 (Banfield reprinted 1994 p viii),
the day before Will died.
Supported by his wife Bertha, the aboriginal inhabitants,
mainland friends and serviced by a regular steamer,
Banfield’s island paradise was arguably the closest
realisation of utopian desires in the antipodes at the time.
Banfields texts resonate of the romance and adventure of
novels such as Daniel De Foe’s oft printed 1719 novel,
Robinson Crusoe (De Foe 1831). In his own words,
Banfield equates the island as a place where “one can
draw nearer to nature, and though the advantages of
civilisation remain unforfeited, to the happy condition of the simple uncomplicated man” (1994 p.5).
Given Will’s reading habits mentioned in his letters, it is probable that Will would have been aware
of Banfield’s regular contributions in The Townsville Bulletin or The North Queensland Register and
Figure 21: E. J.  (Ted) Banfield. Photo from State
Library of Qld, Picture Queensland reference 111290
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been conscious of his domicile on Dunk Island. It is even possible that he had made the
acquaintance of the Banfield’s, although he makes no mention of this.
Banfield’s domicile on Dunk Island preceded the establishment of the international tourist
destination it is now. From modest beginnings, the resort, officially opened by Will’s brother, Brice
in 1939 (Figure 22), has grown exponentially. Now promoted as an “island of peace and plenty”
(1930http://www.dunk-island.com/) it has been subsumed by the commercial enterprise of publicly
listed General Property Trust trading as Voyages Hotels and Resorts with a “hotel/tourism portfolio
… of $790 million” (Unknown 1916http://www.voyages.com.au/corporate/). The portion of the island that
is privately operated has been re-defined to conform with what Celmara Pocock (2005), connects
with a colonially inspired public imagination which longed for “blue lagoons and coconut trees” (pp.
335-49). Present day views of imported palms and plants, sculptured gardens, swimming pools
(Figure 23), formed pathways, air-conditioned villas, golf course and airport, impacts upon and
somewhat denies the charm of the native rainforest that remains close by, outside the boundary of
the resort. While there is some
similarity between the words
Banfield used to describe Dunk
Island with those of the present
owners, the island in its
present evolution provides a
marked contrast to the one
which Ted and Bertha Banfield
experienced.
Despite the popularity of his
books and the various reprints,
Banfield would sell the
copyright to Confessions and
his later book, My Tropic Isle
(1911), to his British publisher Fisher Unwin in 1913 (Noonan 1983, p. 176), a practice that Luke
Trainor (Trainor 2006) suggests was common place in the late 1800s (2006, p. 146). Although the
ethics of the publisher are questionable as Banfield received paltry royalties (Noonan 1983, p.
176), I have found a number of Banfield’s publications available as e-books and as print on
demand books. One can only wonder whether these virtual and more immediate mediums would
now be available if this had not occurred.
Figure 22: Dignitaries at Opening of Dunk Island 1939. Brice and Jean Henry on left.
Photographer Unknown. Photo from Georgeand Gladys Henry archive.
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Australian publishers such as Angus & Robertson13 were slow to make significant headway against
the established British firms (p. 150) hampered as they were by a depression in Eastern Australia
(p. 150), a banking collapse that resulted in the withdrawal of significant capital from British
investors in the 1890’s (p. 151) and a smaller market. Australian authors like Banfield were
however, able to establish profiles in stories written for serialization in newspapers throughout the
country (Dixon p. 6).  Will makes this comment in April 1905;
… and one day Alice as per usual started the inevitable
discussion.  This time on books and their writers; and asked my
opinion of The Commander of the Hirondelle then running
serially in Life.  I gave a very unfavorable opinion of it, and
then Alice told her opinion ending with “Mr Boyle considers the
battle scene a remarkable description and worth the year’s
subscription alone”.  “Can’t help that” I said, “but I could
work up as realistic a battle scene with a tub and a couple of
ducks”.  Some few weeks ago A.G.S. on the Red Page of the
Bulletin summed up the book pretty much as I did only that he
could put the opinion better.  Showed the clipping to Alice who
read it and ventured that she didn’t think A.G.S. was right in
his estimate of the book.  If it was worth while I’d get angry
with her sometimes, for I know that in the near future she will
give my present opinion as hers and entirely original at that.
(Henry, 1896-1906)
                                                      
13 The Australian publishers Angus & Robertson were established in 1888
Figure 23: View from Dunk Island overlooking Brammo Bay. Photo V Keenan 2006.
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Will’s interest in writing extended to his contributing short stories to the Townsville Grammar School
monthly magazines. Although I wasn’t able to locate a published story written by Will, I did find one
by his brother Hugh (under the pseudonym ‘Bellenden’) titled Bill Taylor (Henry 1898). Under
Answers to Correspondents in the same issue the following comment was most likely directed to
Will given that he was living and working at Tinnenburra at the time. “TINNENBURRA – Joke not
quite up to mark. Will use later contribution next issue” (Castling & McKelvey 1898).
This interest in writing meant that texts such as those penned by Edmund Banfield remain relevant
because they provide context for Will’s life and reveal the real interest which was taken in the
environment. They also provide a real contrast between the period surrounding Will’s life and my
own. Another author who, like Banfield, related her lived experience in the North Queensland
landscape was Ellis Rowan (1991).
Ellis Rowan
Ellis Rowan’s (Figure 24) influence on this study is located within her narratives, images and
collecting practices.  Her autobiographical text, The Flower Painter: The adventures in Northern
Australia and New Zealand of flower painter Ellis Rowan ( originally published in 1898), provides
information about herself, her interests and the environments she visited. An avowed advocate of
“painting from life to show the flowers in their native habitats” (McKay 1990, p. 3), Rowan travelled
widely in Australia and overseas to collect and illustrate flora and fauna. Her first expedition to
Queensland in 1887 (Hazzard 1984, p. 46) was one of six that she would undertake (McKay 1997,
p. 14). Described as “a book of travel and adventure, the type of book then fashionable” (Hazzard
1984, p. 58), Rowan’s book was illustrated with her own paintings.
                                                      
14 Ellis Rowan was on a painting expedition in Rabaul when Will’s sister Elizabeth was nursing at the
Namanula Hospital, Rabaul during World War One. Family records show that Rowan visited Bellenden
Plains at least once but this was after Will’s death in 1907. We owned two paintings by Rowan, but these
were lost when our home on the Tully River burnt down when I was ten years of age.
Figure 24: Ellis Rowan, Rabaul. c 1916. Photo from GJ & GDW Henry Archives 14
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When read in conjunction with more recent biographical texts such as Australia’s Brilliant Daughter:
Ellis Rowan (Hazzard 1984) and Ellis Rowan: A Flower-Hunter in Queensland (McKay 1990),
Rowan’s account provides a glimpse of the person, the artist and her determination to succeed.
The curious use of terms hunter and adventures to describe the collecting and artistic practices of
this very feminine woman engaged in the genteel female pastime (McKay 1990) of flower painting
was a deliberate marketing ploy.  A ploy with echoes in other titles of an era saturated with
predominately male authored “imperial adventure” (Dixon 1995, p. 1) novels. A consummate self
publicist (McKay 1997, p. 15) Rowan’s publication becomes a demonstration of a form of colonial
discourse, which Robert Dixon (2001) suggests, renders “travel writing as a commercial activity –
as a culture industry” (p. 6).
“Boldly rejecting social convention” (McKay 1997, p. 14) to travel unescorted into remote locations
Rowan was a prolific artist. Notwithstanding her tremendous capacity for work, her obvious talent,
her independence and her ability to sell and support herself with her work, her acceptance as a
legitimate artist was fraught. Taking out gold medals in the International Exhibition of 1873
(Melbourne), 1879 (Sydney) and the Centennial International Exhibition (Melbourne) of 1888
against male artists [Tom Roberts, Frederick McCubbin, George and Julian Ashton and others
(Hazzard, 1984 pp. 49-50) whose work has since become iconic, Rowan was to engender
jealousies that “remained potent right to the end of her life – and beyond” (p. 51).
Debate about her work varied from comments such as:
Norman Lindsay said “… he could not see the necessity for the
Government to buy a large collection of what is, after all,
vulgar art.” (p. 141);
… paintings which are admitted by artists not to be works of
art (p. 141);
… the genius of one of the most distinguished Australian women.
(p. 140);
… the work has the true touch of a professional artist,
fineness of detail taught by a master (p. 50).
Despite, or perhaps because of, gold medal successes in major national and international art
competitions, larger collections of her work in Australia are not held in art galleries but in
institutions such as the Queensland Museum (125 flower paintings), the National Library of
Australia, Canberra (952 paintings) (McKay 1997, p. 15), The Royal Kew Gardens (100 paintings)
and the South Australia Museum (100 paintings) (Hazzard 1984, p. 116 & 07 respectively). While
Rowan made no claims that her work was in any way scientific, she did seek formal identification of
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plant specimens through Government Botanist of Victoria Baron Ferdinand von Muller15 and the
Colonial Botanist for Queensland Mr F M Bailey (McKay 1997, pp14-5).  Although her collecting
practices would appear to have been more to support her creative output, her recording of
Queensland plant and insect life was respected enough to be represented in the previously quoted
institutions.
Contemporary opinion of Rowan’s work remains divided, as this comment by Linda Groom,
Manager of the National Library Pictures Collection, reveals:
“Ellis Rowan, controversial in her own time, is still
contentious today”. “The fine arts scholars do not consider her
a first rate painter,” she says, “and botanists do not consider
her a first rate botanical artist because she’d combine two
species in a bunch, which is an absolute no-no in strict
botanical art” (Aird 2005, p. 13).
The content and opinion of her work aside, a more fundamental level of communication is worth
considering. Working in the landscape as she did, Rowan engaged in a process that fused
perception, sensation, memory, experience and technical skill, connecting her and her subject to
the physical object of canvas or paper,
which becomes, during execution, a
nexus for the space between. This place
where time and space fluctuate and
resonate is, as far as I can see, relevant
to performative acts of creation (including
my own) wherein the realisation remains
as a visual prompt for experiential
memory (McConkey 2002, p. 233).
Like Rowan, another nineteenth century
North Queensland adventurer Carl
Lumholtz, translated his experiences into
words and images in his publication
Among Savages (1889).
Carl Lumholtz
Referred to as a “discoverer and
ethnographer”, a graduate of “theology”
(Lumholtz 1980 intro) and armed with
“hunter’s outfit, guns, ammunition, and
                                                      
15  Baron Ferdinand von Mueller was a friend of the Rowan family.
Figure 25: Carl Lumholtz: Portrait of the Author in Australian Dress from
Lumholtz, C., Among Cannibals,  1889
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other articles necessary for the chase (p. 1), Norwegian Carl Lumholtz (Figure 25) wrote of his 14
months experience living with and near Aboriginals in and around the upper Hebert River Valley in
North Queensland (preface ii). Will was six years old and newly arrived in the north when Lumholtz
undertook his expedition. The area Lumholtz traversed16 would certainly have included country that
Will was familiar with in later years.
According to biographer Morten Stroksnes (2007), who is working to have Among Cannibals
reprinted and is compiling a text on the work of Carl Lumholtz:
Lumholtz did his first and least important work in Australia.
It's unscientific, partly sensationalist and full of Victorian
suprematism/prejudice (but still not uninteresting) work of
Norwegian provincial trying to find/make his way in the world.
The work he did in Mexico, with/on the indigenous people in the
Sierra Madre and the Sonora, is in a different league (email).
Nevertheless, Lumholtz’s
text is one of the few
written about this area
during that period, and
there have been relatively
few compiled since then.
Not unlike Banfield’s
confessions, and Rowan’s
search for inspiration,
Lumholtz endeavours to
come to terms with and
respond to experiences
which are new to him. His
youthful candour, genuine interest and determination is apparent.  So while his scientific research
may have been wanting, the cultural detail is invaluable. I can only assume that Lumholtz’s
motivations to succeed were driven by obligations to his supporting University and personal
ambition. I would also guess that he was at times been misled, misinformed, mistaken and
judgemental. However, his immersion with various Aboriginal groups, sleeping, hunting and eating
with them, allows that his observations would have been based on his reality.
I have not come across specific critical comment on the images in Among Cannibals (1889), but
have found one of them appropriated in the work of Gordon Bennett (McLean & Bennett 1996)17.
Lumholtz’s images include a cross section of flora, fauna, personalities and types (predominately
aboriginal), tribal practices, townscapes and landscapes.  Lumholtz confirms that the picture plates
                                                      
16 An area of about 171,000 hectares west of Cardwell, previously named Lumholtz National Park, is now
identified as Girringun National Park Nature Conservation Act,  2003,
<www.legislation.qld.gov.au/LEGISLTN/ SUPERSED/N/NatureConPdAR94_09A_031212.pdf>..
17 This appropriation of Lumholtz’s work by Gordon Bennett is further discussed on page 128.
Figure 26: Lumholtz at "A Borboby" as illustrated in Lumholtz 1889 facing p. 124.
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were re-constructed on his return to Europe from his sketches, photographs and collected items (p.
x). Lumholtz is occasionally depicted within the picture frame as observer (Figure 26), confirming
his role as both participant and outsider. An other living on the edge of otherness.
It is possible here to draw some analysis from Ian McLean’s text White Aborigines (1998) in his
discussion of photographic-type realism in images, where ethics and moral attitudes were upheld in
the face of primitive cultures (p.48-9).  The only white man in picture, Lumholtz maintains his
dignity with posture and dress while the naked Aboriginals participate in a fight. The image also
shows a kind of choreography here as well. Not all are engaged in fighting and there seems to be a
grouping arrangement with the warriors mid-field, the women on the lower right and other groups at
the rear. In the process of creation and drawing from my earlier discussion (pages 29-31) on
constructed meaning and intention, the content and meaning of this image could have been
manipulated for better layout or perhaps to suggest a particular way of seeing.
While images like this portray action and drama of Aboriginal lives in Lumholtz’s book there is a
correlation with Ian McLean’s description that “the basis of modern identity – a populist modernist
primitivism derived from imperial fantasies of masculinist romance” (p. 49) developed for illustrating
ripping yarns of the period.
Banfield, Rowan and Lumholtz each lived the adventure themselves. While they may have adopted
‘adventure’ terminology to meet the trends, expectations and demands of the reading public, there
is a definite infiltration between textual styles.  That is, between the travelogues, romance novels,
adventure novels and scientific publications. Ultimately, each of these authors would have
expected a return on their personal and financial investment and it was in their interests to ensure
that they had a marketable product. While their representations, like mine and Will’s, reflect lived
experience and knowledge, their books and images were and continue to be important contributors
to the construction of cultural knowledge about the north.  Will’s words however, never meant for
the public, have a more personal message.
Correspondence
Will’s words convey a rich sense of the person he was and his letters provide a tangible link to his
body.  His absence is made present by his words.  His writing style is consistent and legible and
the frank nature and humour of his words reveals his human-ness.
My own attempts to establish a collection of hand written letters for this project has had limited
success, but my digital archive is immense. I initially wrote a number of letters thinking to establish
contact with people and places that Will referred to in his letters. Although I did receive some
responses the majority of my letters went unanswered. Emails on the other hand (where it has
been available), has been a more successful mode of communication. The changing face and pace
of communication was something that Diane Cilento (2007) remarked on in her speech to open the
Mourilyan exhibition of a CURIOUS Cabinet:
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I would take a bet that in a hundred year’s time when some
future Valerie is collecting all the text-ers, emails, faxes
and voice mails sent by today’s Will Henry, there will be
nothing of such depth and charm as what has come out of The
Curious Cabinet.
If, as Carl Knappett (2002) suggests in his journal article Photographs, Skeumorphs and
Marionettes: Some Thoughts on Mind, Agency and Object, we are irrevocably “quintessential
technological bodies” (p. 98), the prosthetic intervention of technology establishes distance
between the body and the process of communication. Will’s expression is evidenced by his
handwriting, his visual marks, marks that differentiate him from others.  On the other hand, my
words on this page are uniform, conforming to institutional requirements via technology for speed,
convenience and to enhance legibility.  Working in this way also allows me great flexibility when I
want to alter the flow and structure of my text.  Where I am able to cut-and-paste, to move text
around and fix errors, Will crossed out words and possibly even re-wrote whole letters. My
engagement with writing artworks, such as demonstrated in the series of charcoal drawings
Interventions developed for this project, does however, allow my hand and body to become more
visible.  While it may not be possible to discern errors in these drawings they are there
nonetheless.  The visual marks I make contribute to the style I develop through actions initiated by
my mind and body, as Will’s letters did.
While Will’s use of language is perhaps a little awkward compared to today’s standards, his words
are eloquent nonetheless. This extract from his letter of July 3, 1903, demonstrates:
She glared. “Conceit”, I went on, “is pardonable in a man who stands above his
fellows; in one who has nothing to recommend him, it is littleness”. “I think”, was
her answer, “that such a person is a lunatic.” “I wouldn’t make such a sweeping
assertion” I replied “for Ernie would come in the category and I don’t quite think he
is a lunatic.” Oh it was hot.  “Who” she asked “ is more conceited than Hughie? He
thinks – well, there might be a few who have as much brains as I but I don’t know
them.”  “That is an unconscious tribute to him Alice” I replied “and you mistake
what you think of him for what he thinks of himself” (Henry, W 1896-1906).
Will’s correspondence with his brother Hugh was companionable, humorous, intimate and serious.
Not just letters, but one side of an ongoing conversation between brothers. Will’s advice to his
younger sibling to excel at his studies, his offers of monetary assistance, anecdotes and local news
allowed ongoing connections between people and their locations over time.
Postcards
Similarly, postcards provided a means connecting people over distance. Among the family archives
I found two postcard albums that date from the early twentieth century. One of the albums is
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inscribed as a gift from Letty Crowder to Will’s older sister Barbara. The collection of postcards in
this album date from 1907 (the year of Will’s death) until about 1911. The album is in poor
condition, reflecting the concept of temporality of objects and the inevitability of change and
deterioration over time.  Like the letters, the albums were kept and were considered to be of value.
Given the tone of the personal notes inscribed on the back, I would suggest that these domestic
collections were gathered more for the illustrative images and convenience then for any kind of
monetary concern. This next image of the Townsville Hospital (Figure 27) may have been
purchased because it is where Will spent his last few weeks.
Exchanging postcards was a popular pastime during the period. A picturesque medium of
communication, postcards represent a conflation of image and letter and illustrate a marked
development in printing technology and reflect a society that was becoming increasingly educated
and mobile, as demonstrated by Will in his letters.
While the albums are a compilation of a series of exchanges between Barbara, her family and
friends, they are also a travelogue of journeys and locations. The postcard images include mostly
portraits and scenes and reflect both the taste of the sender and the variety of aspects available.
There are a surprisingly large number of landscape and urban scenes of North Queensland and
the Nowra in New South Wales such as the one illustrated here (Figure 28).
Figure 27: Postcard from Barbara Henry’s postcard album c. 1910 of the Townsville Hospital. Will spent his last few weeks at the
hospital suffering from the effects of typhoid in 1907. However, I can’t be sure he was housed in this building which no longer exists
because another similar image I have seen showed a collection of tents in the foreground with accompanying ‘fever section text.
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When I say I’m surprised, it is not
the locations that were the
surprise, as I know that family
cousins resided in the Nowra
area, it was more to do with the
large range of images of each of
the areas that was available
c o m m e r c i a l l y .   T h e
entrepreneurs of yesterday saw
the opportunities and catered to
them much as they do today.
While none of the postcards
were incorporated into my
artworks they provide useful
social and historical information and it is my intention to work with them in the future.
Telegrams
Another medium of communication I found in the family archives was telegrams. The telegraph
office in Cardwell18 was on the Brisbane to Normanton telegraph route. Morse code transmitted
through overhead wires enabled telegraphic communication. Through the family archives I was
able to work out that Fernleigh, the adjoining property to Bellenden Plains, which belonged to Will’s
uncle James Henry, was a telegraph station. There are several examples of telegrams within the
family archive, one of which is illustrated at Figure 29.  It was sent by Will’s sister Barbara from
Townsville to their sister Elizabeth in Brisbane and advised of Will’s death.
Doctor handed over your wire a change for the worst came early
Sunday morning and a few hours later Willie passed away letter
don’t tell Hugh yet Barbara (Henry, B. 1907)
                                                      
18 The Cardwell Telegraph Office was opened in 1870. The building was prefabricated in Brisbane and
shipped to Cardwell where it was erected on the present site.
http://www.epa.qld.gov.au/chims/placeDetail.html?siteId=15167
Figure 28:  Postcard of Nowra Bridge c. 1910
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As with other forms of communication, this telegram represents more then can be seen in the
image. The last few words in the telegram, “Dont tell Hugh yet” acknowledges that the family had
kept the severity of Will’s illness from Hugh.  Hugh was in the middle of his final exams for a law
degree in Sydney at the time.  However, Hugh’s correspondence at the time indicated that he was
getting conflicting news from other members of the family.  In the end, he was told but managed to
get through the last of his exams. I would suggest that Will’s parents Isaac and Barbara, and his
older sister Barbara, discussed this at great length fearing that the news would distract Hugh’s
attention at such a critical time in his studies. Once decided, it was most likely Barbara who
ventured to the Townsville Post Office to send the message.  At the Post Office a telegrapher
would have keyed the message as a morse code signal and this would have been re-sent at
various staging points along the way, decoded and transcribed onto a telegram sheet at Brisbane
and hand delivered to Elizabeth at the hospital where she was undertaking nursing training.
Telegraphic equipment enabled the rapid transmission of information between major centres over a
single wire line. According to a story related to me by a volunteer at the Cardwell Post & Telegraph
Museum who witnessed the event, a competition between a contemporary morse-codian and
mobile phone text-er in recent years resulted in a much quicker communication with former.  The
major difference between these means of communication is that morse-code requires a skilled user
and access to fixed telegraphic devices, whereas anyone with a mobile phone can call from quite
Figure 29: Telegram to Elizabeth Henry 1907.
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remote areas of the countryside (providing coverage is available) and has additional services that
include voice communication, visual images, text messaging and web access.
Maps
A form of visual communication, the map incorporates location, linear marks and the written word.
Historically, maps have provided both information and illustration. As a visual representation of the
geography of the landscape, maps provide topographical information, property boundaries and
other points of interest.  With an interest in environmental law, Tim Bonyhady (2004) confirms that
maps have been used as an aid to “environmental exploitation” and as a “basis for settlement and
subdivision” (Bonyhady 2000, p. 282) for residential and commercial interests. Maps have and
continue to have many uses including legal documentation, weather forecasting, defining colonial
annexure, defining cultural boundaries, planning warfare, planning and undertaking travel and so
on.  Given the variety of uses that a map has, the cartographer is “necessarily selective” (Nealon &
Searls Giroux 2003, p. 102), filtering detail dependant on specific requirements. Usage does not
appear to have changed greatly, but new technologies (including satellites) have improved
accuracy and use-ability.
To obtain an understanding of the breadth of his travel, I put together a map that located properties
which Will referred to in his letters.  I have since gathered and retained other maps during my
research journeys and these reflect my travels.  Although not all originals, these maps range from
1870 to the present day. They include road maps, tourist maps, property maps, townships,
cemeteries, van parks and mud maps.  The words and descriptive images on each of the maps are
designed to assist people (including myself) to find the location they are seeking.
Whilst undertaking research to some of the properties Will mentioned, I found that property owners
were reluctant to give directions for remote locations until they felt sure I was well prepared and
had an understanding of what was ahead of me. Mud maps for some of these trips were classic -
spur of the moment quickly inscribed on any old piece of paper, cardboard or even timber close at
hand. An example of a mudmap, drawn by the head stockman at Woodstock, to the original
homestead site on Glenora is included at Figure 30. Although covering a distance of some 70
kilometres in country that is mustered once a year there was no real attention to scale, but travel
time, number of kilometres, directional marks and landmarks ie: gates, creeks etc., were stressed
together with an all important oral commentary to cover anything not expressed on the map. The
map draw-ers of this and other maps were intimate with their surroundings and aware of potential
hazards. The difference between what seemed so simple on the map and how it played out in
reality could easily be the subject of a separate study but without this map we would have had
difficulty finding Glenora.
Will expressed pride in his own bush skills in a letter from Tinnenburra to his brother Hugh in 1896:
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… they soon found out I wasn’t altogether a duffer and only the other night I
overheard some of the men talking about mustering etc. Says one “By Jove (only he
used a stronger word) that young fellow is the best hand bushman for a new hand
I’ve ever seen.  He’d go away and before an hour he’d be back with a mob of sheep
and could always find me with the men.” Now although I’ve never been over the
country before the boss will send me away pretty sure I’ll turn up in the right place.
(Henry, 1896-1906)
I can only assume that Will would have been given instructions and identifying landmarks. Maybe a
diagram was drawn in the dust to illustrate where he was to go.  For the uninitiated the
geographical appearance around Tinnenburra has a sameness and unforgiving aspect to it. While
now intersected with roads and signs of civilisation it is not country I would feel confident in
negotiating cross country on a horse.
Maps also provide historical information. A hand-drawn map prepared in 1892 by an unknown
person (Figure 31), shows the preferred location for a provisional school on the Murray River in
North Queensland. Although Will did not attend this school, his brothers, sisters and two children
adopted by the family did. The accompanying petition (Unknown 1892) provided information about
other residents in the community and the map indicated the residential location of those who
supported the application for a school. This map also puts an early location of the family home in a
place I had not previously been aware of.  Given that this area was close to the river and floods
regularly it is not surprising that the family later moved to the current house location.
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Figure 30: Mudmap to Glenora. This map covered a distance in excess of 70 kilometres in one direction.
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Landscape as text
Any form of creative expression (the words, the photographs, the artworks) which has arisen from
this study is firmly grounded in the landscape of my youth.  In seeking to reproduce and/or derive
an image from nature, I engage with what Benterrak, Muecke and Roe (1996) describe as an
“artificial medium” (1996, p. 103) thereby creating distance. But, the landscape has a reality which
is as tangible as other resources I have discussed in this chapter and has a fundamental role in the
narratives, objects and images I develop.  The concept and meaning of landscape shifts as I
transfer it from outside through materials, photographs and drawings into a built environment (my
home, art gallery etc).  This displacement from the external to the internal also relates to the way
my body connects with nature.  I have been variously sunburnt, wind blown, and covered in mud or
dust (external) but at the same time my mind is educated by what I see and is saturated with new
information and experiences (internal).
According to Caroline Knowles “belonging is negotiated” (2003, p. 165) and emotional ramifications
are to be expected. Located in the landscape, whether in an urban or rural setting, our connection
to place is intrinsically connected to our sense of identity as “emotions connect us with our
surroundings, enabling us to learn from them, defining the quality of that engagement, shaping our
memories and therefore our knowledge” (Milton 2005, p. 207).
Figure 31: Hand drawn map attached to 1892 petition for a Provisional School on the lower Murray.  Sourced Qld State Archives April
2003: 710 Murray River 1893-1907 EDU Z1993
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Will Henry was about four years old when the family took up residence in North Queensland in
1881.  Both his mother (Barbara) and father (Isaac) were Australian born and determined to have a
go, to build a new life in the tropical scrub north of Cardwell with a young family of five children
aged between new born and six years old. Following from Caroline Knowles’ arguments, this
voluntary dislocation – this migration – from New South Wales where other family members had
settled, could be described as both “personal and social transformation” (2003, p. 149) allowing
space for the creation of “other versions of themselves” (p. 149).
As a pioneering family, the isolation, extreme climatic conditions, few roads and a home that was
primitive by urban standards of the day made for tough conditions. The photograph (Figure 33) of
the house the family lived in prior to the homestead which Will built was most likely, on my
calculations, their third home, each better than the last. The courage and optimism required to take
advantage of an opportunity that would perhaps mean a better life would have no doubt been
daunting, but based on their own reckoning the risks were obviously worth considering. The
implications of this move meant that a number of other factors outside the personal were involved.
In their role as farmers, landowners and consumers, the family would have interacted with the
broader community, with their neighbours, suppliers, government officials, shipping agents and
other workers in order to sell their produce, purchase supplies, educate their children, meet their
commitments for land tenure and so on.
Figure 32: Barbara Henry Junior, Barbara Henry Senior, Elizabeth Henry and Isaac Henry outside early home on
Bellenden Plains. Circa late 1890s.
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The people intrinsic to this landscape where Isaac and Barbara settled, this landscape of my youth,
is heavily laden with memories of family, neighbours, Aboriginal people, visitors, and of course my
reaction to them. Men feature vividly in those memories as, apart from my mother, we saw few
women when we lived on the Tully River prior to moving to Bellenden when our house burnt down
in the early 1960s.  These men were burdened with the responsibility of extracting a living from the
tropical scrub. A scrub that both resisted and nurtured them at every turn. Strong quiet responsible
men using tools and machinery which, based on today’s standards and economics, were unequal
to the work that they were endeavouring to do:  creating new roads, extracting timber, opening new
land for cropping and so on. Most of those men are gone now but the legacy of their tenacity
remains. It is now
possible to travel quickly
through areas that they
p ionee red  w i thou t
considering the many
hours it would have
taken in the past.
It now takes about half
an hour to drive from
Bellenden Plains  to
Innisfai l  (previously
named Geraldton19) but
in November 1900, it was a major expedition for Will;
I was up to Geraldton last week, took some horses up for sale, but was not very
lucky, only got rid of seven head.  I had a bit of a picnic going.  We crossed at the
Telegraph line and most of the old road had been swept away by the floods.  The
packhorse instead of following me took the track along the river and the pack
catching a leaning tree heaved the horse over the bank into the Tully about 25ft
below. Everything got wet, and we ran out of beef later on, and had to do with
Do’boys built without soda or salt and eaten without butter, because the tin it had
been in was not sufficiently strong to withstand the weight of the horse and pack
when he hit going down the bank of the Tully River (Henry, 1896-1906 ).
                                                      
19 The Innisfail area was settled by cedar-cutters, with the first major planting of sugar cane occurring in
1880. The town was laid out at the junction of the South Johnstone and North Johnstone Rivers in 1881,
and was known as Junction Point. The name of the town was changed to Geraldton in 1883, and to
Innisfail in 1910.
http://www.epa.qld.gov.au/chims/placeDetail.html;jsessionid=7f00000130d655eea0ef9113465da63cc40eca
de9135.e34NaN8SbNyKci0SahuTaNuQahn0n6jAmljGr5XDqQLvpAe?siteId=16340
Figure 33: My fathers dozer with bumper discs, a small warrior in a large landscape. Photo
George Henry, circa 1940s.
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From a personal perspective my own connection to an area between Tully and Cardwell where I
grew up has provided a stabilising and creative influence for my arts practice.  I am now living in
that area again and have found the experience to be both positive and negative.  I find that this
place does fill the needs of my spirit as a person and an artist, but as an artist and sole trader the
dislocation from metropolitan centres does tend to restrict my arts practice:  a bit like out of sight
out of mind.  Hervey Bay based artist, Fiona Foley, comments on “how centralised the art
establishment is with its various bureaucracies situated in the city of Brisbane” (Winter 2000, p. 20)
and while this is certainly true, my own experience of living in Brisbane has made me realise how
city living consumes and distracts time and attention. It is also my experience that my attention is
mostly directed to the local in the vicinity of where I live. I suspect that the attentions of people
working in the establishment are also caught up their own local. Those without the experience of
living in a non-urban environment are further distanced from the needs and priorities of those in
regional and remote areas and through the not knowing and perhaps even as a survival strategy
they are forced to depress the inclination to seek what is beyond their vision and knowledge unless
there is a requirement to do so.  The additional logistical challenges of living in regional areas can
be daunting and expensive.
The physical landscape of the place where I live has changed during my absence as farming and
other development encroaches on previously undeveloped country.  But in my memory I can still
see how it was, except that I was smaller
then, and the landscape seemed so much
bigger and more powerful then it does now.
An example, perhaps, of Lowenthal’s
comment on the intensity and vividity of
young minds and their memories (1985, p. 8).
But as with other texts, the landscape is a
material resource and can be read and
interpreted.
The issue of how best to incorporate a sense
of the landscape into the body of work I
developed for this project were around the
concept of saddle blankets (Figure 34).
These were an item Will would have used on
his horse out in the landscape, travelling
and/or working animals. After a process of
experimentation the blankets20 were hung
from sections of eucalypt saplings which
introduced a meaningful correlation to
visuality, landscape and bush life.  The
                                                      
20 Four blankets were created for this body of work and are further described in the following chapter.
Figure 34: Detail of Saddle Blanket - Woodleigh with eucaplypt
sapling, horse hair and colours to reflect the landscape.
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eucalyptus tree, synonymous with the Australian landscape, is a popular subject of artists, past and
present, and has many uses in the bush including fence posts, firewood, tent supports, and so on.
My choice of earth colours for the saddles and the inclusion of organic fibres such as horse hair,
wool and grass were deliberate strategies to embed this concept.
Summary of textual resources
Through their existence the textual resources described in this chapter determine presence and
provide proof of life.  They offer meaning and visual connections for this study and are more then
what is seen at first glance.  Each of these texts provide fragments for Will’s story and are each
backgrounded memory, concepts and creativity and represent processes which are largely
invisible. They provide visual evidence of processes of conception, creation and production which
are conducive to the development and sustaining of cultural mores. My engagement with these
textual resources has provided information and inspiration for the visual and written texts I develop.
The commonality of these items is that they were predominately developed for public consumption.
In particular the books, the postcards, the maps and the letters are reflections of human activity
and show an abiding interest in the natural environment and the way in which people were situated
in that environment.  The landscape in turn provides a space where that activity is carried out.
While it could be said that the categories of communication I have referred to here remain largely
unchanged (except perhaps for telegrams), the mechanics of communication have altered
significantly as technology has improved and trends shifted.  The compression of space and time in
all categories has moved quite dramatically and some have moved from the physical to the
intangible.  This trend may have ramifications for traditionally paper-based texts that are subject to
the effects of deterioration, mis-handling and damage over time.
My arts practice is founded in these tangible resources and rooted in traditional materials and
methods all of which are subject to change. They provide a structure, a cultural frame, around
which to wrap Will’s life and my own, linking our presence in the present for the future. The
following chapter builds on this to provide some description of the development of thought, creative
processes and the resulting products. It is here that the absences of people, resources and
information become more visible as negative space.
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CHAPTER 3 – ABSENCE: A VISUAL RESPONSE
Introduction
This chapter explores notions of absence and the intangible through the development and drawing
together of the bric a brac of my arts practice in a body of work, a CURIOUS Cabinet (Figure 35). I
should point out that what I am doing is nothing new. As Higonnet points out, “art about collecting has
become a big studio field” (2003 p.134). Nevertheless, the interpretative approach I have adopted
seeks to more closely link the gaps between the past and the present, to consolidate my perceptions
and more clearly represent ways in which visuality, art, artists, and my own practice can provide
alternate ways of looking and learning.
This journey of research and creativity has prompted me to expand my thinking, to understand that
consciousness is not always immediate, obvious or even necessary, and to know that further
understandings will emerge as time passes. While it is generally my intention as an artist to produce,
exhibit and/or sell artworks, it should be remembered that I am also a consumer, my own audience
and critic. Any product I create is a distillation of my perception, my memory, my emotional state, my
skills, my resources and other influences and involves interpretation.  The accumulative effect,
whether it be on my artworks or my writing, allows for the continued re-visiting of sites of creation to
modify, adapt, layer or add new knowledge or information as they surface, in order to provide clarity
Figure 35: A partial view of a CURIOUS Cabinet installed at the University of Southern Queensland in 2007
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and evidence of comprehensive thinking and analysis.  As Gail Craswell (2005, pp. 50-1) describes it
in her discussion on academic writing, this holist approach allows for the exploration of ideas, a
developmental process that provides flexibility and expansion through “successive revision” (P51). It is
this constant revision which enables small changes to become large changes over time. Changes
which are reflected in what has happened in areas of art, education, technology, communication,
transport and so on in that time.
Reflecting vision
While artworks that I create may be a manifestation of my mental and physical processes - my
personal aesthetic - their existence promotes a space for another layer of communication between the
artwork and the world.  While I might conceive of and produce an artwork, it ultimately speaks for and
with itself. If, as K Freidman’s (1995) journal article Language and Culture in the Information Age
suggests, “language is a tool for shaping public space” (p. 57), and if we are continuously involved in
interpreting the symbols and signs of language on a daily basis (often unconsciously) as “a kind of
active search for connections and coherence” (Davis 1997, p. 30), our engagement with language has
a greater influence on us than most of us realise. Indeed, Ellen Dissanayake (1992) comments that
“we are the product of our language” (p. 211).
As this study progresses, the material, objects and information I collect and the imagery I create
assumed other meanings and contexts as new knowledges are applied. Notwithstanding, my artworks
(including my writing) are representative of the evolving person that I am, intrinsically bound to this
living breathing body of emotion and thought.  Throughout this study my responses have fluctuated as
my circumstances have altered.  Leaving an urban environment for one in the bush in the second half
of the study centred my creativity and allowed me to better resolve direction and engage at a deeper
level with my subject/s.
As an artist I am drawn to working directly in and from the landscape. While I am not a landscape
artist in the traditional sense21, my observations of nature and presence in the landscape have
translated to my work. As each slight turn of the body in the landscape provides a slightly different
perspective so too does each slight difference in my thinking alter the way I construct and display my
work.  Similar concepts apply to the way I choose and construct my words.  Building words and
artworks is, in my mind, a crafting of the raw material of my concepts, resources and environment. The
configurations are refined again and again until they reach the point of most clarity when the ideas and
materials fuse. Ultimately it is that point of clarity that is the ultimate goal for each piece and the study
as a whole. When the finite moment is reached, when metaphorically speaking, all the string ends
gather together to make rope, the strength becomes evident.
Elizabeth Edwards’ (2001) description of Pirating the Pacific, a 1993 exhibition in Sydney, as “a chaos
of photographic formats” (p. 196) transforming photographs into “socially salient objects that moved
                                                      
21 Tom Griffiths (1996) cites Bernard Smith as describing landscape painting as the dominant artistic
genre in colonial and early twentieth century Australia (p. 237).
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through different spaces accruing different meanings while they were consumed in different contexts
as people interacted in time and space” (p. 196) has  some relevancies for the development of my
own cabinet. While my vision is not limited to photographs, I offer my subjective gaze. A complex
autobiographical gaze meant to saturate and impose upon the viewer. While Crane (2000) suggests
that “to visit a curiosity cabinet, one must be prepared to be confounded” (p.65) I found that most
viewers of the first exhibition of a CURIOUS Cabinet in Mourilyan were able to make sufficient
connections for understanding.  The Guest Book reveals a number of comments that support this
theory;
“It took me back to the visits on my grandmother’s farm as a
child which I loved.” Carol
“Inspiring and thoughtful works.” Suzie
“Second visit. Impressive.” Mike
“Imaginative, evocative – an important work.” Vic
“A most impressive reflection of two individuals.” Judy
“A lovely tribute to our antecedents. Much needed and
appreciated.” Diane
In terms of exhibition, any assumptions I make about the artworks and their display become visible
through attribution, authentification, classification and the use of terminology (Phillips 1997, pp. 96-9),
a process of filtering that allows me some flexibility in directing meaning and personal agenda, always
bearing in mind that “there is nothing inherent in a work of art … that makes it mean something in
particular” (Nealon & Searls Giroux 2003, p. 65). While the framing of my body of works within a
conceptual cabinet may seek to point to particular meaning/s, “the social frame” as Bryson (2001)
suggests, within which it sits “does not ‘surround’ but is part of the work” (p.5).
The dialogue I endeavour to create, is not so much a chronological description along the lines of
Bernard Smith’s (Smith 2006) comment in a radio program; “to write history you have to be prepared
to classify time” but, as Lowenthal (1985) argues, more a distillation than a reflection of the past (p.
204). The way we see and interpret imagery, dispersed as Norman Bryson (Bal 2001) suggests,
through multiple understandings governed by “circumstances and conditions of viewing” (p. 2-3) has
altered since Will’s time from one of spectatorship and scholarly interpretation to one of expression
and intention. My concern for this study therefore, is not so much about the historical, but how
evidence of history alters perception in the here and now juxtaposed against a contemporary
environment and dialogues that arise from that.
From comments made by viewers during the Mourilyan exhibition, I found that memorabilia such as
teapots (Figure 36) and platters (Figure 56) were immediately recognizable, but ink-bottles (Figure 37)
and knife steels (Figure 38) were not so easily identified.  Where recognitions were engaged, the
social connections varied between personal use and a memory of use. This growing loss of familiarity
with items of everyday living from Will’s era, evidences of history, also alludes to shifting perceptions
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which affect the cultural frame of this study.   Some survey responses (Appendix 7) to the teapots
appear to confirm this;
It looks like the tea service of my mum at home;
Item of beauty having a functional use, an era when people
would sit down to tea and refreshments, more genteel era;
A nice moment of the day to drink a cup of tea with other
people;
It looks like the tea service of my mum at home - she collects;
To drink out of it - so practical.
As objects of the past in the present, objects of memory and ways of living, the teapots and other
objects provide a visual commentary on the changing nature of society.  I purposely chose objects
which provide visual evidence of the lapsing of time to accentuate this. The discoloration, dents and
damage visible in the artefacts of my collection (Figure 37), are evidence of and metaphors for absent
lives and a reflection on the process of aging that affects us all, including myself.  My own resilience is
somewhat tempered and marked by time as are the objects and processes with which I engage.  I
further suspect my predisposition to such objects has been shaped by an early exposure and learned
respect for historical relics, as part of
my enculturation.
While I endeavour, in line with David
Phillips’ (1997) comment, “to respect
and preserve the changes which time
and reuse have brought through
history” (p. 128), any intervention I
make is guided by my aesthetic; my
gaze. Altering original contexts of
objects through display mechanisms
introduces a mediation process and
performative characteristics that allow
other kinds of connections and
disjunctions to intervene, confusing
and conflating the domestic, the
museum, the art gallery, the artist and
curator, the historian and family
researcher, the personal and the
public, and so on.  This conscious act
permits an interrogation of ways of
seeing that fuses these words, the
developing artworks and their display
and is fundamental to the forward
Figure 36:  Detail of Braid series - Teapots.  Photo V Keenan 2007.
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progress of this study.
Moreover, the exhibition becomes “a site of critique of museum practice” (Edwards 2001, p. 199)
reinforced by “taxonomic structures of viewing” (p. 63).  The arrangement and organization of the
display, the classification of artworks in series, the use of didactics and catalogue are all part of
that structure. The overall context is dependant on my curatorial role and the relationships that the
objects and texts set up between themselves, the space they situate, and the way they present to a
viewer.
Drawing from David Phillips’ (1997, p. 166) discussion of the elusive qualities of original context
and how our reactions to visual information have developed from an incremental exposure stimuli, I
should add that any context I provide, while drawn from Will’s letters, cannot and will not ever
permeate or illustrate the original context of his life and the era in which he lived. My exposure to a
“daily barrage of brilliance and movement” (Phillips 1997, p. 167) of this technological age is so
totally different to that of Will. His interest in August 1899 was expressed through this description of
a machine which played recorded music;
… the gramophone the Purser of the Palmer has?  It is only a small one but the voice in
the songs is singularly clear, the orchestral accompaniment putting one in fancy in
some hall where one is accustomed to hear such things {Henry, 1896-1906).
Will’s description and comparison to
something he knows is an illustration of
how knowledge is built.  If I accept from
his comment that he has experienced a
live performance of orchestral music and
song, it is not a large step for me to see
how he could see that experience in his
mind and relate it to the music he hears
on the gramophone recording on the
coasta l  s teamer ,  the  Palmer.
Gramophones such as the one Will
described are no longer in general
circulation and have vanished from all
but antique shops and museums.
Coren, Ward & Enns (1999) comment
that perception, from a psychological
viewpoint, revolves around “the
conscious experience of objects and
object relationships” (p. 9), is fed by our senses and is subject to “illusion(s) and misperception of
the external reality” (p.14).  This means that people like Will and myself are more apt to take in
Figure 37: Two ink bottles collected for this study show evidence of
damage and age.  Photo V Keenan 2005.
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meaning if we are receptive. If I can accept that Will’s experience with the gramophone was a new
one, it is likely that he would have been interested in the operation of the device.  At that point,
“meaning is an event; it is an action carried out by an I in relation to what the works takes as you”
(Bryson in Bal 2001, p. 5). Although Bryson was primarily discussing the act of viewing art, a
similar circumstance applies in this example of Will’s.
Developing the artworks
I have drawn on ideas of museum displays and systems, the taxonomy in museum practices grown
out of the curious cabinets of yesteryear, in the ordering and visualisation of my artwork. While this
is not a new concept, as exhibitions and museum displays are generally developed systematically,
I have consciously decided to present an ordered presentation of randomly collected objects
species and artefacts through measured placement and display. The filing, sorting and ordering of
material is also relevant to other disciplines such as ethnography, history and narratology. Grouped
together as a species, the individual knife steels in the artwork Braid Series - Knife Steels (Figure
38) for instance are quite different, but become almost uniform in a combined display.  In display,
their aspect alters from useful cultural tools to a collection of items suspended and scripted across
a wall. Indeed, in a number of instances, I have purposely exposed the hanging apparatus to
emphasis this point, using art concepts of installation practice to conceptualise and realise the
work.
I worked biographically and
autobiographically to develop
the connections and absences
between Will’s life and my
own, to build a sense of the
historical, the practical and the
material, I drew inspiration
from my environments and the
people with whom I interacted.
The links that began to appear
not only served to connect the
ancestry that Will and I share,
an invisible but indivisible link
that connects us over the 100
years that separate us, but
allowed me to see beyond the
obvious to  submerged
meanings. While this text is
already interspersed with some
detail of my artworks, a clearer
overall picture was possible
Figure 38: Detail Braid Series - Knife Steels.  Photo V Keenan 2007.
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through the charting of the artworks showing the way they developed in several distinct trajectories,
or series, that intersect and overlap.
Two tables I developed to better understand the connections and interconnections are included at
Appendix 6. The first table provides an overview of the structure and associations of my cabinet a
CURIOUS Cabinet. While not completely comprehensive, it gathers together key words and
reveals examples of binaries which became apparent when I contrasted my life with Will’s. The
tables have also allowed me to better see and plan the arrangement of my cabinet in a gallery
space, develop a catalogue and make the upwards, downwards and sideways resonances and
influences more immediately obvious through the writing down. In effect they become pictures of
words, just as the didactics become words of pictures.
The body of work I describe in this chapter come with a variety of narratives and a sampling of
these are included. Just as the Will’s narratives have absences, there are some of my stories that
cannot be explained or shared.
Digital images – Journeys: Water, Earth, Sky and Roads
I have used photographs as resources, as inspiration and as artworks for this study.  These images
form a visual diary, a pictorial record of my research journey and of my presence in the landscape.
I have selected images from this data to reflect the discovery journeys of my physical body. The
Journeys images reference the landscape, fragments of the roads I drove on, the earth I walked
on, the water I swam in or camped beside and the skies that rained and shone on me.
Landscape is integral to life and as a concept involves many possibilities.  For example, I use water
as a metaphor for history. Water reflects, obscures and contorts.  It also destroys and nurtures.
Sometimes it is easy to negotiate and at other times it is difficult, even repels.  But at all times, it
sustains us, and our environment.  Will lived near Tully in one of the wettest places in Australia, as
I do, and in one of the driest places of Queensland, near Cunnamulla.  From too much to too little,
and back again, this dance of fortune continues yet.  One example from the Journeys – Water
series (Figure 39) is part of an area known as Horse Swamp on Kirrama Station. The property was
owned by the Collins family in Will’s day and he mentioned visiting there a number of times in his
letters. It is a property that I too have travelled through on a number of occasions although the
public access road to this location is now closed from the coast.
While the digital images are visual narratives and expressions of my presence in and connection to
the landscapes that sustain me, they also highlight Will’s absence.  Devoid of people the images
allow the landscape to express its own character. I have not attempted to provide any chronology
or description but gathered the images together in sequences of like with like, or species. For
instance, Journeys – Roads combines gates together, dirt roads together, crossings together, road
widths together and so on. I remember being particularly struck by the huge variety of colours there
were in bitumen surfaces when I first began to cluster the image groups together and may return to
investigate this idea in the future.
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Like my observations, the images serve to illustrate concepts of presence and absence, past and
present, loss and retrieval, perception, slippage, containment and identity formation. As visual
indicators of ethnographic, museum, gallery and arts practices, these and other photographic
images ultimately serve to illustrate my processes of research, building knowledge, creation and
documentation.
I began this project taking digital photographs, and it is appropriate that a slide show of these
images be included in the content of my cabinet. An artwork in which photographic images were
central was Frames – Another Kind of Museum.
Frames - Another Kind of Museum
From quite early in this project, it was my intention to frame the lives of those people mentioned in
Will’s letters.  I gathered the names together in a database and began a process of identification.
Will mentioned 294 names but because some of them were referred to only once and by one name
only such as Toby or Smith, I have not been able to identify everyone.
Figure 39: Horse Swamp at Kirrama from Journeys - Water. V Keenan 2006.
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After I located Will’s grave in Townsville22, I began searching other cemeteries to discover historical
information and to photograph the graves or grave locations of these people. I found myself
spending a lot of time in cemeteries alongside fellow family researchers and realised that the
headstones provided another textual resource.  As with other forms of record-keeping these burial
places were laid out to a plan and often sectioned into religious denominations.  People were
categorised in death and their headstones, when available, often provided historical detail and give
metaphorical voice and body to the “once living” (Goodwin & Bronfen 1993, p.7).
So instead of seeking portrait images of those Will mentioned I determined to locate and reframe
the headstone images within the boundaries of an artwork to re-contextualize location and
association.  The headstones I have found to date are from locations widely dispersed across
Queensland and New South Wales and their images clustered together in exhibition create another
kind of cemetery and, another kind of museum.
I quickly realised that the archival and field research involved in discovering the locations of all the
graves could not be completed within the timeframe of this study. Will’s words did not always
provide sufficient detail to establish identity and the expense of purchasing death certificates to
establish burial locations was prohibitive. However, I undertook to confirm those lives, whose
monuments I wasn’t able to locate, with texts that provided some detail of who they were,
superimposed over a photo of a location referenced in Will’s letters. So, while this piece (Figure 40)
remains ongoing, it still has a poignant message.
The original concept for Another Kind of a Museum, displayed as a work in progress at the
University of Southern Queensland, was for the images to be suspended on the wall. However,
after some experimentation, the work installed at the Mourilyan Sugarama Gallery was floor, table
                                                      
22  Will’s death certificate (No. 22625) states that he was buried in the Townsville Cemetery (now the
Belgian Gardens Historical Cemetery). Death was listed as Typhoid Fever exhaustion and the duration of
his illness was one month and three days.
Figure 40: Another Kind of Museum installed at Sugarama Gallery, Mourilyan.  Photo V Keenan 2007.
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and sideboard mounted to better capture the notion of domestic display of photographs of family
and friends as opposed to what may have been a more formal gallery/museum format.
The picture frames, like other objects in this exhibition, are objects of containment with inner and
outer limits, reflecting both the academic and social boundaries discussed in this dissertation.
These boundaries are both physical and metaphysical, delineated for instance, by lines on a map,
in the environment where the water meets the land, proclaimed by legislation and so on.
Boundaries, like objects, are subject to change, as is evidenced by changes which have occurred
since Will lived. Knowledge and technological developments have contributed to this change in the
way we understand and respond to ideas about belonging, communication, identity, scientific
engagement, land development, artistic production and so on.
The wooden table used in this installation was rescued from the dump. I had it dismantled,
shortened and strengthened, and the top was put through a thicknesser to remove the build up of
oil and grease still evident from its previous life23.  The sideboard, on loan for the Mourilyan
exhibition, was sourced from a garage sale.  I convinced my brother that this item would work well
in his home, and when he had second thoughts, I stripped it back and re-varnished it revealing the
treasure I was then able to borrow for the Mourilyan exhibition. The inclusion of furniture in this
work grew from a series of furniture pieces included in Furniture – Belonging discussed in the next
section. The old and damaged frames, table and sideboard act as further examples of the
temporality of objects and the inevitability of change over time. While always situated within the
context of culture, the economic, practical and aesthetic values of these objects have altered in this
process too.
In order to engage with audiences, I invited viewers to provide comment on specially prepared note
paper and fix them to the wall. Taking my inspiration from In Memoriam cards and envelopes found
in the family archives the paper was edged in black, framed by a line, a western cultural tradition
used to signify death. This framing of viewer responses (far right of Figure 40) represents the end
to a transition of ideas which began in a cemetery. The words of inscription proffered by other
people, these new narratives inspired by this artwork, add to my own and Will’s words. The number
of viewer responses has grown exponentially with each exhibition and are now an important part of
the piece. As I gather more headstone images and the comment notes grow, this work remains in a
constant state of flux.
The timber and metal frames that contain the headstone images were gathered from garage sales,
charity shops and second-hand stores. Like the other collected objects, they are damaged and of
little monetary value. While always situated within the context of culture, their value for me is
complex. I am interested in their aesthetic, historic and cultural relevancies wherein they and the
images contained within them become material representations, or memorials of family and
community and public memory.  These objects have already framed other people’s lives and have
                                                      
23 Given the hammer marks, saw cuts and grease evident on this table its most recent location was most
likely in a workshop.
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their own histories.  In display, the individual people of Will’s letters are therefore framed by other
histories, framed by Wills words, framed by the whole piece, Another kind of Museum, framed by
the exhibition, a CURIOUS Cabinet, and framed by society in a framework determined by me. The
potential for multiple contextualisations and re-readings of this artwork reference characteristics of
new historicism where meaning is continually fluctuating.
Furniture - Belonging
As objects that reflect a society in which Will lived, I sought out pieces of furniture that I felt offered
a sense or feeling of times past. Built as supports or aids for the human body, one of the lovely
elements of these examples of other crafts-people’s work, was that they came to me, rather then I
to them.  I did not specifically go out looking for a table or a chair but immediately knew when an
object was suitable for what I had in mind.
The series title Belonging embodies the family connection between Will and me (biographical and
autobiographical belonging) with a connection to place of living (a domestic and locational
belonging). There are seven items in this series and they allude to measurements of time common
to both Will’s era and mine, the seven days in a week. This both reflects the way we live our lives –
one day at a time, and compounds the referencing of time in the titles. The footstool, desk, daybed,
mantel, chair back, door panel and squatter’s chair were objects of living available during Will’s
time. Similar items are still available as antiques and are also replicated in modern design.  The
exhibition of this timber furniture marks its durability and potential for longevity beyond the lives of
original owners through later generations.
While I have endeavoured to remain non-interventionist with the furniture, some stripping back,
sanding and application of new finishes was necessary to prepare this body of work for exhibition.
However, the marks of age and other histories by masking remain visible and speak of the past.
Drawing on sign-writing
techniques, a specially
prepared canvas surface
becomes the canvas for
Will’s words.  A number of
his letters were scanned
and printed onto canvas
and used to upholster each
piece of furniture. The
scanned canvas images of
Will’s words can be easily
read but underly ing
scribing where the ink has
bled through from the
Figure 41: Furniture Series Belonging - A man's world 1900.  Photo V Keenan 2007.
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reverse side of the letter page hints at but does not reveal this additional knowledge. I enlisted my
sister, Barbara, to assist with the design and construction of covers to upholster several of the
pieces. While retaining excellent colourfast properties, the canvas is prone to scratching and not
particularly robust, so the furniture through this process has been rendered ephemeral.
The canvasses have been chosen so that specific references to the past are visible on each
artwork. For instance, the top of the red cedar writing desk24 was upholstered with a letter written
by Will in 1900 and is titled A Man’s World 1900 (Figure 41). This is the only piece in the Belonging
Series which actually belonged to family.
Thus, the values of these furniture items are altered as they move from the domestic to exhibition
space through display mechanisms that then shift value from the practical to the aesthetic.  By
upholstering the furniture with Will’s words, the scanned images of his letters, his presence
becomes palpable in the space. Through this transition, furniture is in effect, scribed by Will and
inscribed by myself. The relationships and connections found in this body of artwork include the
duality of Will’s marks and mine, his auto-biography and mine and so on.
Red Cedar Desk – A man’s world 1900
This desk (Figure 42) belonged to Hugh Henry, the recipient of Will’s letters. Resurrected from a
storage container, the desk was in need of a good scrub and remedial repairs. The original green
leather desktop insert, a memory in my older sister’s mind, is replaced with a canvas of Will’s
words which describe a Picnic Race Meeting in Herberton in 1900.  People travelled great
distances to this event and Will references people (men) and places whose names have become
synonymous with pioneering in the north, bringing together glimpses of Will’s present with our
patriarchal past into the exhibition
space. The lack of references to
women is embedded in the title of this
piece.  As an object used to scribe
words, the desk may have been used
by Hugh to create the absent words of
his responses to Will.
Mantel – William
This mantel (Figure 42), clearly a part
of a larger piece of furniture from
someone else’s life, has seen better
days. Found at a garage sale and
gifted to me by my mother, this was the
first piece of furniture gathered for the
                                                      
24 This desk belonged to Will’s brother, Hugh Henry, the recipient of the letters. My sister remembers the
table insert was covered in green leather, but by the time I recovered the desk from a container of old
family furniture, the insert was absent.
Figure 42: Mantel – William. Photo V Keenan 2007.
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project. My initial plan was to incorporate woven sections into each panel, but the original weavings
were lost in my move from Brisbane to the north.  When reconsidering this piece my concepts
altered as I explored other ideas as additional pieces of furniture were acquired. I resolved these
works by incorporating the text from Will’s letters to visibly position Will’s voice in the artwork. Will’s
visual image in Mantel, his presence, was an enlargement of a less than A5 sized photo.
Technological scanning and printing advances enabled this image to be significantly increased in
size, possible only because of the high resolution quality of the original image.  Fitted to the space
that I imagine held a mirror in a previous life, Will’s image reflects his person and he is framed by
his colonial history to conflate the past with the present.
Red Cedar Door Panel – Opening 1902
Purchased at a garage sale, this red cedar timber panel reminded me of the two magnificent sets
of red cedar doors at Bellenden, the home which Will built25. I had originally planned to paint small
landscapes on the panels now scribed with snatches of Will’s words. But, as with the desk and
mantel, my concepts changed as the furniture collection grew.
Set at the entrance of the Mourilyan exhibition, the door panel  (Figure 43) metaphorically
suggested an opening, a glimpse into another life,
symbolically opening the door to the exhibition, an
entrance to the discourse between Will and I.
As a producer of cultural artefacts, it is something of a
paradox that what McConkey (2002) describes as a
“texture of conflict and cohesion” (2002, p. 2) is a site
for exploration and experimentation. Embedded by my
own hand I found that creating outcomes that appealed
to my aesthetic was not always obvious or the result of
conscious choice. As a development from the others
works, the simplicity of adhering Will’s scanned script
on this vertical structure revealed its significance and
the metaphoric door to the meaning of Will’s words
became obvious. The title of the work Red Cedar Door
Panelling – Opening 1902 was an easy next step from
that to provide entry for viewers. To translate what has
been a gradual realisation of meaning/s contained
within my own artworks for others is therefore
complicated within my narratives, context, their
experience and time.  As Norman Bryson commented;
                                                      
25 See Figure 11
Figure 43: Red Cedar Door Panelling - Opening
1902. Photo V Keenan 2007.
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since paintings involve
highly saturated, dense,
and complex patterns of
signification, there is
no way that even in the
year of a work’s first
appearance any specific
viewer would have been
able to exhaust the sum
of possibilities it
contains (Bal 2001, p.
3).
Cushioned back rest – Time Past 1895
Will’s first letter (in chronological order)
written from the Townsville Grammar
School in 1895 is the text used for this
work (Figure 44). Although meant as a
back support, this piece is now wall hung
like a formal painting. Framed by a
carved timber surround, the work of an
unknown craftsman, Will’s text became,
at one level, its own didactic and I found
people did take time to read Will’s
scripts. The reciprocities between the words penned by Will, the text that is the artwork and the
didactic beside the work become involved in a continual movement of meaning. Furthermore, the
shape of the backrest is not unlike a headstone and introduces that element of absence so
complicit in a lot of the work created for this project and offers direct connections with the artwork,
Another Kind of Museum.
Also purchased at a garage sale, I found this backrest was originally fitted with multiple covers, the
inner and oldest one being leather.  Removing these layers of history revealed a timber edge that
was pitted with countless fixings and holes, making the removal and re-covering of the piece
difficult. This zone of fixing is now more or less concealed again, but those marks that are still
visible are evidence of slippages of boundary and time.
Squatter’s Chair – Rest 1899
Designed to accept a human body in a relaxed position, the squatter’s chair (Figure 35) was a
common piece of furniture on homestead verandahs. These chairs offered a place of solace and
rest after a hard day’s work. Our squatter’s chair on the verandah of the house that Will built was a
favourite spot for my dad, a place which circulates with narratives of many people including Will,
my father and myself. Taking up a large amount of floor space, often home made and of varying
designs, these chairs have undergone a revival and are being made commercially in the area
Figure 44: Cushioned back rest – Time Past 1895. Photo V Keenan 2007.
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where I live. These chairs invite the body to completely relax and allow the feet and legs to stretch
out along the front supports.
Normally slung with a sturdier canvas then I have used, this chair was purposely placed on a plinth
to alter its positioning and use value from the practical to art object. The canvas, scribed with Will’s
words from 1899, is laced with a five strand string braid, a prototype for the Braid Series of
artworks discussed later in this chapter. As with the other pieces in this body of work, the unspoken
but inherent reference to the absent body is referenced by Will’s words and this object which will no
longer support a body.
Foot stool – Varsity Life 1902
Prior to setting off for Glenora in 1902, Will enquired after Hugh’s university progress in the letter I
chose to cover the footstool (Figure 45).  As he progressed through his schooling, Hugh was forced
to move south from Bellenden to
Townsville to Brisbane and then
to Sydney as he completed each
level of education, because of
the lack of opportunities in the
north.
My own quest for tertiary
education saw me, like Hugh,
head south in 1998 to Brisbane
because the study I wished to do
was not available in the north.
This footstool, like the squatter’s
chair and the daybed (Figure
45), has connotations for the body at rest. The piece was in particularly poor shape and I had to
completely disassemble it, strip it and rebuild it. This process of disassembly and reassembly has
correlations with the research process which seeks to work up from a foundation of Will’s letters
and other archival material. A process which revealed the bones of the object, discovered what
resources I had, decided how to approach the project of rebuilding, rebuilt it and discovered things
I didn’t know in the beginning, reviewed what I did, incorporated new findings and so on until it
reached a point of completion. The construction of new relationships between the object, its old
and new appearance, Will’s words, public presentation and documentation establish new and
alternate meanings. My consideration of its transition, enabled by my agency, from an object of
practical use to a plinth mounted artefact creates a space for dialogue which responds to its real or
imagined qualities.
Figure 45: Footstool Varsity Life 1902. Photo V Keenan 2007.
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Daybed – Homing In 1896 & 1902
Gifted to me by my sister-in-law, Kathy,
this daybed (Figure 46) was a piece of
furniture that, while she no longer had
any use for it, was an item that she still
valued and it came with stories of her
life.
While the basic structure was in good
condition I wanted to create new
covers for the cushions to visually
connect this piece with the others. The
covers proved to be particularly
awkward and I sought assistance from
my sister Barbara. We worked together to discover solutions to design issues such as the potential
cracking of the image surface of canvas, alignment of Will’s texts and the easy removal of the
covers between exhibitions. Barbara’s design and sewing expertise proved invaluable.
This was the most formal piece of furniture in the collection and most suited to a drawing room
situation, with which I expect, Will would have been familiar. As with the squatter’s chair and
footstool, the daybed was plinth mounted to alter its meaning and value and to invoke memories of
settings and conventions of a past era. An imposing piece of craftsmanship, the daybed becomes
an object of residual individual and public memory.
Installation - Saddle Stands
The saddle stands (Figure 47) were inspired by my visit to Woodleigh in 2005 and act as prompts
for my memory of that visit.  Woodleigh was a property the Will visited and is situated in the
Figure 46: Daybed Homing In 1896 & 1902. Photo V Keenan 2007.
Figure 47:  Left: Saddle stands in Woodleigh saddle shed were the inspiration for the artwork Saddle Stands on the right. Photos V
Keenan. 2005 and 2007 respectively
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hinterland behind Bellenden Plains. Its nearest town is Mount Garnet. The saddle shed on
Woodleigh, was visually evocative, symbolising ingenuity, hard work, tough conditions,
comradeship, dust, cattle and so on. Although we had a saddle shed at Bellenden when I was
growing up, I had not given much thought to the ways in which saddles were stored when not in
use.  As I began to visit properties Will visited I realised that they each had individual ways of doing
so and I began to seek out these bush built innovations of material and design.
The development of Saddle Stands proved to be conceptually and physically challenging. While I
was easily able to source most of the timber26 on my property getting it and working with it proved
more difficult. I wanted the installation to reference the landscape and be freestanding and
discovered and retrieved some very heavy, very hard, hollow logs from the edge of the scrub.
When cut, these produced eleven27 bases for the uprights.  Resolving how each element fitted
together and could come apart involved trial and error, a lot of sweat and a friend with some
knowledge of heavy duty tools. I needed to construct these pieces so that I could easily move,
transport and store them by myself and this was eventually achieved.  While not my original
intention, the Mourilyan Sugarama Gallery installation included a number of Bellenden saddle shed
items to more clearly situate meaning for the viewer.  Also included, was a set of branding irons,
HY1. A reference to both the past and the present and the concept of shifting ownership, this brand
was originally licensed to Will’s father Isaac and has since passed down through the generations,
and now resides with my brother.
While not exactly a monument, the Saddle Stands installation symbolically references history and
time. I see each stand as a sentinel constructed from the environment, ephemeral memorials,
powerless to speak or act, but observers of, and imbued with history.
Weavings – Saddle Blankets
Another saddle-shed object that Will would have used is the saddle blanket.  I began weaving
these blankets (Figure 48) thinking of Will and the sort of items that would have been a constant
presence in his life. Saddle blankets came to mind as something that would have always been
present when he was working cattle and travelling. The principle object of a saddle blanket was to
protect, to separate the saddle from a horse to reduce rubbing, prevent sores and protect the
saddle from sweat.  It had other uses as needs demanded and was, for instance, used as a blanket
in a camp situation, to protect the rider against chills.
I based the sizes of the saddles blankets I was making on commercially produced saddle blankets
and combined natural fibres with organic material collected on my research trips, to underpin my
research and connections to each of the properties. The Saddle Blanket Glenora (Figure 47) for
instance, is interwoven with grasses collected on the property Glenora. As I began to weave, I
                                                      
26 The softwood timber used to create the top supports was found at the Atherton dump, passed through a
thicknesser to tidy them up, cut to length and screwed to the uprights.
27 Eleven referencing the number of years over which Will’s letters were written – between 1896 and
1906.
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found the process gave me time to gather my thoughts and reflect on the connections that were
developing. I began to feel that the weaving of the saddle blankets was a natural development of
museum practices in that it allowed me to collate material together, to make it tidy, to control and
situate objects and artworks, much the same way that I have gathered together the material for this
dissertation. Similarly, the clustering of the blankets
suspended in parallel on a wall in exhibition, introduced
a sense of repetitiveness which was belied by the detail
of each individual piece.
While the first series of weavings created for this project, the forerunner to those displayed in my
exhibition, were lost in my move from Brisbane to North Queensland, they were useful in
developing my skills as a first time weaver and enabling me to understand how I could approach
this in another way. I finally completed four blankets, larger than the originals and all with the same
colour weft to provide a visual link between the body of works. The colours were selected to reflect
the landscapes of my and Will’s experience and the properties from which he wrote. I included one
extra blanket to reference Woodleigh a property Will enjoyed visiting and one where I gained a lot
of inspiration.
Braids and collected objects
Another weaving material that I began to play with early in the study was string. In 2005, I
discovered rolls of string manufactured by a company which was established in Australia in the late
1800s, and realised that this product was most likely available to Will. An all purpose material used
for attaching and connecting, the string acts metaphorically to connect the past with the present
and in combination forms the rope28, the gathering together of information that is this dissertation
and body of artworks. I was struck not only by the texture and colour of this raw product, but by its
practical qualities and connection to the environment.  Handmade string is a medium which
continues to be made by Aboriginal people in the area around Cardwell and Tully for practical uses
and as an art material it could symbolically connect indigenous and non-indigenous cultures. The
                                                      
28 Refer earlier discussion on page 54.
Figure 48: Above: Example of table loom weaving with grass from Glenora - now lost. Right: Detail of final Saddle Blanket –
Glenora   woven on a floor loom with grass from Glenora. Photos V Keenan, 2005 and 2007 respectively.
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weaving of string symbolises the weaving of narratives and has many uses including to tie, to
connect, to constrain, to combine and so on.
I started to make braids thinking about bushcraft products such as whips, bridles and saddle
leathers, objects with which Will would have been familiar. The first string braids were five strand
(Figure 49) and while I liked their appearance some experimentation with materials such as
horsehair and bark and installation considerations produced better results.  At that time I was also
thinking about ways in which to bring the idea of writing, without actually writing, into the artworks.
After some trial and error, I worked hair and bark into the braids, allowing the wisp ends to write the
walls. The shadows they cast created an effect which was not unlike the way Wills words have
seeped through the paper of his letters.
The combination of the braids with collected objects, a seemingly natural conclusion, was both a
practical and aesthetic consideration.  I found the braids by themselves would not hang straight
and tended to curl. By weighting each braid with an object at each end, the braid strands hung
straight, setting up a regular pattern across a wall. Placing the objects out of their normal situation
suspended from the braids created a visual statement which, like the Saddle Blankets, altered
values from practical use to aesthetic consideration.
After I completed the Braid Series, I was struck by the parallels between this work and a string
suspended series by Annette Messager titled My Vows (Grenier, 2001 pp.112-117). While our
works reference cultural narratives her concepts were quite different. However, I was struck by her
Figure 49: Experimentation with string braids - an initial work in progress with knife steels. Photo V Keenan 2006.
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notion of ordering which resonated with my own. In her case, “domestic tidiness” (p.114) was the
concern, whereas mine responds to a kind of visual classification or taxonomy, repetitive display.
The subsequent exhibition of the braids and objects has extended these concepts, conflating the
handmade with the machine made, the organic with the inorganic and foregrounding the normally
concealed or understated hanging devices favoured by museums and galleries. The length of each
braid became a form of measurement, referencing data collection, for my height and the heights of
Will and of his contemporaries. This visual reference to the body makes a link to biography and
auto/biography.  It is also about making the invisible visible. Hanging them at different heights
reflects on different stages of growth and aesthetic positioning.
Although I gathered descriptive narratives on the collected objects (Appendix 5) any attempt to
date or research the provenance of the steels, inkbottles, platters, frames and furniture pieces was
outside the scope of this study.  The data is therefore predominately about their histories since they
have come into my life.  This knowledge and non-knowledge of the objects bears a direct link to the
presence and absence of knowledge reflected in Will’s letters.
The steels, ink-bottles and platters are objects of popular culture of their time, in transition. They
are no longer part of our everyday lives, but reflective of our culture and history. The information
gathered through surveys (Appendix 7), comments made by visitors to my home and viewers at the
Mourilyan exhibition confirm that the objects are prompts for memory and a genesis for other
narratives.  Invariably there was another story to tell.  While I have not made any attempt to restore
these objects, I have nevertheless, as Pamela Croft describes, positioned them as “literary
artefacts” (Croft 2003 p.51) simply through the process of gathering them together, cataloguing and
displaying them. I have created a collection.
Braids – Knife steel braids with horse hair and string
The first of the braid series to be
realized, the braids for the knife
steels were made from a
combination of string and horsehair.
They were, as I discovered, the most
time consuming and tedious to braid.
I had been keen to work more with
horsehair having introduced it with
the Saddle Blanket weavings.
Horsehair not only reflects Will’s
predominant mode of transport, the
horse, but also the practical uses it
had in early settlement. It was used
to stuff mattresses and saddles, for
Figure 50: Glass bottle collection on wall at Tinnenburra. The wall was
constructed with mud bricks containing horse hair.  Photo V Keenan. 2005.
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construction 29 and handcrafts such as “bridle reins, quirts, hair saddle blankets, hatbands and
belts” (Williams, 1954 p.87). I asked my neighbour to teach me how to weave a leather belt and I
adapted this process to my braids.
No two lots of hair were the same colour or the same length.  In exploring the process of braiding I
found the lengths problematic. The shorter lengths were more difficult to weave and each braid had
a slightly different appearance because of the way the hairs appeared.  Once hung however
(Figure 50), the differences were consumed by the overall aesthetic and added texture rather then
exaggerated differences.
I developed a process which involved washing and drying the hair, separating the bundles and
weaving the hair into the string allowing small wisps of hair to flow free from the main braid.  Each
braid was woven with six lengths of two different thicknesses of twine to increase the bulk.  After
some experimentation, I completed each end of the braid with a simple knot and tails to reference
the horse, and to provide a base support for the steels, which are simply eased into the last few
weavings of the braids at the knot.
As each braid was completed I began to experiment with their presentation and on hanging them
found they scribed fine lines, writing the wall (Figure 51), as individual strands of horsehair flowed
from the braid (as from a horse’s mane), softening the hard line of the braid support, and acting as
a foil for the simple shape of the knife steels
suspended at each end.
As an object fast attracting collector’s
interest, the knife steels are tools used to
sharpen knives and are often associated with
the killing and dismembering of stock.  Will
would have been familiar with knife steels
and known how to break down a beast.
While the steels are not weapons, they do
have the look of a weapon and reference the
prosthetic devices of earlier explorers
mentioned in the previous chapter. Despite
strong similarities between some of the steels, no two are the same. Some of the handles are quite
exquisite, being either hand crafted (bone and ivory) or machined (metal and timber) and would
attract significant price tags in the antique market.
The initial steels I collected were from garage sales, charity shops and second hand stores. During
the process of collecting I found the price of the steels began to escalate beyond my means and so
turned to eBay and found pieces that were more suitable to my budget.
                                                      
29 I became quite excited when I found the mud brick walls of Tinnenburra homestead were built with
horsehair (Figure 49),
Figure 51: Detail Knife Steel Braids as a work in progress.  Photo V
Keenan 2007
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Braids - Ink bottle braids with inner bark and string
As with the knife steel braids, the production and display of this artwork (Figure 52) was a matter of
experimentation with materials and concepts that I felt provided the most significant connections
between myself and Will, our environments, technologies and the resources available to me.  The
use of inner bark was a fortuitous outcome of experimenting with Saddle Stands, an earlier
installation piece described earlier.  After cutting the stringy bark and wattle saplings for the stands,
I removed the outer bark and realized that I had another natural material to produce string by
emulating customs of Aboriginal people living in this area
The bark produces a bulkier less flexible support than the other two braids, but like the horsehair
they scribe the wall with bark curls, and provide a strong assembly. For the main strand, a three-
braid plait was constructed from two lengths of heavy string and one string of bark strips. Hand
rolled string plaited back into each end of the braids provided loops from which to suspend the
bottles.  These braids were quicker to manufacture than the knife steel braids, but more difficult to
store and transport because they could not be bent.
The inkbottles and other objects collected for this body of work were and are tools of performance.
Manufactured of glass and clay for the storage of ink, bottles like these would have aided Will to
communicate with his brother, Hugh, and to create the narratives that have resourced this study.
Figure 52:  Ink Bottle Braids with inner bark and string.  Photo V Keenan 2007.
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There is however, no longer any trace of ink in the bottles. Inkbottles such as I have collected for
this work also attract attention from collectors. After I began to collect these bottles, I found a clay
(generally referred to as stone) inkbottle originally from Bellenden Plains (Will’s home) in my
mother’s home.
I was surprised to find, through surveys and
exhibition, that these, more than any other of
the collected pieces, were the least
recognizable objects in individual memory.
People generally did not know what they were,
and yet, in the time of their manufacture, the
bottles were mass produced and readily
available.  Visually, the bottles are quite
beautiful and while of a species, each bottle is
different.  These forms (Figure 53) command
attention and put me in mind of the deceptively
simple style of Queensland potter, Gwen
Hanssen-Piggott.
Braids - Teapot braids with twine and string
After completing the knife steel and inkbottle
braids, the braid for this artwork (Figure 53)
took some time to develop, and I was finally
inspired by Evie, the nine-year-old daughter of
my picture framer.  Evie had made up a
number of string key rings to sell at her father’s outlet and, as soon as I saw them, I realised that
her idea provided a good solution for me.  With her permission, I have developed her idea for this
artwork, and while they are not braids in the true sense of the word, they have the appearance I
sought.  Taking several lengths of string in a bundle, another length (of a different colour) is twined
around to encase them.  It is the knots at each end of the braids which prevent them from
unravelling.
A more constrained support then the other two braids, in that there is minimal scribing on the wall,
they nonetheless provide a simple method of suspending the teapots so that the bases lay flat
against the viewing wall.  Suspended by their handles, the teapots can never hold the quenching
liquid of generations of Australians, as the spout is directed towards the floor. They do however
become a metaphor for vanishing histories.  While I am not sure that I would drink from these pots
as they are mostly rejects, their silent testimonies of other cups of tea in other homes, conjures up
memories of the endless teapot that stood on the table at Bellenden in my time, and no doubt, in
Will’s, and the hospitality that was never withheld.
Figure 53: Detail  Ink bottle braids with inner bark and string. Photo
V Keenan 2007
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While not all of a particular age, the metal and china teapots used in this piece were selected for
their resonances of age.  Among this mix of metal lustres and black or brown ceramics, a single red
teapot provides an accent of colour.  Given to me by my mother, this teapot is a one cup pot with a
Figure 54: Detail Teapot Braids with twine and string.  Photo V Keenan 2007.
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hinged lid.  Its inclusion in this piece establishes a direct link to family and generational change.
Similarly, another large damaged metal teapot belonging to my great-grandmother, Mrs Barbara
Henry (Will’s mother), confirms descendency and historical positioning.  Barbara’s teapot was
prominently displayed beside this installation in the Toowoomba and Mourilyan exhibitions.  It and
the other teapots were catalysts for teapot narratives that were evoked by the artwork from visitors.
It was my observation during exhibition that, of all the artworks, it was this piece which drew most
memory comment. Narratives of other people’s teapots were unprompted by me, but prevailing
nonetheless, reflecting the communal exchanges and dinner table conversations that are
inseparable from cups of tea.  While the teapots and other objects do connect these works to the
domestic, I would argue that any attempt to apply gender these objects would be flawed. In my
discussion of the photograph of Bellenden in the previous chapter I mentioned my memories of
cups of tea in the kitchen were linked to men. Certainly my mother figured prominently in the
preparation of meals, morning and afternoon teas, but so did my father. A very special memory of
him was his daily habit of bringing me cup of tea in bed to wake me up. His cousin, Arthur, a tough
cattleman, had a formidable reputation as a tea-maker and had a very particular method of doing
so and schooled his young male stockmen accordingly.
Platters – Memories
While not nominally part
of the Braid series, I
have included the
platters installation here
as they, like the ink
bottles, knife steels and
teapots, are objects that
reflect social lives.
It was my initial intention
to fix each platter directly
onto the wall surface
(Figure 55).  However,
fixing options were
problemat ic ,  so I
resorted to plastic coated
picture-framing wire and suspended each platter from an improvised hanging rail.  While this was a
reasonable solution, I was not completely satisfied with the Mourilyan display and have remounted
it for its new owner.  This piece was not exhibited in Toowoomba.
Figure 55: Platters - Memories as a work in progress.  Photo V Keenan 2005
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As with the other objects I have not attempted to clean up the platters, to challenge them with Silvo
(or its equivalent) as
I was advised to do
by so many people
as I collected them.
Their beauty for me
is in the different
hues and lustres that
the metals have
taken on.  Tarnishes
that speak of and
reflect their journeys
to me.
This work like the
other braids wrote
the wall through its
patterning and by
the shadows cast by
the individual platters (Figure 56). One of the serendipitous outcomes of hanging the platters was
the sound element they engendered as they brushed against the wall, gently swayed by the
overhead fans.  The soft chimes provided a melodious backdrop, a voice, to the space.
As with the teapots, I found this artwork tended to elicit nostalgic responses from viewers. This
frame for memory and history, evoked narratives of a younger life, of grandparents and so on, and
were interlaced with remarks from women who mentioned they had several in their cupboard at
home but hardly used them any more.  This evidence of transition of use and value was a
beneficial outcome of this piece.
This of all the artworks had, in my mind, the most direct connection to women and social rituals and
convention and yet it was purchased by a man. The hospitality offered at Bellenden on a day-to-
day basis was very different to that offered at ladies’ afternoons that I occasionally attended with
my mother and no doubt of those in Will’s era.  The codes of conduct were never spoken as far as I
can recall but there were definitely ways of doing that were sacrosanct.
Pianola Rolls – Social
Pianola rolls are coded with information and were an early form of karaoke. Encrypted with music
and words, these rolls of paper were passed through a pianola, a specially adapted piano. to
conjure up melodies, allowing popular music to be played and sung by people with little or no
musical ability. The music on the rolls I collected included a combination of hymns, patriotic tunes,
love songs and dance tunes referencing concepts of communication, human relationships, faith,
fun and the way culture has changed over time. A number of the rolls dated back to the early
Figure 56: Detail of Platters Meoriesas hung at the Sugarama Gallery in Mourilyan.  Photo V Keenan
2007.
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1890’s and like Will’s letters, the paper has become brittle and has yellowed, providing visual
evidence of the transition between the past and present.
There were two old pianos at Bellenden when I was growing up, and it is probable that one or both
would have been the centre of social activity which Will describes in October 1901:
She and F. Wilson were down here for four days and we had a lively time.  I came
down from my farm on Saturday and behold – my heart beat high but ah! how my
hopes fell.  We had music of nights and they went out one day and helped us to get
in a bullock, but the rain was a nuisance … (Henry W 1896-1906).
Purchased in a job lot of 30 rolls at a garage sale in Rockhampton, the nine scrolls of pianola
music used in this piece hung freely from the central cylinders around which they were rolled. As
with the Braids and the Platters, the regular vertical pattern set up a visual rhythm along the wall,
and the thwacking sound they made as the overhead fans slapped them against the wall created a
rhythmic sound.
The University of Southern Queensland Gallery provided another opportunity to experiment with
hanging the pianola rolls. I limited the number to eight rolls in this space and found that hanging
them against windows allowed the external light source to bring the encrypted music more solidly
into the cabinet, writing it across the floor beside the entrance door (Figure 57).
Figure 57: Detail  Pianola Rolls - Social displayed at USQ Gallery. Photo V Keenan 2007
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Drawings - Interventions
Drawing upon the illustration practices of authors
from Will’s era I have already discussed, the work
of artist Ellis Rowan (Figure 58) and explorer and
scientist, Carl Lumholtz, I decided to record
specimens from my own environment, to work
directly in the landscape, in environments with
which Will would have been familiar. While Edmund
Banfield also illustrated his words he used
photography to do so, whereas Rowan’s and
Lumholtz’s illustrations were marks made by hand,
paintings and prints.  Nevertheless like them,
Banfield used images to illustrate his curiosity of his
environs, as I do.
While the theoretical concept of the word
interventions within ethnography is open to some
interpretation and broadly has its basis in the
partnering relationship between the researcher and
the researched (Hess 2001, pp.240-2), it is the
concept of seeing and representing a moment of
intervention in the landscape which interests me.
The specimens I chose to illustrate, become botanical metaphors chosen specifically for the way
they suggest interventions, the spaces between, reflecting a cross between life and death, where
the slippage of understanding and meaning allows ambiguity to underpin mere representations of
flora in the landscape.  The drawings explore the notion that death comes from life and life comes
from death.  As life expires, traces of existence remain until there is little left except for an outline, a
memory.  An incomplete mark or unfinished leaf, reference the incomplete histories, the absences
that are complicit within the traces that represent Will and members of his family and communities.
As an example, this image (Figure 59) of a splintered Ti-tree with new growth was taken from a
tree snapped off by Cyclone Larry in 2006. The drawing references the intervention of the cyclone,
the subsequent regeneration of growth and acknowledges the beauty that can be present in
devastation. The image also, in my mind, signals concepts of chance and uncertainty, in that some
of the trees I thought would survive after Larry did not, while others which appeared to come back,
eventually died.  Why did one tree topple over and the one beside it (similar height and same
species) remain standing?
Figure 58: Flowers and fruit, Bloomfield
Queensland, watercolour 54.7 x 38 cm as
illustrated in Rowan, E, The Flower Hunter,
Angus & Robertson, p.63
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Figure 59:   Splintered ti-tree at Valley of Storms.
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The three drawings I produced immediately after Larry marked a transition as my mind adjusted to
the changes wrought by the cyclone and nature’s responses in the weeks that followed.  As the
environment struggled to produce new life during a period when the sun was obscured for weeks
on end, I struggled with the aftermath of the cyclone but ultimately found inspiration by drawing on
the intimate detail of renewal.
This renewal was not only a response to the environment but also to my dismay on discovering the
first four drawings I had completed were ravaged with mildew in the moisture laden air.  Despite my
attempts to kill the mould they were completely un-usable and only suitable as reference material.
Realising that I had to begin again I retackled the original subjects and found myself re-energised
by the doing.
Each of the fifteen drawings
produced for a CURIOUS
Cabinet provides a snapshot,
not unlike the taking of a
photograph, of a fragment in
time.  In my mind the
stillness of the images belie
the underlying narratives
which attach to each of the
drawings and are a comment
on the persistence of nature
and reflects the, at times,
indiscriminate, competitive,
and even destructive contest
for survival.  The drawing
Seeking the Sun – Valley of
S t o r m s  (Figure 60) for
instance, depicts a vine that
has used a sapling as a host
in its reach towards the sun,
and will ultimately strangle it.
The intervention of the vine
will in time impact on the
future survival of the tree.
As a visual expression of
museum practices, I chose
simple frames, mounts and glass for the drawings.  While the frame protects the integrity of the
work from the elements, mis-handling and other damage that Will’s letters and other archival
material have been subject to, it is the combination of the drawing and the frame which carries the
Figure 60: Seeking the Sun - Valley of Storms
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message.  As with the notepaper prepared for Another Kind of Museum mentioned earlier, the
black frame (or boundary) references death and draws on a tradition of black-edged memoriam
letters, cards and envelopes (Figure  61).
A body of works – a CURIOUS cabinet
The first exhibition of a CURIOUS
cabinet at the Sugarama Gallery in
Mourilyan in March 2007 (Figure 62)
provided an opportunity to present this
dissertation in another format, a
physical and visual one in the
geography of the landscape through
which Will travelled. It was through this
and subsequent exhibition that I have
confirmed and extended the words I
had already written.
I approached the mounting of this
exhibition as a research strategy, and
deliberately allowed space for experimentation. The Mourilyan Sugarama Gallery, a picture theatre
in a previous life, was a space in which I had wanted to exhibit for some time, and while a number
of the works were developed with the gallery in mind, I knew that there would be an element of trial
and error involved. The vast dimensions meant that there was a risk of the work being lost, but
through a conscious assemblage of large and small pieces I was able to overcome this difficulty.
Figure 61: Black edged letters written after Will's death in 1907
by his parents and Will’s In Memoriam Card (on left).  Photo V
Keenan 2006.
Figure 62:  View of exhibition space at Sugarama Gallery. Photo V Keenan
2007.
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The later exhibition at the University of Southern Queensland, on the other hand, proved differently
challenging because of fragmented spaces and low ceilings.
My initial objective of completely saturating the gallery space with objects was foiled by the huge
area in Mourilyan and in Toowoomba because I was unable to transport the whole show.  While
the busy-ness I sought was not
possible, both spaces were densely
packed with visual and textual
information. In the end, the Mourilyan
exhibition was well spaced and
structured and I drew on museum and
gallery display practices and
mechanisms to enable this structuring.
It was my intention to incorporate the
senses of sight, smell, hearing, taste
and feel into the exhibition but limits of
time, resources and expertise were
against me.  For instance, a sound and
slideshow element planned for the
Mourilyan was not achievable because the electronic system had not been repaired after Cyclone
Larry. However, on a simple level the overhead fans and people movement within the space
coerced the Platters - Memories to softly chine on the walls and the pianola rolls to rustle in the
breeze. I found viewers commented on this lucky happenstance and the atmosphere of the space
was enhanced by this.
The lack of any kind of
institutional support at
Mourilyan meant that all
curatorial, promotional and
administrative duties fell to
me, and, anyone else I could
coerce. Despite assurances
by the manager of the
complex that the gallery
would be opened daily, I had
to coordinate the opening,
man the space for four
weeks, arrange media
releases, talk to visitors, and
so on. While this did allow
Figure 63: View of a CURIOUS cabinet in the Mourilyan Sugarama Gallery.
Photo V Keenan 2007.
Figure 64:  View of a CURIOUS cabinet in the Mourilyan Sugarama Gallery.  Photo V
Keenan 2007.
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me to better observe how the exhibition and individual artworks interacted with the space and each
other it was a significant drain on my time and subsequently an unexpected absence to attend to.
As well as newspaper commentaries based on my press releases, interest resulted in two reviews
about a CURIOUS Cabinet in “Arts Nexus” and “The Cairns Post” (Appendix 9). It must be
acknowledged that these dialogues, the written and the verbal, added incrementally to the ongoing
discourse that revolved around the work and to my own way of thinking and responding to it.
While collected for their relevance
to Will ’s era, the eclectic
combination of objects that
became a CURIOUS Cabinet not
only referenced the curiosity
cabinet of yesterday, but
chronicled social and cultural
elements of Australian life, and
acted as a gathering point for the
focused thought and concentration
central to my subjectivity and
research.
Furthermore, the exhibit ion
became a physical manifestation and encapsulation of life/death preserved metaphorically within
the frame of the exhibition where the cabinet performs the role of monument, and the contents are
temporarily cast as relics to the passing of cultural specificity.
This visual acknowledgement of the
physical and metaphysical attracted
another layer of meaning on the day
before the Mourilyan opening while
we were mounting the exhibition.
Although I do not have any strong
beliefs on afterlife or have spiritual
leanings, a few odd occurrences that
day gave me pause to reconsider,
and I now believe that at some level,
Will was there in the space with us
The us included my brother, my
sister, my brother-in-law, close
friends and other relatives (Figure
66).  As this exhibition was, and is, a
Figure 65: View of a CURIOUS Cabinet at the Sugarama Gallery, Mourilyan in
2007.
Figure 66:  Family group at March opening of a CURIOUS Cabinet.  L to R Sean
Keenan, Valerie Keenan, Ebony Keenan, Gladys Henry, Barbara Cowan, Max
Cowan, Russell Henry (in front).  Will Henry’s image at rear.  Photo S Fretwell
2007.
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narrative about Will, his family and friends, I enjoyed the appropriateness of the mystical and joint
contribution by my family and friends to these narratives during the transportation, set-up and
opening of the Mourilyan exhibition.
Summary
The impact of human agency described here has affected the outcomes of developing the body of
work for this research project. Similarly, my interaction with my supervisor, peers and others, their
agency, has impacted on this dissertation. But it is my agency which has ultimately controlled the
direction of this study. As author of this text and the body of work a CURIOUS Cabinet, my agency
is implicit with my subjectivity, and as Husserl (1999) infers, my “body is … the medium of all
perception”30 (p.12).
This chapter has sought to combine the underlying concepts and physical practicalities and
narratives of this visual arts research project to reflect on individual and collective influences and
more clearly express the evolving nature and cross fertilization of my research. Will’s life is spent
and his death has created an absence.  The narratives and objects I have imagined and created
about his life have once again allowed him an element of presence, but the ephemera that are the
artworks and ephemeral nature of meaning situate this study in a space of cultural and historical
transition which could invigorate any number of alternate readings. I have discussed ways in which
meaning has developed and laid out the structure of my cabinet as a discursive and diagrammatic
construct.  While the various frames represented by these words and supporting images provide
meaning, the distance between conception, making, exhibition and the viewer does not and can
never allow the gap between to be completely bridged.
To better situate this study and further consider concepts behind the development of the research,
the following chapter looks at the role of objects in the broader context of colonial culture through
the process of history.
                                                      
30  Author’s emphasis.
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CHAPTER 4 – PAST: COLLECTIVE HISTORY
Introduction
In order to ground concepts of performance, interpretation and meaning raised in the previous
chapter and to provide context for environments that formulated aspects of culture in which Will
lived and I live, some investigation of colonial practices and constructs in respect of material culture
is appropriate.  This chapter will examine the role of objects, collections and collectors in terms of
history, cultural transmission, agency, value and authenticity.
Collecting Knowledge
The practice of colonial collecting in Australia was exemplified in The National Library of Australia
exhibition and catalogue Burke & Wills – From Melbourne to Myth (Bonyhady 2002).  This re-
reading of narratives which is in itself a kind of retrieval, that have “grown and changed” (p. 5) over
time, also reviewed shifting values contained within the paintings and drawings, flora and fauna
specimens, personal items, aboriginal clothing and implements, even horse hooves that
characterise the collection.
Tim Bonyhady’s (2002) comment that the expeditionary committee of the Royal Society of Victoria
for the Burke & Wills expedition1 had no interest in collecting aboriginal artefacts, but were keenly
interested in natural history items of a zoological, geological, botanical and meteorological nature
(p. 27), reveals, in retrospect, an ambivalent attitude towards the desirability of ethnographic
material on this scientific undertaking. Expedition Leader Robert Burke also “deliberately impeded
but failed to stop” (p. 5) collecting and production of descriptive material. Despite the direction of
the committee, the individual interest of Ludwig Becker2 ensured that a substantial collection of
ethnographic material was amassed (p. 27) and some “80 drawings and watercolours” were
completed (p. 9).
Drawing from Bonyhady’s text, I have concluded that a number of factors impinged on what was
and was not collected.  The hierarchy within the exploration party, individual interests and agendas,
limits of knowledge, preservation skills, storage, transport, vicinity to expatriate populations,
language, time, availability of suitable objects and even weather conditions would appear to have
had an impact.  Kerry Heckenberg (2002) concluded that Becker’s limitations during the expedition
were also constrained by Robert Burke’s impatience with “delays caused by scientific
investigations” and his insistence that Becker “take part in much of the manual labour of
exploration” (p. 288).
                                                      
1 The ill-fated transcontinental expedition between Melbourne and the Gulf of Carpentaria was “led by
Robert O’Hara Burke and William John Wills in 1860-61” (Bonyhady, 2002, piii).
2 Ludwig Becker, the expedition artist, zoologist, geologist and ethnographer perished in April 1961
(Bonyhady, 2002, pp. 8-9) some six months before the sole survivor of the expedition was found.
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Australia was colonized during an era in which, according to Tom Griffiths (1996), the science of
history was the “central paradigm for knowledge” (Griffiths 1996, p. 115), and was according to
Alan Atkinson (2004), “the supreme index of truth and professional respectability” (Atkinson 2004,
p. 23). In this context, an acceptable pastime for a gentleman of learning and social standing in the
late nineteenth century was the foraging for, and storage of, environmental specimens complete
with detailed illustration and description. In the interests of science, explorers undertook far ranging
field trips, for both individual and museum interests, across the landscape, cataloguing birds and
animals, rocks, plants, bones, objects and artefacts to make sense of the world around them
(Bonyhady 2002, Duclos 1999, Edwards 2001, Griffiths 1996, Gosden 2001, Heckenberg 2002,
Mather 1986).  The whole country was, in effect, an open-air museum.
In his analysis, Tom Griffiths (1996) saw the passion for collecting in the nineteenth century as a
confirmation of imperialist superiority, not as an investigation of the culture (pp. 9-27). Similarly,
Penelope Edmonds (2006) suggested that ethnography offered an “organizing logic … of
governance through culture, where museums, displays and international exhibitions served as
vehicles for public instruction and the formation of citizens as imperial subjects” (p. 128).
On the other hand, Elizabeth Edwards (2001) suggests that a salvage mentality among scientific
communities to capture ethnographic material (objects and images) before it was lost, was a driver
in the staging of re-enactments (as an extension of laboratory practices) – to witness, restore, re-
interpret and at times, resurrect the past (pp. 157-78).  Tony Bennett (2004) connects the impact
and authority of colonial governance to the development of public culture (also by means of the
museum laboratory) (p. 2). Similarly, Rebecca Duclos (1999) suggests that the visioning of
Australia through museum displays was a taming process that legitimised colonial occupation and
exploration (p. 58). Andrea Witcomb (2003) however resists these concepts by commenting that “it
is simply not the case that the meanings produced inside a museum always represent(ed) the
power of the elite over that of subjugated groups” (p. 26), further stressing that “the production of
meaning is too complicated a process for that to happen” (p. 26).
Indeed personal rivalries between scholars, such as described by Elizabeth Edwards (2001, p. 39),
and “the deliberate suppression of objects and behaviours perceived as hybrid and inauthentic” (p.
170) impacted on collections, data gathering and information exchange.  She further points out that
in ethnographic circles the display of data was often manipulated to present a particular message
or meaning wherein “multiple happenings are conflated to make a generalized statement of cultural
behaviour” (p. 40) confusing and corrupting original intent, original narratives and inherent truths.
This human agency, directed by any number of personal, economic or political agendas or intents,
has its roots in things like personal gain, ambition, nation building, ignorance, naivety and so on.
As collections have been and are manipulated to convey particular messages, so too are words.
John Brannigan (1998) for instance, suggests that colonial representations of Native Americans
were instrumental in “the deployment of violence to reach political ends” (p.219). Furthermore, in
terms of writing national histories, words have “functioned to unify diverse populations … to
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guarantee civil order through … common identity” (Harootunian 2004, p. 182). According to
Harootunian, “national history in the nineteenth century, was … the arena of purposefulness and
destiny” and “historical reconstruction always aspired to completeness” (p. 185). An official record
of the past was posited as arrested time and the story effectively negated those stories of
individuals who lived the story and who would perhaps offer different perspectives. National, world
or big event histories are just a particular kind of history as individual narratives are.  While official
histories may appear to dominant our consciousness they reflect just particular interpretations. A
nation’s story is not the whole story and is contingent on the positioning of the author/s.  So Willie’s
narratives are just one element of a much larger historical landscape, as is this narrative.
To add further complication to an analysis of past histories, particularly those of a visual nature,
Harootunian (2004) suggests that early historians regarded photography’s immediacy (and that of
the everyday) as incompatible with history as it “was too fastened to the present and rooted in an
indeterminate temporality not yet completed” (p. 187).  So, in order for historians to take charge, to
frame and identify history, history was firmly rooted in the past and not to be confused with the
present whose instability and confusion could not be controlled.
History was and is reflected not only in words and books but in the monuments, images and
objects, “the enduring manifestations … (the) ‘heritage’ and ‘cultural treasures’ for the nation”
(Harootunian 2004, p. 187), the materialization of cultural memory.  These memorials were and are
the direct result of people’s agency, their engagement with ideas and performative actions.
Memorials also provide evidence of the lives and histories of people like Will, whose headstone is
featured here (Figure 67).
Figure 67: Section of Belgian Gardens Cemetery, Townsville. The monument on Will’s grave is the tall grey one in the centre
of the image. Photo V Keenan 2005.
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Collecting Passion
According to Jonathon Lamb (1999), the pursuit of “utopian fantasies” was a motivation for real and
imagined voyages of discovery originating from Europe in the seventeenth and eighteenth
centuries (pp. 19-20). These fantasies were confused and conflated with reality, providing a space
for the development of serious studies “historically rooted in fantastic imaginings” (Brunt 1999, p.
260). The lure of the unknown, dreams of a better life and the desire for wealth and power were
shared by governments and capitalist interests (p. 259). They were kindled by the passionate
engagement, imagination and wonder of early explorers, inventors and narrators, inspired others.
The interest of academics, scientists, artists, collectors, writers, world leaders, religious zealots and
so on, fostered more daring and far reaching exploratory expeditions.  In their desire to “recreate
the wonder of contact for themselves” (Duclos 1999, p. 54), learning groups such as Geographical
Societies mushroomed in the interests of science.  The visual stimuli represented in the lectures,
the objects, photographs, collections and writings of early contact were a potent catalyst which
contained, as Peter Brunt (1999) suggests, an “ambiguous power to enchant and disenchant” (p.
261) to “enable, beguile, or betray the utopian dreams they shape” (p. 268).
The containment of a private collection in the late nineteenth century was often within a cabinet of
curiosities. The cabinet, a curiosity in itself, displayed “unique collections of marvellous things” that
“played a part in the mapping of new lands using artefactual rather than cartographic symbols”
(Duclos 1999, p. 51) allowing “their viewers to act as explorers – in a sense, as artefactual
cartographers” (p. 52). So, while the physical boundaries of a cabinet of curiosities acted as frames
for the objects within, the cabinet could potentially transport viewers beyond the physical to other
ends of the world. But as a container, a “controlled” (p. 55) environment, the cabinet and its
contents reflected and personified the determinations and/or aspirations of the owner. Thus, the
cabinet as object provides significant evidence of cultural life of the period.
Larger cabinets now hold the public art and object collections around the world. But while our
museums and art galleries are generally a visual feast, the passion of the past is not always
evident today because the cultural environment has changed. A striking lack of visual imagery to
support the often exceedingly detailed documentary material in most of the presentations I
attended at the Museums Conference ('Politics and Positioning'  2005) was bought home to me on
the third day when I sat in on a richly visual presentation by Ted Snell, Professor of Contemporary
Art and then Dean of Art, John Curtin University Gallery ('Politics and Positioning'  2005, p. 48).
The imagery he used evoked not only the diversity and talents of artists who exhibited in the gallery
but also the obvious thought, care and pride he took in his connection to the gallery in ways that
words could never have expressed. Anne Higonnet’s (2003) comment that “art about museums
makes us realize how comparatively un-visual academic studies about museums tend to be” (p.
134) confirms a dependency on written word and other “social agendas” (p. 134) that contradict the
very visual nature of museum exhibition displays.
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This contradiction is compounded by Penelope Edmonds’ (2006) comment that “the nineteenth-
century public learnt about their world by observation, rather than reading” (p. 131). Any
consideration of texts about early collectors, artists, explorers and scientists including Carl
Lumholtz, Ellis Rowan and Edmund Banfield, revealed any understanding of their work and lives is
enhanced by the illustrations and photographs produced by and about them. However, as
discussed here and drawing from and building on my earlier discussion Style and Intention in the
previous chapter, an author’s intention and subsequent re-readings can affect and complicate how
meaning is developed, interpreted, disseminated and shifts over time.
As Bronwyn Douglas’s (1999) investigation of images as historical records reveals, dissonances
between the “genres of visual and verbal representations” (p. 66) of early European explorer
voyagers in the Pacific Ocean has allowed space for differing perspectives in official reports as
each genre “demands different modes of reading and critique” (p. 68).  Yet, these re-readings, or
as Brunt (1999, p. 259) refers to them, re-imaginings, of the past in the present can never, like my
response to Will’s letters, recreate the experience of living, of being there.
While Kerry Heckenberg (2002) determined that exploration texts endeavoured to “provide
pleasurable instruction” (p. 397) through the inclusion of visual media ie: images, pictures, maps
and diagrams in nineteenth century Australian inland exploration, Elizabeth Edwards (2001)
stresses the significance of photography in anthropological circles as “a crucial component of a
new cultural economy of value and exchange” (p. 29). She further confirms that photography has
“almost unnoticed contributed to dominant discourses” (p. 183) in ethnographic museums and
countless other fields. This latter most significantly points to how technological advances were
implicated in an evolving process of cultural change.
Drawing upon authors of the late nineteenth century, Tony Bennett (2004, pp. 160-1) stresses the
significance of visual erudition which prevailed in museums and educational institutions of the
period, although marked differences of opinion and debate about display and comprehension
existed. This shift by the historical sciences, from what had been predominately text orientated
study (p. 160), was greatly influenced by “the new technologies of vision which characterized the
field of popular visual culture” (p. 180). A corresponding shift in painting (particularly portraiture),
saw British (and other) artists, art educators and arts writers question traditional understandings of
objectivity, perception and memory to reach “beyond the photograph” to capture “an essence which
was of itself fugitive” (McConkey 2002, p. 237). Elizabeth Edwards’ (2001) discussion of the
widespread acceptance of photography by anthropologists and the “reshaping of vision in the
nineteenth century” (p. 29) confirms these directions.
In Chapter Two, I introduced three authors from the late nineteenth century, Carl Lumholtz (1889a),
Edmund Banfield (1994) and Ellis Rowan (1991) whose observations were drawn from the field in
North Queensland. While their motivations were different they do share commonalities, one of
which was their use of visual material to illustrate their publications. For example, the images in
Among Cannibals by Carl Lumholtz (1889) were predominately engravings produced “by
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Norwegian and French artists from original photographs, sketches and specimens” (p. x) to depict
his experiences in North Queensland. Edmund Banfield (1994 originally published 1908) used
photographs to illustrate his observations of his environment and its indigenous inhabitants, and
Ellis Rowan (1991 Originally published 1898) produced, exhibited and published paintings and
drawings that won artistic acclaim and exemplified botanical specimens.  While the images for each
of these publications give vision to words they have the potential to alter meaning dependant on
the understandings of the authors, photographer, artist, journalist, curator, ethnographer and so on.
My charcoal drawings, an example of which is
illustrated here (Figure 68), were specifically
developed as citations to images by the aforesaid
authors, particularly the work of artist, Ellis
Rowan (McKay 1990). Citations in the sense that
they reference process and content, much as
Ellis herself did in emulating the work of English
flower painter, Marianne North (pp. 2-3) and
Robert “Thornton’s Temple of Flora published in
serial form between 1799 and 1807” (p. 58).
Rather then seeking botanical specimens as Ellis
did to reveal the picturesque (p. 58 & 61), my
images aim to reflect interventions (both human
and natural) within the environment3. While Ellis’s
paintings provide visual evidence of
contemporary culture in her era, my own
drawings become a conscious form of re-reading
the past in the present, not so much “concerned
with re-imagining oppressed traditions and
histories” (Brunt 1999, p. 267), but drawing on
traditions of illustration to inform the direction of
my work. Most importantly the drawings reflect my passion for the environment in which I live, an
environment in which Will lived.
While I have determined the direction, content and medium of my artworks, these choices were
influenced by parameters laid down in the central themes that underpin this study and by my
physical location and circumstance. Parallels between nineteenth century and the present are
particularly significant as I endeavour to interpret an object-based visual response to historical
events, places, things and people from a contemporary perspective. According to concepts
proposed by Stephen Bann (2003, p. 118), it would seem that the current direction of my work falls
within a general trend that is re-examining and challenging the concept of curiosity and the part
that chronology plays in museum and gallery situations.
                                                      
3 This idea was introduced in the previous chapter, section Charcoals – Interventions.
Figure 68: Green Ants Nest.  V Keenan. 2006.
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Collecting Queensland
Apart from natural history (ie:  flora and fauna), artefact collections were the only object collections
of any significance gathered in Queensland at the end of the nineteenth century. The Queensland
Museum had little interest in objects of social history given that “what was collected of local
European historical interest consisted mainly of paper records rather than objects” (Griffiths 1996,
p. 197). The Queensland Museum did not achieve significant funding or prominence until the mid
1960s (Mather 1986, p. 233) and “until recent times little attention has been given to recording the
material culture of non Aboriginal Australians” (McKay 1997, p. 3).  The Museum did however
amass numerous items of aboriginal culture from the late nineteenth century but there was no
strategy for collecting or indeed studying aboriginal culture (Mather 1986, p. 204). As a result their
collection was ad hoc, although it would appear that there was no shortage of material as the
following newspaper extract contends:
There is a great wealth of aboriginal weapons, curios, mummies,
skulls, canoes, etc., and in future years these will afford a
valuable index to the aboriginal, from the external side.  On
the other hand, however, there is just a suggestion of over-
specialisation.  The eye becomes tired of inspecting spears
etc., and finds variety in the cards describing the donors
(Unknown 1906).
Drawing from authors such as Carl Lumholtz (1889), Edmund Banfield (1994), Walter Roth
(MacIntyre 1984) and A. J. Boyd (1974) there were practical reasons for the lack of significant
social history collections. Settlement had come later than the southern states4; people living in the
bush during that period were intent on survival; and the practical use of an object was of more
value then its aesthetic in the dense rainforest of the north and the sparse conditions of the west; if
something broke you either made a new one, adapted something else, ordered another from
southern centres or went without. The following undated extract from a handwritten document I
was given by Karlene Sing5 in 2006 gives some indication of the frugal nature of living on
Warrami;6
Provisions for Warrami were always bought in large quantities
and very little of the containers went to waste.  The sack for
flour were used for saddles and as split bags for carrying of
goods across the back of the saddle.  Sugar bags of hessian
were used to make aprons, and also used by workmen and stockman
when they came in; kerosene boxes were used to make shelving,
stools and other items of furniture; the kerosene tins when
                                                      
4 Cardwell wasn’t settled until 1864 The History of Cardwell Shire,  2005, Cardwell Shire Council,
<http://www.csc.qld.gov.au/history.html>.
5 Karlene Sing is a distant relative of mine. Her great grandfather was James Henry, Will’s uncle.
6 According to Karlene, Warrami was a property taken up by her grandfather, Will’s cousin John Henry
on the upper reaches of the Murray River in 1913.
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empty were used for a multiplicity of purposes when cut from
corner to corner diagonally one part was used as a washing up
dish, and the other to hold the plates for drying.  Before the
era of the copper boiler the tins were used for boiling clothes
on washing day. To keep the butter cool and to set jellies the
tins were dug into the ground under a shady tree, a tight lid
was fitted and some water poured into the tin. When the tins
were of no further use they were blown up at cracker time by
Chinese basket bombs for our amusement (Unknown).
While several local collections of historical significance have been established in recent years, the
tropics is an unforgiving environment for preserving material (McKay 1997, p. 3). These recent
collections include the Cardwell Shire Council Photographic Collection drawn predominately from
public donation and the Cardwell Post & Telegraph Museum (established 2003).
Bennett (2004) describes the development of systematic arrangement and cataloguing processes
in nineteenth-century museums as inexorably altering the emphasis from field collecting to internal
institutional practices such as labelling, archival processes and storage and display (pp. 64 - 81).
While this may have had some impact on the practices of the Queensland Museum, I suspect that
the tyranny of distance, funding, disinterest, understaffing and staffing competency levels, other
more pressing priorities and the lack of specific collecting strategies created greater barriers given
the size of the state, its geography, the state of the economy, communication difficulties and so on.
The majority of the indigenous items that did come into the collection were the result of
contributions from enthusiastic individual “donors or vendors” (Mather 1986, pp. 205-7) a number
of whom would have been women. According to Judith McKay (1997), “many of our early collectors
were women, mostly unpaid ‘amateurs’ who combined their family or occupational responsibilities
with a passion for natural history or ethnography” (p. 1) deferring to male experts for formal
classification, interpretation and kudos. Between 1911-18 a concerted effort did gather a large
amount of aboriginal material by means of distributed flyers, although this request was often met
with responses like “civilization has reduced the blacks in this district to a very few, who retain no
weapons etc. of historic value” (p. 208).
Living as he did in the vicinity of aboriginals, Will would have been familiar with aboriginal artefacts
as I was myself, through my mother’s efforts to foster a revival in the making of artefacts and in
collecting legends of the Tully/Murray River area in her publication Girroo Gurrll – The First
Surveyor (Henry, G. 1967). Her interest in aboriginal culture meant that my mother soon became
overwhelmed by the number of artefacts that she was being offered by aboriginal people who
were, as she observed, struggling to find food in the natural environment after the opening of
thousands of acres at the head of the valley to an American pastoral development company.  A
simple bamboo shed on Bellenden became an outlet for the various shields, fighting sticks,
boomerangs, fire sticks and so on. This early form of cultural tourism bought busloads of tourists
and local school children to see demonstrations of boomerang and spear throwing, construction of
shelters, fire making, cooking of eel and fish, and so forth.  The collection of artefacts that my
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mother did gather during that period was later acquired by the Material Culture Unit of the James
Cook University (Abernethy 1984, p. 101) and has subsequently been the subject of academic
study.
To more clearly demonstrate collecting practices in North Queensland which occurred when Will
was alive, I have here described some background to four collectors, Carl Lumholtz, Kendall
Broadbent, Edmund Banfield and Ellis Rowan.
Collector – Carl Lumholtz
It is perhaps ironic that one of the best collections of artefacts of the region is potentially to be
found overseas although attempts to locate it have so far proved elusive. Carl Lumholtz, M.A.,
travelled to Australia from Norway in 1880 to collect flora and fauna and to research the customs
and anthropology of the “natives” (Lumholtz 1980 preface) with the support of the University of
Christianna7.  Following my enquiry, a representative of the Museum of Cultural History, University
of Oslo, advised me that Lumholtz’s collection is “now accessible only in the storage cases. It may
not be opened to the public again before a new museum has been built sometime in the next
decade” (Rokkum 2005).
Referred to as a "discoverer and ethnographer", a graduate of "theology" (Lumholtz 1980 intro) and
armed with his "hunter's outfit, guns, ammunition, and other articles necessary for the chase" (p. 1),
Figure 69: Map from Among Cannibals, Lumholtz 1889. The shaded area indicates the general vicinity of his explorations in and
around the Herbert River, west of Cardwell, North Queensland.
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Lumholtz spent 14 months living with and near Aboriginal people in and around the upper Herbert
River Valley (Figure 69) in North Queensland (preface ii). "A race of people whose culture - if
indeed they can be said to have any culture whatever - must be characterised as the lowest to be
found among the whole genus homo sapiens" (preface ii).  His aim was “to rescue, for the science
of ethnography, facts concerning tribes that have never before come into contact with white men,
and that within a generation or two will have disappeared from the face of the earth” (Preface iii).
Contemporary authors Griffiths (1996) and Gelder & Jacobs (1998) also describe colonial efforts to
collect and store objects of Aboriginal significance to preserve evidence of “a dying race” (Gelder &
Jacobs 1998, p. 82), an “inevitable and necessary” (Griffiths 1996, p. 107) attitude heavily
promoted at the beginning of the twentieth century. Lumholtz’s confident arrogance is somewhat
tempered throughout the book with his admission that “the senses of the Australian blacks are
superior to ours” (1921, p. 230), his respect for the knowledge and skills demonstrated by the
Aboriginal people and his stated inability to undertake exploratory trips without their escort (p.104).
While his intent may have been more about a “metonymic freezing” (Clifford 1997, p. 24), Lumholtz
does quite clearly illustrate a crossing between cultures in his text.
Lumholtz’s (1889) descriptions of expatriate and native populations - their connections and
disconnections, living conditions, farming and industry, the environment and his concern for the
destruction of habitat provide useful background for this project.   But it is his practice of collecting
that is of greater interest to me.  From a western perspective, the Aboriginal artefacts he collected
are thoroughly explained with both words and images which often included the location, the
materials used, the construction, use value, who used it, the skills required to master the item and
occasionally, suppositions as to the items genesis, for example;
Only the men plait baskets – the women never – and they are
proud of exhibiting the most beautiful specimens of their
handiwork. The basket varies in size, but the shape is usually
the same, more or less oval, narrow at the top and broad at the
bottom.  The material consists almost exclusively of the
branches of the lawyer palm, which are split with the aid of
teeth into thin slender strings, and these are scraped smooth
and even with clamshells and stones.  The baskets are made
wonderfully fine and strong, and are often painted with red,
yellow, or white ochre, and sometimes with stripes or dots of
human blood, which the maker takes from his own arm.  The
basket is carried by a handle made of the same material, and
hangs down by the back.  The handle is placed against the
forehead, so that the weight of the basket rests on the head of
the person carrying it, as the blacks do not like to carry
anything in their hands. (Lumholtz 1889, pp. 193-4)
                                                                                                                                                                  
7 Now the University of Oslo.
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Practical objects such as the baskets described by Lumholtz were also objects for trade or barter
between aboriginal clan members or with neighbouring groups (MacIntyre 1984, pp. 17-9; Roth,
Vol III, Bulletin No. 14), and are still produced today as a means to foster cultural revival (Clubb
2005) and tap into the art and tourist market.  A 2006 exhibition of artists from Girringun (Cardwell
area) featured similar baskets (jawun) made by both men and women which were described as
“fine art [they are] at the high price end of the art market” (Hughes 2006, p. 3).
By his own admission, Lumholtz’s (1889) search for plant and animal specimens and indigenous
artefacts was prodigious and, at times, life threatening.  He reveals that the tropical environment
with its punishing conditions and venomous inhabitants was compounded by a poor diet and the
unpredictable nature of his Aboriginal companions;
That I was not killed by my men (a circumstance which white
people whom I have met have wondered at), I owed to the fact
that they never wholly lost their respect for my firearms. At
first, at least, I was regarded by them as something
inexplicable – as a sort of mysterious being who could travel
from land to land without being eaten. (Lumholtz 1889, p. 111).
Lumholtz’s Queensland expedition is now the subject of a biography currently being researched by
Norwegian journalist and author Morten Storksnes. Stroksnes said, in personal conversation, that
Lumholtz is virtually unknown in Norway and the level of interest he had come across in Australia
about Lumholtz’s work surprised him.  Much as I have done with Will, Stroksnes plans to follow
Lumholtz’s journeys in Australia, Borneo and Mexico.
Collector - Kendall Broadbent
An unpublished naturalist, Kendall Broadbent, collected bird, insect and marsupial specimens for
the Queensland Museum in the Cardwell area in 1886 (Mather 1986, pp. 315-9), shortly after Carl
Lumholtz was in the area. Ongoing difficulties with funding from the Museum hampered his
operations and correspondence from Somerset on Cape York in 1884 reveals that, “I shall require
trade amongst the natives, get nothing from them without paying for it” (Mather 1986, p.317). His
diary of January 2, 18868, indicates that he was paying 15 shillings per week for an English
speaking aboriginal to accompany him in the Cardwell area (1886).
Like Lumholtz, Broadbent encountered numerous difficulties in his pursuit of material, and a few
weeks after the previous diary entry he reports:
23 January.  A good job for me I did clear out of the top of
Gap a mob of blacks came there on Sunday to kill me for flour
tobacco … about 40 of them Hinchinbrook blacks (Broadbent
1886).
                                                      
8 I was able to sight Broadbent’s original diary in the Queensland Museum library.
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And then on Saturday July 3, from the Herbert Valley behind Cardwell, after encountering
countless days of torrential rain and suffering from intermittent fever, he writes:
Rain last night and this morning. Sick today - Bilious attack.
I have 15 miles to go to get yarries9 from here, on top of the
main range, and travelling is a terror in this country. The
grass in the open places in the mountains is 6 feet high broad
blady grass cuts like a knife, all the mountain creeks are
nearly a swim and then to climb those mountains is a caution
rocks and precipices thrown together in beautiful confusion and
covered with dense jungle great masses of lawyer palms tear
flesh and clothes all to pieces (Broadbent 1886).
While his diaries offer valuable information, I was not able to find any researched or published
material on Broadbent’s North Queensland trips.
Collector - E. J. Banfield
Edward Banfield lived on Dunk Island 20 miles north of Cardwell between 1897 and 1923 (Banfield
1994) and his life was the subject of a biography A Different Drummer: The Story of E. J. Banfield,
the Beachcomber of Dunk Island (Noonan 1983). Keenly interested in natural history, he
documented and collected fauna and artefacts for both self-interest and as material for his
publications, which achieved international success. Banfield was described by Mather (1986) as a
“most erudite correspondent and collector” (p. 210), but his obituary described him as “emphatically
not a collector; he was simply an observer of Nature” (Noonan, p. 215). Despite this contradiction,
Banfield’s shell cabinet was bequeathed to the Queensland Museum (Noonan 1983, p. 220), his
house contained a substantial collection of aboriginal artefacts and preserved animal specimens
(p. 120) and his texts quite clearly show that he gathered together a considerable quantity of
material.
Banfield’s endeavoured to have Dunk Island and adjacent islands declared a sanctuary through an
extended campaign championing the protection of local bird life (pp. 134-6). While he declared a
philosophy of non-interference (Banfield 1994, p. 127), he had no qualms in collecting and
preserving marine specimens as photographs in his publication Confessions of a Beachcomber
(1994) demonstrate.
Collector - Ellis Rowan
Between 1887 and 1915 Ellis Rowan undertook several expeditions to seek out, illustrate and
collect flora and fauna in North Queensland (McKay 1997 pp 14-5). While making no claims that
her work was in any way scientific, she did seek formal identification through Baron Ferdinand von
Mueller, Government Botanist of Victoria (until his death in 1896), and later enlisted “Queensland’s
                                                      
9 A Yarrie was the local name for a native cat.
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Colonial Botanist F. M. Bailey to identify her subjects” (McKay 1997, pp. 14-5). While outside her
normal oeuvre of painting wildflowers, wildlife studies such as Butterflies illustrated here (Figure 70)
do evidence a more then passing interest in wildlife species.
While Rowan’s collecting practices primarily provided material for her creativity, her prolific
recording of Queensland plant and insect life raised local interest to the extent that the Queensland
Museum acquired a series of her watercolour paintings in 1912 (Mather 1986, p. 79).
Like Rowan, Lumholtz, Banfield, and
Broadbent, I too have been seeking to collect
knowledge. While their methods and
motivations may attract contemporary criticism,
the knowledge they did gather has proved
useful for this study. In contrast to their
resources, the traumas and terrain they
encountered, my own hunter-gathering forays
for information, material, images and objects
have been facilitated by modern technology,
computers, telephones, vehicular transport,
and so on.  Despite these advantages my
search for the vanishing cultural memory of my
own family and local histories has not been
entirely successful.
My own difficulty in obtaining relevant
contemporary references is echoed by Pamela
Croft (2003) in her description of her efforts to
gather “together fragmentations of personal
and cultural experience” (p. 100) of indigenous histories that have been impacted by the so-called
civilizing process of colonialism.
I have become aware of at least two instances of the local dumping of institutional and familial
historical material of sociological relevance in recent years, material that may well have been
useful for my own research. This apathy towards archival material is regrettable, but perhaps
understandable in a tropical climate where preservation is difficult. History carries its own burdens,
and notwithstanding the onerous task of preservation, storage and sorting, family histories are
often tainted with personal tragedy and conflict, making them difficult to negotiate.
Body and Object
As a part of this study, I have developed a collection of objects to reflect my own journeys and
explorations and respond to Will’s journeys. Items from the collection I have accumulated have
Figure 70: Sixty-seven Lepidoptera, in Five Columns, Mostly Butterflies by
Marian Ellis Rowan. Date unknown. Source:
http://www.allposters.com/gallery.asp?aid=484891802&c
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been displayed in exhibition situations. Insofar as my own cabinet is concerned, some similarities
with nineteenth century cabinets have become apparent to me although the physical boundary of
my own is quite different, represented as it is by an exhibition space.  This space acts as a
container not only for the objects I collect and create but a gathering point for the focused thought
and concentration central to my research. My objects have taken on narratives that illustrate their
connection and meaning to me.  As a collective, they are also an expression of an aesthetic that is
uniquely mine, despite or perhaps because of “social processes of subject-formation” (Nealon &
Searls Giroux 2003, p. 39) that have shaped my views. Lowenthal’s (1985) suggestion that
collecting exists as “a persisting yet malleable realm shaped by us as well as shaping us” (p. 364)
confirms that both institutions and the individual are affected.
While educators in the past stressed the “objectification of experience and the denial of
subjectivity” (Hooper-Greenhill 2001, p. 106), changing attitudes and re-evaluation of museum
display and interpretation practices have finally allowed that a curator can never be seen to be
entirely objective and will always engage his/her subjectivity and “that there can be a plurality of
experience at the heart of shared histories” (Witcomb 2005, p. 4). According to K Wehner and M
Trinca (2005), cultural interpretations based on the “reality of a conscious and insistent curatorial
authority” … “must ultimately be revealed as limited and partial” (p. 2). A similar position is also
taken by Elizabeth Edwards (2001, p. 53) in her discussion of material culture and claims of
objectivity by late nineteenth century scholars.  That “our subjectivity is socially constructed, not
mystically or naturally found” (Nealon & Searls Giroux 2003, p. 40) confirms that this has always
been the case and is evidenced by driving agendas behind the gathering of information and objects
in “early historical societies (that) were … more notable for their national objectives and their
cultivation of state-wide identities than for any evocation of, or affiliation to, particular places”
(Griffiths 1996, p. 200).  On this basis it is therefore reasonable to suggest that objects would offer
different meanings to the various individuals employed within museums. For instance, a person in
finance would have a different perspective of what objects mean to that of a security person or a
conservator.
For Hooper-Greenhill (2001) “the meanings of objects are ambiguous” (p. 115), whereas for Bann
(2003), an object of curiosity in a museum situation is slightly different, signalling a “nexus of
interrelated meanings – which may be quite discordant” (p. 120).  Bann further suggests that the
concept of curiosity “presumes an authored display” (p. 123) that allows for subjective thought and
interpretation.
Meaning associated with objects is therefore implicated with an agency that involves body and
object in ways that dis-allows separation or clear distinction.  This Knappett (2002) suggests that
“the agency of an artefact is contingent upon the nature of its interconnections with other nodes in
a network” (p. 101).  He defines nodes as being human and non-human points of contact and
networks that are continually shifting and often transient as an object moves from production
“through different spheres of consumption” (p. 101).  For instance, in a gallery situation, nodes
might include the security person, the protective barrier, the conservator, the conservator’s tools,
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the accountant, the documents that substantiate value and so on.  Other nodes that figure in the
creation of an object sit outside the gallery walls but are relevant nonetheless. Each node
represents one or more elements of agency and is subject to multiple understandings and inter-
relationships.
In the context of my own agency, the nodes in a network include not only the concept,
experimentation, creation and display of my artworks and environments, but also the people with
whom I associate.  When I think about the connections and disconnections of human contact I
realise that while I operate as author of this text and associated artworks and have control of the
direction of my study, I cannot truly say that my work can reach its fruition without the agency of
others.  As this project has been the driving force of my life for over five years I have naturally
shared it with associates, family and friends.  Indeed, members of my immediate family have
become involved in this project offering suggestions and practical support.  Over this period their
words and actions have intermingled with mine and at times added to the shape of how I think
about and approach my work.  Perhaps, my words and actions have added to the shape of their
lives too.
The Power of Situating Objects
Objects have traditionally acted as barometers of social status and class distinction for individuals
and institutions alike. They provide material evidence of privilege and wealth that enabled the
development of distinctions between high and low culture, distinctions that still prevail today. Late
nineteenth century efforts to inculcate a more developed sensibility on the viewing public through
the proscription of aesthetic values attached to objects were promoted through the writing, artworks
and displays of the period (McConkey 2002, pp. 54-60).  While this directive approach is still
evident today its potency is dissipated by the multiplicity of opinion and perspectives that are
available.
As Hooper-Greenhill (2001) relates, the study of material culture “embedded in the late nineteenth
century” (p. 107) concentrated its focus on significance, relationships, history, geography and the
social context of three dimensional objects. It is my observation that today’s museum industry
remains firmly connected to these concepts and characteristics of visual culture such as display,
vision and visuality as never before.
Collecting Colonialism - Material Culture and Colonial Change (Gosden & Knowles 2001) provides
an insightful ethnographic account of cultural relations and the process of change that was
provoked by the exchange of artefacts and trade goods in colonial New Britain. While white contact
in Papua New Guinea was after that of Australia, there are parallels in the role that objects had in
building relationships which had social and economic implications for those directly involved in
exchange as well as a ripple effect on other individuals and communities.
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The inherent power contained within objects to affect change is amply recorded by Gosden &
Knowles (2001). But the complexities deepen. The Queensland Museum confirms that collected
aboriginal artefacts had the potential to become objects of “exploitation” (Mather 1986, p. 200).
Gosden & Knowles (2001) also articulate processes that facilitated power shifts and power loss.
They provide many examples of anthropological collecting practices in New Britain and explain
how the introduction of western goods often affected those whose traditional power base and
identities were contained within the objects eg: tribal elders whose leadership and wealth was
represented by visible symbols, superstitions promoted by the absence or presence of particular
objects and signs, and women whose role usually involved the making of clothing and domestic
items which become trade goods. The ramifications of these shifts meant that the cultural lives of
these communities would be forever changed as the influences of western civilisation collided with
a culture steeped in other traditions. Gosden & Knowles’ (2001) analysis of the complexities and
motives inherent in the exchange of objects and resulting impacts, together with Edwards’ (2001)
examination of archives, the use of photography and processes of exchange, a “reciprocity …
central to the identity and cohesion of social groups, linking participants in a chain of gifts and
obligations” (p. 30)  provide stimulation and comparatives for researching the fundamental nature
of artefacts and the collecting practices of museums, professionals and other individuals including
myself. The constant shifting of time and space allows for the development of new and evolving
narratives.
Dipert’s (1993) convoluted, exhausting and rationalist theories consider the profile, intention and
value of an artefact (including artworks) and the multiplicity of interventions that are imbued via
human agency utilising concepts of language, meaning and interpretation. Similarly, Cote (2003)
connects the interpretation of objects with experience, emotion and memory (p. 34) and Hooper-
Greenhill (2001) says that knowledge, experience and how the past is related to the present are
fundamental to understanding meaning (p. 118). Mieke Bal (2001) stresses the importance of
paying attention to memory when considering history and objects of history (pp. 274-5), while Joy
Damousi (2004, p. 30) asserts that politics cannot be ignored when considering ethics, emotions
and memory in an historical context. But it is Susan Stewart (1993) who suggests with some
cynicism that collections allow narratives of history to be “transformed into space, into property”
transforming history into “a commodity” (p. xiii), or as Pamela Croft (2003) describes, as “literary
artefact(s)” (p. 51). Stewart (1993) further comments that “language gives form to our experience”
(p. 13) thus providing space for abstraction and illusion through an “inherited and lived relationship”
(p. 13) to something that she suggests would otherwise be a mechanical and imperfect process. I
would suggest that Stewart’s representation of the past and present provides a reciprocity
relocating history (and its objects) outside a mechanical and therefore identifiable position.
Nevertheless, this cross-disciplinary study does attempt to interpret and situate meaning. The
objects of this study are, as I have suggested earlier, the result of my saturation in narratives (old
and new), and while certainly available for purchase, my motivation to create them was not
commercially driven.
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The heritage value contained within material culture, has according to Griffiths (1996) altered in the
last one hundred years or so from “the spiritual to the tangible, from a moral preoccupation with
possession to a material fascination with preservation” (p. 195). That “heritage is … a contested
concept” (Ashworth & Graham 2005, p. 5) becomes apparent when Ashworth and Graham further
comment that “heritage is more concerned with meanings than material artefacts” (p. 4), seemingly
contradicting Griffith’s earlier statement. But perhaps it is both.
While objects are physical, seemingly “solid, reliable, and unchanging” (Hooper-Greenhill 2001, p.
114) their material structure is “subject to change” (p. 114) and is inherently unstable.  In other
words the potential for physical damage, degeneration or spoilage is real and inevitable over time.
The deterioration of the objects that are Will’s letters is proof of this inevitability.
Contemporary artist, Anne Ferran’s ethereal photographic images directly quote the transience of
time and provide evidence of past lives as she, in Geoffrey Batchen’s words, “induces history to
render itself translucent” (2000, p. 47) through an enigmatic visualization of objects. The illusion of
a previous life implicit in this ethereal image Untitled (Baby’s Dress) (Figure 71) by Ferran,
transcends time and space to merge the
past and present (ie: the present at the
time of Ferran’s intervention), although of
course the ‘present’ has now become the
past. The result of a collaboration
between the artist and the Historic
Houses Trust of New South Wales,
Ferran’s evocative photographic work is
an example of how visualisation can
promote understanding. A collection of
archaeological debris found under the
floorboards of the Hyde Park Barracks
Museum (Batchen 2000, p. 47) was the
catalyst for this work. The historical
fragments have revealed old histories
and stimulated new histories. The
themes of absence and presence, past
and present, loss and retrieval, around
which I have built this study are also
applicable to Ferran’s work.
While Anne Ferran’s photographic works may, as Catriona Moore (2005) suggests, provide a
“formal and critical beauty” which “keeps emotion at a distance” (p. 426), I am more inclined to
believe that the simplicity of her work, its stillness and restricted colour palette strategically situates
the work in a space where emotive responses are evoked.  This is a strategy I have sought to
emulate with my own work.
Figure 71: Anne Ferran, Untitled (Baby’s Dress), 1998, Photogram,
Source: http://www.suttongallery.com.au/artists/ferran/ferran.html
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Private collections
Before I move on to look at the broad role of museums, I would first like to briefly explore the idea
of the museum in terms of the individual through private collections.
Simon Knell (1999) provides an institutional perspective in his criticism of private collectors who
“may be interesting to observe and entertaining to present” (p. 11) but resonates with patriarchal
attitudes. In effect, he suggests that while museum staff and environments grow and develop both
academically and strategically, a private collector is unable to do the same. While Knell does
temper his comments and suggest that they (private collectors) “have much to offer” (p. 11), I am
not convinced that he genuinely believes this.
According to McConkey (2002), “collecting art is uniformly regarded by historians as one of the
expressions of great wealth” (p. 39) and the late nineteenth century saw the public promotion of
roles for “public and private patronage” (p. 40). Not surprisingly therefore, the collector as
connoisseur was a recurrent theme in British art of the period. Often depicted as gazing,
completely absorbed and in contemplation of collectible objects and artworks, the collector was
cast as a person of some considerable sensibility with a learned aesthetic view (pp. 44-53).
Individual collectors in England and elsewhere were often both patrons and benefactors, donating
single pieces or whole collections to the nation. A benefactor McConkey (2002) refers to, Henry
Tate, was founder of the Tate Gallery and sugar magnate (p. 39). The public listed company Tate
& Lyle that grew from Henry Tate’s original company now has substantial sugar holdings in
Queensland including Bundaberg Sugar (Gifford 2000, p. 19).  While I found no colonial
Queensland connection for Henry Tate, McConkey confirms the buoyant art market of the era was
subsidised by “profits of Empire” (p. 85) of which Queensland was part.
As Elizabeth Edwards (2001) points out in her analysis of anthropological photography, significant
proportions of institutional collections were “donated or bequeathed” … “by individual scholars who
authored collections of photographs according to their interests and networks” (p. 30).  This was
not isolated to anthropology, as evidenced on collection websites around the world. The Tate
Collection is just one such example;
When the Tate Gallery opened in 1897, its Collection consisted
of the 65 works gifted by Henry Tate to the Nation. Tate's
Collection now consists of over 65,000 works of art
encompassing the national collection of historic British art
from 1500 (Online).
Clearly, it can be argued that private collections have impacted on institutional direction, and they
have defined, as Edwards (p. 33) suggests, not only the shape of collections but the shape of the
various disciplines as well.  For instance, another bequest that forms part of the Tate Collection
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was that of the artist William Turner, comprising some “300 oil paintings and around 30,000
sketches and watercolours” (Tate Online).  This substantial collection has predicated the Tate’s
involvement in an international “partnership with a range of other collections to create a complete
catalogue of Turner Worldwide” (Online). A project such as this would require the skills of
administrators, curators, directors, art historians, valuers, communications experts, photographers,
restorers, linguists and so on.
As individuals, visual artists like me are often collectors themselves. The role of artists working
formally with historical collections, objects and spaces is well documented (Batchen 2000; King
2001, Phillips 1997, Scribner 2003, Senie 1999), however, I have found limited academic comment
on the role of an individual collector/owner generally.
According to Lowenthal, (1985) we are so “bereft of creative connection with the past, we zealously
save its relics” (p. 364).  The number of antique shops, second hand shops, charity shops,
auctions, TV shows, antique and collecting books and magazines, and the obvious success of
ebay an online auction website (www.ebay.com), are evidence of how widespread our collecting
practices have become. Indeed, a news item by Alison Ribbon (24.6.2005, www.news.com.au)
quotes a staggering 97% of Australians as  collectors.
In terms of contemporary collectors, my own surveys (Appendix 4) reveal that a collector’s impulse
varies widely. While the responses by individual collectors to specific objects from their own
collections show some similarities they are really quite diverse, and perhaps there is some truth in
Baudrillard’s comment that “it is invariably oneself that one collects” (McConkey 2002, p. 51).  The
surveys were designed to supplement my research and while no means comprehensive I include
here a range of responses taken from a fuller analysis outlined in Appendix 4 (b), to give an
indication of the diversity. They include a personal aesthetic; as a symbol of a continuity of living
and future dreams; a memory of a particular person; a perceived rarity; an appreciation for the
craftsmanship and/or practicality; as insights into history; for the stories behind the objects – their
provenance; as a means to meet like minded people; as a memory of an especially moving event;
as a symbol of beating the odds; as a symbol of
personal achievement (Figure 72) emotional
attachment; and just occasionally, a wonderfully
passionate, even obsessive collector, who has
managed to turn a fantastic hobby into a way of life. In
the surveys I gathered, no one specifically said that
their collecting motivation or interest was for financial
gain or as a symbol of status.
I have also found that some people are accidental
collectors.  They collect items that have initially been
imposed on them and their collections have grown
entirely through the efforts of others! For example an
acquaintance was given a snow cone as a gift.  He
Figure 72:  Collector’s Frog symbolizing personal
achievement.  Photo V Keenan 2005.
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kept it in on his desk and others assumed that he was rather attached to it. So despite his
ambivalence about snow cones he soon found that he had large number of them.
As far as I have been able to ascertain Will’s own passions were focussed on racehorses. He was
a keen amateur owner/rider at picnic race meetings in the local area. While he does express
wonder at modern technological devices such as the bicycle, gramophone and camera, I would
equate this with my own interest or ownership of a computer, digital camera or mobile phone.
Consumables for daily living – not collectible objects.
Collecting Museums and Display
As a public depository, guardian and purveyor of historical and cultural resources, the museum is a
site that both creates and solves problems for me as an artist, collector, student and visitor. The
forerunners to Australian institutions, British museums and their collections from the mid to late
1800s were actively promoted as avenues for wholesome recreation as well as for public moral
instruction, educational learning, and often as a showcase for contemporary products and design
(McClellan 2003, pp. 8-11). This response grew from a “need for new social controls and
systematic education” (p. 7) in an increasingly industrialized society and its attendant “explosion of
urban populations teetering on the edge of poverty, immorality, and anarchy” (p. 7).
One hundred years on, museums are re-inventing themselves to respond to current challenges.
Andrea Witcomb’s (2003) comparative study of similar time periods to this study suggest that while
there are evident differences, “museums have always been implicated in questions of
communication – questions which have always revolved around the relationship between objects,
media and social relations” (p. 127). Danielle Rice’s (2003) comment that the complexity of
museums “insures their status as symbols of democratic civilization” (p. 93) also implies that the
status quo largely remains as before.
Tony Bennett (2004) suggests that “museums have to be understood as both in and of modernity,
belonging to and helping to shape its organization of the relations between past and present and,
moreover, functioning within these to initiate and regulate a ‘progressive’ movement between past
and present” (p. 187). Similarly, Cote (2003) argues that a museum should seek “to provide clarity,
of course, but also to question; and to ensure that there is a place in our society where the past,
present and future of human beings are set at the heart of its preoccupations” (pp. 35-6). James
Gore’s (2001) essay that tracks the development and ever changing function of museums in
Australia supplements James Clifford’s reference to the University of British Columbia Museum of
Anthropology as a “famous artifact” (1997, p. 107). Elizabeth Vallance (2004) further comments
that museums are in themselves “artifacts of their cultures’ values in the selection and exhibition of
artifacts from elsewhere” (p. 7).  She suggests that while a museum is generally accepted as a
place for gaining knowledge, that knowledge is subjective within the context of each museum and
guided by its strategic direction and stakeholders (board, employees, academics, students,
community, the public etc). Furthermore, while a museum appears to protect culture it also
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sanitises and isolates it. Transplantation of cultural objects into an alien setting must necessarily
alter context and meaning, and therefore understanding. Cote (2003) illustrates this in his
description of meaning contained within the sacred, where, in a museum setting symbolism
attached to sacred objects is often devalued or absent, and everyday objects assume greater
status (pp. 32-5).
From a personal perspective, my visit to what I will call “Scrub Station” (a property mentioned by
Will) gave me a much more profound feeling of connection then I have ever had in a museum
setting.  I walked places that Will would have walked – into old buildings, along creek banks and
into the landscape.  I saw scenes that may well have been familiar to him, and I also saw objects
and vistas from descriptions provided in his letters that connected him to that place.  Strewn
around the area half buried in the dirt were parts from steam machinery, farm equipment, tools,
wire, horse buggies, ploughs, broken old bottles, old fence posts and so on. Relics from the past
resident in the landscape, with the flies, the stock, and me.  No queues, no one looking over my
shoulder, just my presence, unobserved, in a space of comparative silence. The context and
meaning I garnered from the objects I observed
came from accumulated knowledge based on
information provided in the letters, subsequent
research, prior knowledge, all made so much
richer by the experience of being in the place, in
the landscape of Will’s youth.
While my reading of this place will never
coalesce with that of other people, some context
does allow a rich engagement. For instance, the
owners of Woodleigh, a property mentioned in
Will’s letters, have successfully combined grazing
interests with tourism, a diversification, the owner
said, that arose as a survival strategy during
years of depressed cattle prices, rising
overheads and a need to educate their children.
Daytrippers “experience the real Australian
outback with an exclusive visit to Woodleigh
Cattle Station for an outback BBQ lunch and
guided tour of the pioneer homestead” (Outback and Atherton Tablelands Experience  2005).
Buildings and objects of historical significance on this working cattle property provide tangible
evidence of past lives whose descendants continue to reside there. My research trip to Woodleigh
in 2005 provided a satisfactory experience where location, history and context were blended
without the need for didactics, staged lighting, stage sets or speaker systems. These were naturally
provided by the creek, the large eucalypts, the garden, the sounds in the air and our hostess who
was simply able to say “my great grandparents built this house and slept in this room, these items
displayed here belonged to them” (Figure 73).  Meaning and connections were immediate. These
Figure 73:  Inside Woodleigh cottage.  Photo V Keenan. 2005.
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same objects and elements transplanted within the impersonal frame of the museum would have
proffered other messages and resulted in a contrived facsimile of a more naturally evolved
environment.
As Rebecca Duclos (1999) suggests, the agency involved in the procuring, cataloguing and
managing collections allows for potential “manipulation and domination” (p. 55) practices to occur.
While I have found that the value of a collectible object or artwork is highly subjective, museums
have traditionally held an authoritative position in establishing and upholding economic and
aesthetic values as well as discourse on objects that promote cultural sensibility and evidence of
civilized nations (Witcomb 2003, p. 105).
According to David Phillips (1997, pp. 14-5), values that attach to art objects in an art museum are
multiple and meanings are not always clear and often contradictory. Bearing in mind Witcomb’s
earlier comment, Phillips suggests that museums have a significant role in setting and controlling
monetary, social and other values through a ritualised, seemingly hands free and objective process
of acquisition and exhibition. This largely unseen process involves a variety of exchanges in which
stakeholders/gatekeepers (artist, dealer, publisher, curator, gallery director and so on) have an
interest (pp. 14-5). It is therefore in a Museum’s interest to ensure that their investments are
protected both behind the scenes and in the public arena. The role of gate-keepers is part of a
much larger discussion beyond this study, but it is difficult to view the personal, political, economic
and social agendas of museums and their stakeholders without some degree of cynicism.
Particularly if you included Phillips comments about the authority inherent within kinds of
exhibitions presented, where they would most likely be seen and by whom (p. 201) in that
discussion. Museums have become very strategic about the types of shows that they present
knowing that those with the most impact and pulling power will attract popular audiences and the
money they bring with them.
Kenneth McConkey (2002) considers that the development of power and prestige in museums has
been incremental, is rooted in the powerful role of art societies (and the like) such as the British
Royal Academy who exercised a system of privileges which promoted (or de-valued) the work of
individual artists and directed trends through their prestigious exhibitions at the beginning of the
twentieth century (McConkey 2002, pp. 5-8). James Cuno of the Courtauld Institute (McClellan
2003) deemed that elitist principles can never be separated from the work of museums as it is their
role to strive for excellence (p. 36). He does however raise concerns about the apparent neglect of
an art museum’s “fundamental purpose ... to collect, preserve, and exhibit works of art as a vital
part of our nation’s cultural patrimony” (p. 36) therefore suggesting that the quality of contemporary
exhibition displays is compromised.
There is a much larger discussion to be had about museums but that sits outside the parameters of
this study, however I will say that the institutional power structure that is a museum is a difficult
area for individual artists, the creator of artworks, to negotiate, given the hierarchical structure they
present. While I cannot deny that the direction of my own work is not without strategic vision, I
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would suggest that mine is a more flexible model that is more closely aligned to a personal and
heart response than board and meeting room pragmatics where objectivity and subjectivity are
seemingly at odds with each other.  These oppositions perhaps best underpin divergences
between structures such as museums and galleries and those who operate outside accepted terms
of reference and do not follow popular trends. The very nature of systems is, as I see it,
fundamentally the flaw, and is something that created problems in the development of my
exhibition a CURIOUS Cabinet.
Collected memories
While the objects that I collected were randomly selected in the initial stages of this project, I did
give some thought to how they might communicate with Will’s words, reflect cultural meaning,
display potential, and connection to the project. My collection contains items that would have been
in everyday circulation in Will’s lifetime.  Items such as teapots, inkbottles, sharpening steels and
so on.  Items that Joe Moran (2004) would have considered so commonplace that they were
unnoticed on a day to day basis, yet are now, as Scribner (2003, p. 647) suggests, a trigger for
collective memory. Moran’s (2004) theories consider the apparently invisible impact of the
‘everyday’ and transmissions contained within fragments or evidence of human interaction
(including rubbish) that often become historical relics. Indeed several items from my own collection
were retrieved from a dump.
As I posited earlier, an exhibition of my
collection becomes an authored installation
that has some expectation of “create(ing)
visual meaning” (Higonnet 2003, p. 145)
such as described by Higonnet  in her
discussion of nineteenth century privately
owned cabinet of curiosities or private
museums (p. 136). Dating from as early as
the sixteenth century (Crane 2000, p. 67),
the physical boundaries of a cabinet of
curiosities acted as frames for the
containment of objects within, the cabinet
itself somehow looses its materiality as the
objects transported viewers in their minds
beyond the physical to other ends of the
world (Duclos 1999, p. 52). But as a
container, a “controlled” (p. 55) environment,
the cabinet and its contents reflected and
personified the individual determinations
and/or aspirations of the owner who was generally an educated male of some social standing and
scholarship (Crane 2000, p. 68). I would suggest that my own cabinet, bounded by the exhibition
Figure 74:  Randomly collected objects. Photo V. Keenan. 2004
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space, offers similar correlations. The exhibition functions as a container, not only for the objects I
collect (Figure 74) and create, but also as a gathering point for the focused thought and
concentration central to this study.
Crane refers to curiosity in the sense of the curiosity cabinet as “a broad category, including
natural-historical as well as man made objects, antique as well as contemporary objects, art as well
as objects lacking any aesthetic value” (p.69).  My cabinet is also eclectic with a mix of the hand
and machine made, organic and inorganic material, items from the past and the present, artworks
and artefacts, objects that are meant to be functional and others that aren’t, a variety of mediums
and objects, some that appease my eye and others that don’t.
In contrast to a public museum collection gathered together according to institutional guidelines
expressing, in Anne Higonnet’s words, “cultural values” (2003, p. 134), my own collection was first
and foremost gathered for my own pleasure and contemplation – a process which has been both
visceral and highly flexible, reflecting my “individual impulses” (p. 134). A similar process perhaps
to one that Will would have engaged with when he collected his thoughts in letters intended for the
eyes of his brother - thoughts not meant for public consumption.
While I can only guess at the meanings
and histories imbued within the dents
and scratches of items in my collection
I would not refer to them as “false
souvenirs” “bereft of a compelling
historical narrative” (Scribner 2003, pp.
645-6) as the artwork Economic Values
(Figure 75) by Joseph Beuys which
incorporates the display of ordinary
artefacts has been described, and I
certainly wouldn’t consider that they
are mute.  From the moment that they
came into my possession my objects
have a voice, and that voice gathers
more strength as time progresses and
the narrative that attach to each of
them, develops and mutates. My
observation and surveys further suggest that the more memorable the collecting experience, the
more interesting the narrative that attaches to it, the greater is the value of the object in the mind of
the collector.
The larger portion of my collection consists of discards – objects that no longer have any value for
their owners or have a use in their homes – given to charity shops for their disposal or sold in
garage sales. Objects of popular culture of their time in transition, a process that includes re-
Figure 75:  Joseph Beuys, left to right: Economic Value Rice, c. 1977–80;
margarine container from Economic Value Apollo, 1977; Economic Value
Sage Tea from Health Helper. c. 1979; Economic Value Sunflower Honey, c.
1977–80.  Source:
http://www.artmuseums.harvard.edu/exhibitions/featured/eatart/beuys.html
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evaluation considering Lowenthal’s (1985) comment that “artifacts of initially transient and
diminishing value … are often later resurrected as highly valued relics” (p. 240), and just
occasionally “high culture treasures” (Nealon & Searls Giroux 2003, p. 61).
The rather conservative social norms or rituals of Will’s adolescence, reflected in his letters, is here
counterbalanced by his embarrassment and latent humour in this recollection dated November
1897, to Hugh;
Mrs Davidson over the road may invite you there, she always has plenty of girl
visitors.  I remember Brice and I went there for tea and there was there a Miss Beck
from Ravenswood.  We were all out on the verandah chatting away, I sitting on a
skeleton looking chair – if you’ve been there you may have noticed the kind I mean –
all at once on leaning a little to one side over went the lot, myself being spread like a
pancake on the floor with the chair on top (Henry, W. 1896-1906) .
The teapots (Figure 76) and platters for dainties
associated with taking tea such as those Will might
have used are becoming difficult to obtain.  How
many people in Australian homes regularly use
silver serving platters in this convenient and
disposable world, teapots instead of teabags, pen
and ink vs. biro’s and so on?  It’s probable that
they may own one or more of these items, but
unlikely that they use them regularly. As with my
earlier discussion about agency and nodes of
networks on page 100, the performance of taking
tea, for instance, involves both production and consumption. In considering the options between a
teapot and a teabag, the process with the former invokes
more complexity than that of the latter.  Once filled with
hot water a teapot rested for a short period to allow it to
steep, a cosy retains the heat, a stand prevents heat
damage or transference to the table, a strainer captures
the tea leaves. A tea bag is simply placed into a cup and
the hot water poured directly over it.
As an teapot acts as a container, so too as Stewart
(1993, p. 159) comments, do collections. This is so of my
own collection that includes teapots, knife steels, inkpots
and serving platters. An early plan to use an old pine
cupboard (Figure 77) from Bellenden Plains as an
integral element of the cabinet display was thwarted by a
Figure 76:  This  brown enamel teapot is an example of those
collected for this project. Photo:  V Keenan 2004
Figure 77:  White ant damage to Bellenden cupboard.
Photo V Keenan 2006.
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voracious attack by white-ants through the floor of the shipping container in which it was stored. A
material link between Will and me, this cupboard, while a container itself was also meant to act as
a framing device in the exhibition. Likewise, the picture frames I collect are containers with inner
and outer limits and the photographs I collect also act as objects of containment (Edwards 2001, p.
118). As objects these items both contain and constrain space, and can be viewed from a variety of
aspects. They are tangible, have texture, colour and form.  They are material.
And, not so unlike the associations implied by Pamela Croft (2003) in her desire to “represent a
contemporary aboriginal reality of ancestral dreaming” a “cultural memory” (p. 68) via the salvaged
objects of her arts practice, the containers I use become receptacles for and symbols of cultural
memory specific to and  reflecting my own origins. The addition of organic material (grass, bark,
soil and so on) gathered during field trips allowed another level of meaning within my artworks,
extending the concept of cultural memory in my mind to embrace both indigenous and non-
indigenous Australians.  Not so much a borrowing of culture but a respecting of it.
The act of collecting series of similar or same objects as I have done, introduces a repetitiveness
that conceptually has no end.  But, while there is room for adjustment, I do see a point at which
closure, or a “finite-ness” (Stewart 1993, p. 159) can occur. Ultimately, there was a point at which I
decided each piece was resolved, knowing that adjustments and/or alterations could be carried out
later if necessary.
My desire to provide interpretive labels for the objects of my collection vacillated over the study
period, but I finally decided that the exhibition should have an instructional role much like the earlier
cabinets of curiosity. I perceive that Jennifer Blunden’s (2006) comment that “the view that ‘art
speaks for itself’ has mellowed, replaced instead with a growing acceptance that visitors both
desire and benefit from information that provides context to the works they are looking at” (p. 1)
also has had some bearing on that decision.  The viewer still however, has the opportunity to
experience the “visual pleasure” (Bennett, T. 2004, p. 168) of items chosen less for logic then their
aesthetic and interest values.
What the viewer of my exhibition
cannot see however, is the
experience and quiet pleasure
(Figure 78) involved with the looking,
f inding, purchasing, stor ing,
contemplation and conceptualisation
of these items long before they
become a public object.  Similar
connections can be made for those
items that I create – first the idea, the
planning, the collection of materials,
the investigation and creation, the Figure 78: Tracing the journey, and experience on Woodleigh verandah.  Photo:
B Cowan 2005.
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observation and so on.  The interactions and narratives of the journey, the places, the people, the
exchange, the ownership, the reflection and consideration is different for every piece within the
collection and is now part of my personal memory and of those with whom I interact. As Hooper-
Greenhill (2001) suggests, my personal experiences have become attached to objects which
represent “the memory, the significance and the emotional power of those experiences” (p. 109)
with multiple narratives of their own. Much as I have described in the last chapter when discussing
the artwork Braids – Teapots with twine and string.
Other kinds of interactions and relationships will develop as the body of work is installed in different
venues when the physicality and visuality of the objects create other dynamics with and between
themselves, the space and the audience. I expect the relationship between the authentic artworks
that I create and the multiple character of the collection will react with, merge with and complement
the collected objects.
“Detached from their (original) animating narratives” (Bann 2003, p. 128), the display of my
collected objects add another dimension to the exhibition, notwithstanding other stresses and
complications not always evident at the outset. Furthermore, like the work of artist Lauren
Berkowitz my “preoccupation with amassing testimonies and memories that reflect the
(auto)biographical” (King 2001) is intensified by exhibition. Drawing on Nick Zangwill’s complex
theories (1999, pp. 315 - 30) that examine art and audiences, I expect that any experience these
objects might offer an audience will depend on my intention (inextricably linked to my agency in
monitoring the creative process) and an audience’s disposition and aesthetic. I have not
anticipated an audience’s reaction, although surveys I undertook during the course of this study
(Appendix 4 (b)) suggest that concepts of nostalgia and value are qualities inherent within a
number of collected objects. This was confirmed in the guest book for the exhibition of a CURIOUS
cabinet at Mourilyan in March 2007 that prompted remarks such as;
The memories this invokes of my childhood are wonderful.
(Barbara)
It took me back to the visits on my grandmothers farm as a
child. (Carol)
Takes me back to my childhood in the outback. (Sheme)
Imaginative, evocative – an important work. (Vic)
As both Stewart (1993) and Hooper-Greenhill (2001, p. 115) suggest, the use value and context of
objects will alter in different locations as room layout, display, placement, lighting and other factors
are included. These re-readings, if you like, of contextualisation and meaning provide opportunities
for alternate displays and ways of seeing while still providing an authentic experience.  A potential
continuum where meaning “is no longer found but produced” (Nealon & Searls Giroux 2003, p. 18)
and where new concepts are allowed to develop under the authorship of artist and audience whose
interpretations are drawn from their own perception and experience (p. 22).
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This concept supported my intention to seek alterity through display mechanisms and other
sensory devices to shift the emphasis from the useful to the aesthetic – from the practical to
artefact.  This deliberate act which is reflected in a number of the artworks already discussed in the
previous chapter provides a simple demonstration of Edward’s (2001) concern of the
“homogenizing discourse” (p. 48) and subversion of meaning that occurs through archiving
processes discussed earlier.  This is much like the alterity that occurred with artefacts and other
material collected during knowledge gathering forays by the late nineteenth century by Edmund
Banfield (1994), Carl Lumholtz (1889), and Ellis Rowan (1991).  For instance, the use value of
artefactual objects changed to exchange value when Lumholtz bartered trade goods, axes, food
and tobacco in the early 1880s. The value changed again as the objects instigated visual and
intellectual interest assuming a symbolic role reflecting a race of people “that within a generation or
two will have disappeared from the face of the earth” (Lumholtz 1889, p. ix). I have so far been
unable to determine the full extent or whereabouts of Lumholtz’s collection and would like to look
into access in the future. Whatever the case, the context and value of the objects will have altered
again.
As I have used objects to discover my own heritage, increasing interest, in particular from
indigenous communities to access objects for re-building cultural knowledge and memory and at
times, repatriation, has once again altered the value and context of objects such as those Lumholtz
collected.
As Griffiths (1996) and Gelder & Jacobs (1998) confirm, present day (postcolonial) efforts involve
the repatriation of objects of cultural significance (particularly those of a sacred nature), and
bodies, to their traditional origins. To a people, who quite obviously, did not perish. These
processes of re-possession (in both a physical and metaphoric sense) for the dispossessed is
aimed at both healing and empowering marginalized communities (Gelder & Jacobs, pp. 82-96;
Griffiths, pp. 93-4).
Writing in a Cairns Historical Society Bulletin (July 2005), George Skeene describes his own
search for his indigenous heritage.  He travelled to Europe in 1996 and 1998 researching German
anthropological collections in order to identify tribal objects and cultural practices of his own tribal
group from the Barron River (near Cairns). Clearly the very existence of these collections has
meant that he has access, albeit access restricted by location, to indigenous material culture not
hitherto available, allowing him to re-build individual and cultural memory and to define his own
cultural understandings and memory.
Based on these observations and my earlier reference to Elizabeth Edwards’ (2001) comment in
the opening chapter, it becomes clear that “relics of the past are cultural artifacts of the moments
that produce them” and “cultural artifacts of all the moments that give them permanence” (p. 48).
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Mapping Objects
Now that my collection has become quite substantial and I am able to look back at the processes
of collecting, it is obvious that this has also become a cultural mapping exercise, a cartography of
collecting such as described by Rebecca Duclos (1999, pp. 58-61).  Her comments on the close
links between objects, collections, maps and travel resonate with my own project as I travelled
through Queensland visiting places that Will referred to, and other points along the way.  My
collection continues to grow as a part of that process. The place of acquisition is recorded and the
map is sprinkled with places I have visited. The objects I collect, the words I write, the artworks I
create and the photographs I take act as memorials to those trips which without them would
otherwise exist only in my memory. Not only has my collection of objects grown as a part of that
process but so did my collection of maps, the diagrams that direct the travel.  Duclos’s (1999)
visually responsive words hit a chord with my own work;
the configurations of mindscapes and landscapes … offer traces
of discovery and movement which, while given a tangible
presence, derive from and give rise to intangible worlds of
experience (p. 49),
in which a sense of “wonder” (p. 52) prevails, thus mobilizing and engaging the imagination.
It became evident that some objects were easier to locate in some areas then others.  For instance
I found the majority of stone inkpots in my collection north and west of Gordonvale (North
Queensland), whereas the metal frames were more prevalent in South East Queensland. While
outside the parameters of this study, the seemingly arbitrary patterns of distribution that correspond
with the items I collected, would I expect, have arisen through population densities and movement,
economics, communications and so on.
The movement of material culture is an interesting phenomena and I was continually amazed at
the life of objects.  A small collection of stone ink bottles purchased at the Yungaburra markets,
had according to the stall-holder, been carefully wrapped in newspaper and stored on an industrial
site in New South Wales for many years before I bought them.  The original ownership of objects is
generally not known and of no real consequence except to demonstrate that ownership is transient,
fleeting and elusive (Griffiths 1996, pp. 20-1). The life of objects after me is indeterminable and I
would not expect any personal attachments and meanings to translate to new owners should that
exchange transpire. Unforseen circumstances aside, the platters will continue to exist despite their
invisible histories.
During the course of this study I extended my collecting to the world-wide-web. An
international/global search took this project into ephemera and altered the processes of
communication and collecting.  There was less vehicular driving and less physical and sensory
connection.  When I purchased objects from the web, I no longer experienced the site of
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acquisition, reacted to the physical presence of the seller, felt the physicality of the object, and yet
the experience was no less valid. When I did receive the object I was quite delighted to take in
these new objects, the material outcomes of my transactions.  In one case I maintained contact
with the vendors for a period. In some ways, buying on the Internet was an easier process once the
initial intricacies were overcome although the cultural implications of exchanges such as these are
yet to be measured. There was no real pattern to the distribution I found similar or same items in
countries like Canada, England and the USA which were part of the British Empire. This could of
course had more to do with the reach of E-bay then availability at the time.
I am aware of at least one antique shop in Cairns that has closed its shopfront to move its business
online, and expect that others that have done so too.  The cultural implications of transacting
business on the net are still in a process of transition but will I expect, impact on our lives into the
future.
My purchases were transacted over distance and the items were sent by mail.  Not so very
different from transactions that Will engaged with such as he referred to in May 1899;
I have at last got the saddle I ordered from Wieneke Roma, and long enough have I
had to wait for it.  It does not suit me as well as the saddle I had, from the same
place, on Tinenburra. (Henry, W. 1896-1906).
Before my search for collectables went to the web, I had ascertained through surveys and my own
collecting expeditions, that the value of private collections is dependant on language, location,
availability and expectation. I noticed that the purchase location impacted on the price.  For
instance, of the first five knife steels of reasonable quality and presentation in my collection, the
least I had paid for a steel was $1 and the most was $21.00  - the former from a charity shop the
latter from an antique store. Do the steels from charity shops have any less value than a similar
steel that I might purchase from an antique shop, or is it just second-hand? The fact that this is one
of only two knife steels I found in the countless charity shops I visited and one of any number I
found in antique shops did not apparently have any impact on the price I paid, but expectation did.
I expected the prices to be higher in an antique shop then in a charity shop. The antique shop is in
the business of making money through purchase and resale and their staff have knowledges
specific to their collecting scope; the charity shop on the other hand sells items that have been
donated and is often staffed with volunteers who may have limited knowledge of collectibles
(although there are signs that that this is beginning to change). While the prices I paid on the web
were initially more than what I had previously paid (up to $US31.50) I put this down to a mixture of
my inexperience in that medium, the immediacy of the web and an “I want that” impulse because of
an objects unusual appearance. A later purchase of three lots of knife steels (27 steels in total) did
however changed the price balance somewhat. As a bulk lot I made savings paying a total of
$US98.10 including postage, or in the vicinity of $AU4.70 each. The American seller, whose
codename is used here, advised that he obtained them;
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from the estate of a gentleman who had built an extensive
collection of hand steels and sharpening stones. He had the
steels and stones displayed in various cases throughout his
home and apparently was planning on cataloguing and publishing
a reference manual regarding his collection (Pinzolo 2005)
Despite my enquiry, the vendor was unable to provide further detail. The motivation of the prior
owner however would appear to have parallels with my own endeavour, and that of Edmund
Banfield, Carl Lumholtz, Ellis Rowan and others, to use objects as a means to broaden knowledge.
Perception does have an influence on price.  If, for instance, I could claim and prove that a steel in
my collection belonged to nineteenth century adventurer, explorer and scientist, Carl Lumholtz
(1889), then I would expect it to have a much higher value because of its historical associations.
Of course, I do not have Lumholtz’s steel, but if I did, it probably wouldn’t differ much in
appearance from those I do have.
Showcasing Vision
Looking specifically at the role of the art museum, it has been my observation that governing
bodies, funding bodies, management and staff (including curatorial staff) within a gallery situation
have an unequalled position of power over an artist and that power is difficult to counteract or
overcome. As Glenn Lowry, Director of The Museum of Modern Art, suggests, the relationship
between the gallery and the artist is complex (McShine 1999, pp. 6-7), and while there are certainly
places for exchanges to occur, the balance of power is still heavily in favour of the museum. This
perception of authority (and power) was the subject of some discussion among curators and
museum staff at several sessions during the Museums Australia Conference ('Politics and
Positioning'  2005) in Sydney.
It is ironic that galleries and museums operate from a position of managerial authority that has the
potential to disempower an artist whose finished product is ultimately a focus of their core
business. In my experience as an emerging artist there are limited opportunities for an artist to
have a voice or platform during selection processes where the authority of curatorial staff has the
advantage of territorial knowledge and institutional familiarity. My physical dislocation from
metropolitan centres exaggerates this. While I have no doubt of the creativity of people in such
positions, and am aware of the many pressures they engage with on a day to day basis, it should
be acknowledged that their tenured positions advantage them over a freelance artist who is
dependant not only on the vision of gallery/museum staff to be able to see your work and restrain
their impulses to impose their own agendas and vision, but also for their grace and favour for
exposure.
If I am to be seriously considered as an artist, I am dependant on large institutions for support and
exposure, and therein lies the rub.
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Summary
This chapter has looked into the past at processes of collecting material culture and considered
some implications and nuances that ownership and exchange of objects take on. Although the
process of collecting involves human intervention and agency, the collection and/or exhibition is
subject to ongoing interpretation according to context.  While a collection’s existence relies on live
action to bring it together, for storage and maintenance, such as has been the case with Will’s
letters, the objects/artefacts in themselves exist independently. It would seem that they are
inanimate - without life – and, with no voice.  But for me this is not so. I find
objects/collections/artefacts are able to sustain and initiate narratives despite the, at times,
indiscriminate passage they may have endured. Paula Hamilton (2003) conditionally confirms my
contention with a description of trends that implicate objects as increasingly becoming sites for
memory, identity and historicism, enabling “our increasingly externalized modes of remembering”
(p. 84).
Nevertheless, the intangible qualities of human agency and endeavour that shape us which I have
drawn on in this chapter, are more evidently embodied in the human form, and it is the body that
forms the context of the following chapter.
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CHAPTER 5 – LOSS:   INSCRIBING THE HUMAN BODY
Introduction
Not only do Will’s words reflect intangible elements of human spirit, his passions, his ambition and
among other things his sense of fun. They have become his epithet. Furthermore, the missing
photos, imperfect negatives, the absences from his letters and other archival resources effectively
epitomizes his death, a death further exaggerated by my efforts to resurrect and commemorate his
life. The material I research, the words that I write and the images I create are a method of
embalming - of encapsulating expression, ideas and knowledge into a form that once complete, is
a kind of burial.
Personal correspondence from the family archives reveals Will’s family and friends struggled to
deal with the loss of this young man and the loss of his future. A loss which extends down through
the generations to my discovery and subsequent rereading in the present. Loss has implications for
the physical and metaphysical body. As discussed in the previous chapter, there are elements of
life and non-life attached to inanimate objects. Similar issues attach to the human body, the
memory of a body as well as the corpse. This chapter will further develop issues of identity,
interpretation, representation, memory and visualisation as they relate in the context of this study.
Interpretation and Identity
As the arbiter of Will’s words, I give myself power in their interpretation. My interpretation involves
the implementation of filters – both conscious and unconscious - as an engagement in a form of
brokering (Reed 1996, p. 139). Consequently, as author of this document I am also a broker. To
what degree I have engaged in sanitisation in the process is difficult to ascertain, but I have always
been aware that there is an inherent degree of inevitablility involved. Abstracting Amelia Jones’s
(2003, pp. 78-9) examination of relationships between power and identity, the reality of my product
(object), is fashioned by my (subject) perceptions.  When you (subject) read my interpretations
(object), your reading is influenced by your own life experiences and knowledges.  Should I have
the opportunity to read your response, the roles are reversed and your reading becomes object
and I become subject, although as Jones identifies we are never fully either – “our subject-ness
mitigates our object-ness, and vice versa” (p. 73). The point is that the roles of subject/object are in
a continual process of transition and the relations of power are therefore always fluctuating.  In this
comment I relate to the written word, and while Will’s letters are words representative of meaning,
the letters are also visual objects, and as Jones remarks, subject to similar reciprocities (pp. 78-9).
Jones (2003, pp. 71-90) theorises that perceptions and interpretations of the visual, while
enculturated, are highly individual, dependant on experience and exposure, and implicated within
the identity of the reader.  The process of exchange that occurs is compounded by any number of
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readings and meanings, and by extension through ongoing relationships between subjects such as
myself, my peers, my supervisors, you the audience, and so on. That the processes of exchange
involve interpretation is not surprising, but Jones also outlines the inevitability of a process of
identity exchange as well.
It works like this:  if it is reasonable to contend that an act of interpretation can offer a reflection of
the reader's authority or knowledge, then by extension, according to Jones' theory outlined above,
if you (the reader) accept my reading of her hypothesis as authoritative, you reinforce my own
sense of identity, as well as her identity and the identities of those she quotes, and so on.
Furthermore, I represent a reality in your perception, although you may not know the flesh and
body me.  You see me embodied through my words and images, as I see Will through his words.
My discovery of a photograph of Will at the Cardwell Shire Library (far right of illustration below),
presumably taken to record his position as a representative of local government in the early 1900’s,
was a wonderful surprise.  This discovery firstly confirmed his identity in a photograph I already had
and of another photograph I later found in the family archives.  The three images are formally
posed and while only one of them has a specific date, they provide in my mind, a progression of
years that closely tracks the period of the letters – from a young man in his late teens to a man of
some maturity. My engagement with these images attaches new narratives, different to those that
his family may have engaged with after his pre-mature death, also different to those of Will himself
when the photographs were taken.
Will’s own instructions to his brother Hugh in a postscript to his letter of May 8, 1897, stipulate:
“When you do get your phiz taken wear a stand up collar. They’re all the go.”  Hugh was
attending the Townsville Grammar School at that time and it is possible that the image illustrated
here is the photograph to which he refers.   Hugh was born in 1881 and the photograph is marked
“Hugh Henry – aged 16 years”.
Will’s later comment:
Figure 79:  Left to right - William Henry c. 1896 and William Henry aged 22 – 1898. Collection George and Gladys Henry;
William Henry c. 1905. Source: Cardwell Shire Pictorial Collection. Photographers Unknown.
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A lady I showed the photos to said - but don’t get vain
… that you were nice looking. You’re set up in life
now, the girls will run after you and who knows what
good fortune does not dog you?  While an ugly
phizzed chap like me – well he has to look out for
himself.’ (Henry, W. 1896-1906 September 12, 1897).
Neither Will nor Hugh married, and Will’s optimistic comment
was of no avail. While there is anecdotal evidence to suggest
that both had affairs of the heart, Will’s letters do not clarify
this and oblique references are all that he allows.
Having read and re-read his letters, I have determined that
Will, the eldest son in a family of five, was of serious
disposition with a wry sense of humour, self deprecating,
conscious of his responsibilities to himself and his family, a
man of regular habits, a strong work ethic, and as confirmed
by his brother Hugh “but for a rather hasty temper he was faultless” (March 1907).  A further
reference in a memoriam notice proposes that he “was a man respected and loved by all who knew
him, ever first in help or kindness, and one whose word was his bond” (Unknown 1907, p. 345).  I
see some of these characteristics reflected in the photographs, in the care taken in his dress and
grooming, but I also see his mother and sisters there as well, intent on their son and brother being
well presented and perhaps wanting this to be reflected in images to be sent on to friends and
family.
The ability of these and other photographs to engage with “the human voice, and thus human
experience” (Edwards 2001, p. 235) enables the review and re-interpretation of archival material,
such as referred to in this document, to re-invigorate “historical potential … to articulate the
submerged” (p. 235). Elizabeth Edward’s summation that “one can say what a photograph is not,
but not absolutely what it is” (2001, p. 63) anticipates a fuller investigation of the complexities and
significance of identity formation through photographs undertaken in Chapter four.
Notwithstanding interpretation or re-interpretation, identity is a very fluid intangible phenomena
influenced and defined by the culture within which we reside.  While I would define myself (and
Will) as an Australian, we do fit within dominant notions of Australian types in that we are of Anglo-
Saxon descent. Despite the mix of nations that make up this community called Australia, the face
that we present to the world is still predominately white.  Consider for instance, the whiteness of
our television personalities and our politicians, the people whose faces fill the media and who
effectively reflect a cultivated image that tends to negate the wonderful diversity we have. I have
never knowingly been subject to the gaze of racism that Gordon Bennett describes (McLean &
Bennett 1996, pp. 58-60) and yet my long time friend from my school days has.  Although born in
Australia, her dark hair and olive skin (the legacy of her European parents) would seem to have set
her apart, attracting barbed references that rankle still.  It has only been in our adult years that we
Figure 80:  Hugh Henry aged 16 years.
Photographer unknown.  Collection:  GDW & GJ
Henry.
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have discussed this and no matter how hard I try I cannot clearly recall being witness to this
derision delivered by both adults (including teachers) and peers. I do wonder about my blindness –
was it an inability on my part to recognise the slander or was it so underhanded and sly that it was
not visible?  Like Bennett (pp. 27-39), my own awareness of inequalities, shortcomings and
contradictions within Australian society has been significantly increased since my exposure to texts
that address such issues.
My field trips to both Tinnenburra and Glenora, properties Will mentioned but ones I had never
visited before, were implicated within my own sense of identity and connectedness. Prior to my
visits their, my awareness of those landscapes was cultivated from a distance through Will’s letters,
archival research and anecdotal family history. It was only during and after the visits that deeper
relationships developed. I had my brother, Russell with me when I visited Tinnenburra and Russell,
my sister Barbara and her husband Max were with me when I visited Glenora. At one level these
trips with family members did become a kind of pilgrimage (Harrison 2004 p.222) in our search of
heritage. Their presence at these sites allowed for the circulation of family stories and histories to
become more real when they were bought into the landscape. The significance of visiting the small
cemetery on Tinnenburra where two MacDonald children were buried did not surface until I re-read
Zeta Denholm’s biography of James Tyson (2002) and realised that Tyson’s Tinnenburra Manager,
Mr McDonald10 was Will’s uncle on his mother’s side. The children buried in that lonely grave were
family, related to Will and to myself. While these children were not mentioned in Will’s letters, their
headstones were included in the artwork Another Kind of Museum because of the family
connection and my inability to locate the graves of the rest of the family. This is an example of what
Harrison (2004) describes as a “recontexualisation of the past-in-the present” (p.221) combining
the physical location of a place with family heritage.
The Dead and the
Deader
D. Krzysztof Pomian’s comment,
“We preserve objects in
museums for the same reason
that we bury the dead” (Cote
2003, p. 32), resounds with my
own research and the
connections that are becoming
apparent between historical
research and death. History is
represented in graveyards. I
already have a number of photos
                                                      
10  Will makes various references to Mr McD, Aunt and cousin Hector in his letters in 1897 and 1898 in
his letters from Tinnenburra. ‘Aunt’ was Elizabeth Hewitt before she married John McDonald in 1878
(Denholm 2002). Elizabeth, and Will’s mother, Barbara were cousins but were raised in the same
household.
Figure 81:  Headstone memorial to William Henry dated 1907.  Location Belgian
Gardens Cemetery, Townsville.  Photo V Keenan. 2004.
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of gravestones, including Will’s, (Figure 81) in my photographic collection which have been
exhibited during this study as part of the artwork Another Kind of Museum. If, as Stephen
Greenblatt (1988) suggests, this reflects a desire on my part “to speak with the dead” (p. 1), it is a
common phenomena given the prevalence of family historians that frequent the Queensland State
Archives. As a participant of a family research web group (Henry Reunion Website  2003), I am
aware that images contained thereon include family-trees, copies of birth, death and marriage
certificates, portraits and images of headstones. These items, as Goodwin & Bronfen suggest,
represent the embodiment and the voice of the “once living” (1993, p. 7). Death entails a number of
cataloguing systems, and the place of
burial becomes another kind of museum.
Will’s death is recorded on his death
certificate as “Typhoid Fever Exhaustion”
(Burne 1907). However, a comment
penned two days after he died by his
brother Hugh who was unaware of his
death, “I am very sorry to hear that Will has
had a relapse – who was it gave him the
biscuit?” (Henry, H. 1907) implies other
complications.
I discovered Will’s memorial, which marks where he was interred in a double plot in the Belgian
Gardens Cemetery, Townsville. My search for the locations of burial places of Will and other
people mentioned in his letters, to gather material for a display of memorial portraiture (Figure 82)
revealed the rudimentary and sketchy nature of early cemetery records in country Queensland.
Sometimes, even the location of whole cemeteries is missing.  During my field trip to Cunnamulla I
visited the remains of a large cemetery on private property in north western New South Wales
close to Burringun, a town on the border mentioned by Will in his letter of October 26, 1896;
Now, although I’ve never been over the country before the boss will send me away
pretty sure I’ll turn up in the right place.  I went into Barringan (a township on the
border 24 miles away) the other day for Mr McD and coming back the same day my
horse knocked up (I’d had him 37 miles the day before) and I had to camp 10 miles
from the station (Henry, W 1895-1907).
The cemetery at Burringun is now mostly buried in sand with a few headstones scattered over a
large area to mark past lives (Figure 83). No evidence of restoration was discernible and it is likely
that in time it will be completely reclaimed by the sand and bush. In the Cardwell district, I am
aware of a number of graves and burial sites on private property, under sugar cane farms or
reclaimed by re-growth. These represent the vanishing histories of both indigenous and non-
indigenous populations in Australia resumed by the environment.
Figure 82:  Another Kind of Museum Work In Progress.  Photo V
Keenan. 2005
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Bodies get lost in the environment
and objects (and presumably
bodies) get lost in museums.
Bodies also get lost in the minds of
humankind “as the interred lose
personal significance for the living,
their monuments no longer recall
particular forebears but bespeak
the common ancestral past”
(Lowenthal 1985, p. 323). The
resul t ing inter-mingl ing of
indigenous and non-indigenous
lives and narratives provides
scope, as Croft (2003) points out, to move “beyond the colonizing gaze” providing we “remember
that the land now holds many layers of memories and bones of the dead” (p. 85).
Will mentioned a number of deaths during the course of his letters and they include; a suspected
suicide of an acquaintance in Townsville; the death of the Town Clerk in Cardwell from exposure;
the tribal killing of an aboriginal person on the Upper Murray and an accidental poisoning in
Townsville and the subsequent suicide of the prescribing Chemist.  The following entry of October
26, 1896 confirms the latter;
I saw by the S.M. Herald that Kirton the T’ville chemist …. was supposed
accidentally poisoned a man named Martin and had then committed suicide (Henry
W. 1896-1906).
I was able to discover that these people Will mentions, Edgar Martin and William Henry Kirkton
both died on October 22, 1896, although I was not able to locate their graves. I suspect at least
one of them is in the West End Historical Cemetery in Townsville, but have not confirmed this.
The body as object
The remains of the human body, as artefact, fascinated colonial collectors. As Tom Griffiths (1996)
relates, “collecting skulls of any age … had long been a scientific obsession” (p. 63), although such
collecting “challenged the boundaries between science and crime” (p. 63). And it was not just
individual and institutional collectors who were involved. The Queensland Government is
implicated by a shipping note (Figure 84) dated 20th January, 1880, for the consignment of two
Aboriginal Mummies sent by the Colonial Secretary (Brisbane) to the Executive Commissioner,
Queensland Court, Sydney Exhibition no doubt for the promotion of education, scientific
advancement, cultural or commercial aspects of the state, and perhaps an element of shock value.
Figure 83:  Headstone in abandoned cemetery near Burringun on the Qld/NSW
border.  Photo V Keenan. 2005
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Carl Lumholtz (1889) mentions that he collected
eight crania (skulls) in Queensland (p. 260), five
of which were exhibited at the Paris Exposition of
1889 (Poignant 2004, pp. 193-4). He described
difficulties in obtaining a skull in the Herbert River
area, which he eventually managed to obtain;
From fear of the strange tribe
they could not be persuaded to
procure it, so I made up my
mind to try to get it myself. I
took Yokkai with me to show me
the grave, but I did not find
it (p. 258).
Lumholtz considered that he has every right to
collect skulls but objected strongly to the wanton killing of aboriginal people and was generally in
contempt of what he described as a “war of extermination” (p. 347) being waged on the
Queensland frontier.
The practice of collecting body remains was a de-humanising process that cancelled identity and
engaged scientific objectification, and yet this material now provides opportunities through DNA
technology to trace family connections (Hooper-Greenhill 2001, p. 114).  Across the world,
museums of the late nineteenth century sought human remains for their collections (Dolan 2005, p.
10; Hooper-Greenhill 2001, p. 114), to support research. These remains now present different and
often quite sensitive issues. An Australian Museum web page entitled Aboriginal Human Remains
states that;
For scientific reasons the Museum maintains a collection of
skeletal remains. The Museum identifies the need for these
remains to be repatriated to relevant communities for reburial
(Unknown 2002).
The National Museum of Australia “Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander human remains policy”
(Unknown 2005) is available on request.  The policy states that the museum is a “Prescribed
Authority … for the purposes of safe-keeping Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander human remains
for which the Minister cannot identify the relevant Aboriginal or Torres Strait Islander community …”
and that the remains do not “form part of the National Historical Collection” (p. 3). The Queensland
Museum Policy (Museum 2004) clearly identifies that “ownership of ancestral remains … “ is firmly
that of “Aboriginal people and Torres Strait Islanders who have a traditional or familial link” (p. 1),
providing museum expertise, security and storage, access to indigenous stakeholders as well as
participation in management and decision making until such time as repatriation can occur.
Figure 84:  Shipping Note.  Sourced from State Archives
COL/A288, 439/1880.
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Government legislation and other strategies recognize “the rights of Indigenous Australians to self
determination in relation to their cultural heritage” (Dolan 2005, p. 6), are designed to provide
“substantially greater access to and influence over collections …” (ibid).  An early practical example
of collaboration is exemplified in Phyllis Grant’s 1990 report for the Queensland Museum, A
Catalogue of Northeast Queensland Material Culture Items held by the Queensland Museum.  This
survey of the collection sought community input to properly document and describe aboriginal
artefacts and processes in the museum collection.
The bones of non-indigenous people are also of interest to researchers from Queensland Museum
and the University of Queensland who are working to identity skeletal remains found in the two
hundred year old wreck of the Pandora (Unknown 1998). In an attempt to identify the recovered
remains of three men, the involvement of scientific and historical research has been able to
ascertain that they were respectively aged 17, 22 and 30 years and it is hoped that DNA material
will assist in discovering and tracing possible descendants (Unknown). While it is intended that the
remains will be interred
Clearly, the human body in all its various states is subject to objectification dependent on context.
Much as the notion of Will’s body is in the context of this study.
Textual Memorials
The shifting body/object reciprocity that I acknowledge here concedes, in the context of my
research, that the physical and conceptual body both directs and is directed. Like Will’s, my own
body is subject to this kind of negotiation too.  Bodies and objects that fall within my scope undergo
what could be described as a ritual of exchange fluctuating with circumstance. The
absence/presence duality engendered by ambiguities
between the life and non-life of the deceased, that is, the
reality of death and abstract methods of representing
death, is further confused “with the needs of the yet
living” (Goodwin & Bronfen 1993, p. 7).  Moreover,
according to Goodwin and Bronfen, there is necessarily a
pre-supposition “of an original presence” (p. 7) if death is
portrayed textually.
The artworks of Anne Ferran (Figure 71) and Fiona Foley
(Figure 85) provide strong examples of imagining the
body in a state of transience.  As discussed earlier,
Ferran draws on historical archives and uses
photographic techniques to create positive/negative
images which provide a ghosting sense of presence
revealing bodies that are “simultaneously present and
absent, neither dead nor quite alive” (Batchen 2000, p.
Figure 85:  Black Fish, 2000, as illustrated in
Bundaberg Arts Centre Travelling Exhibition catalogue
"Fiona Foley - Invisible Voices"
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48). Fiona Foley has also drawn on historical archives as well as her aboriginal heritage to situate
absence/presence with metaphor in her broad landscapes of place and time such as through those
illustrated in the exhibition catalogue Fiona Foley – Invisible Voices (Winter 2000).
Drawing from Joan Winter and Benjamin Genocchio’s texts (2001) it becomes clear that Foley
integrates symbolic imagery with the landscape of her present, to build a more knowing sense of
‘self’ through the discovery of family histories, her indigenous culture and connection to place.  Her
uncompromising stance situates the suppressed histories of her people squarely in the forefront of
her visual texts. In the image Black Fish (Figure 85), Foley draws inspiration from her environment
illustrating simple and repetitive imagery which firmly fixes the birds and fish in this painting on the
brilliant blue sky/sea surface. The research and recovery of her heritage in effect becomes a
political statement and a counter to the various filters that perpetuated vanishing histories variously
alluded to by Tim Bonyhady (2000) in his re-reading of early colonial exploration and raised in my
earlier comments on p123.
Another kind of death (loss) which in re-reading becomes
a resurrection (retrieval) is represented for instance in
portraiture (photographic or painterly), literature and
poetry. A subject/person never remains the same as at
the time an image is captured. This capturing becomes a
momentary death and evidence of slippage. Will’s
correspondent, Hugh, is here (Figure 86) captured at
specific moments in his life as a schoolboy and young
adult.
This notion of capturing momentary death, producing
fragments as it were, is reflected in other genres of painting such as landscape and still life, in the
works of Ellis Rowan, Anne Ferran, Fiona Foley, Gordon Bennett and myself. The encapsulation of
life/death could also be regarded as metaphorical preservation within a frame such as the cabinet
of curiosity that is the exhibition, a CURIOUS Cabinet.  The cabinet performing the role of
monument, and the contents are temporarily cast as relics to the passing of cultural specificity.
Loss is a prevalent theme in Will’s copy of Henry Kendall’s poetry (Sutherland MDCCCXC (1890))
which is saturated with melancholic references to death and dying.  The following extract from a
late nineteenth century poem Aboriginal Death Song (p. 325) combines visual references and
unselfconscious sentimentality to connect body and landscape. Kendall’s lament to the dead
references the individual, the place of death (the physical and metaphysical), the enactors of death
and those enacted upon - those who are the remnants of the tribe, the last of what was perceived
to be a dying race;
Women are we, and the wives
  Strong Arrawatta hath won;
 Weary because of our lives,
Figure 86: Hugh Henry.  Left:  c. late 1890's and
right: c. early 1900's.  Archive Collection George
and Gladys Henry
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  Sick of the face of the sun.
Koola, our love and our light,
  What have they done unto you?
Man of the star-reaching sight,
  Dipped in the fire and the dew.
Black-headed snakes in the grass
  Struck at the fleet-footed lord –
Still is his voice at the pass
  Soundless his step at the ford.
In contrast to this poem, Gordon Bennett’s quotation and appropriation of historical images which
reference the colonisation of Australia juxtaposed against the referencing of indigenous art and
traditions (McLean & Bennett 1996) provide more recent representations of loss. While Bennett’s
images provide alternate memorials to the past, they go beyond the simple reproduction of an
image to make comment on ways in which culture is constructed and myths are made. In his early
work Bennett appropriated images such this illustration (Figure 87) from Lumholtz (1889) to build
other narratives (Figure 88) of criticism reflecting Bennett’s present (that is, 1993) juxtaposed
against a colonial past, and in so doing to allow alternate meaning/s to occur (pp. 42-3). While
Bennett’s re-readings of history are both simple and
complex in concept and appearance, they provide a
platform from which to counter “hard and fast definitions
of identification” (p. 43).
Figure 87 (above left): Death of the Ahistorical Subject (Veritgo), 1993, 182 x 182 cm, Acrylic on Linen, as illustrated in
McLean I & Bennett G, 1996, The Art of Gordon Bennett, Craftsman House, Roseville East NSW
Figure 88 (above right):  Native Police dispersing the Blacks as illustrated on page 349 in Lumholtz C, 1889, Among Cannibals,
Charles Scribner's Sons, New York
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Attitudinal changes reflected in these two images which span the time period of this study also
extends my earlier discussion of the Tim Bonyhady’s re-reading of the Burke & Wills expedition on
page 87. This is further supported by Denzin’s (1997) description of transitional influences, “the
worlds we study are created, in part, through the texts that we write and perform about them” (p.
xiii). Images do directly reference a particular moment in time and provide historical and cultural
prompts.
Bennett’s artwork Death of the Ahistorical Subject (Veritgo) (Figure 87) becomes the sum of its
facsimiles. Lumholtz’s original sketch was, according to the caption, rendered “after a description
given to me on the spot” (Lumholtz 1889 p.349).  The drawing was then re-worked by another artist
as an etching for the book, published, and then appropriated by Bennett for his artwork.  I sourced
Bennett’s image from a reproduction in Bennett & McLean’s The Art of Gordon Bennett (1996) and
have now reproduced it here as a facsimile of the published facsimile. These facsimiles have
altered slightly with each reproduction through print and reproduction mechanisms and provide a
sense of shifting, of time and thought. As portals to the past, these “interruption(s) and
separation(s)” (Edwards, 2001 p.184) permit spaces where “the past becomes luminous in the
dusk of absence” (p.185).
So, while my intent and message may differ, my artworks, like Bennett’s, become memorials to the
past in the present and signifiers of loss. Any cabinet I create around Will’s words is potentially one
of any number of unlimited and differing memorials or perspectives relative to my state of mind, my
conceptualisation, my environment, my resources and so on. The accumulation of representations
I develop provide material evidence of the inevitability of change reflected in New Historicist theory
as described in the opening chapter. I expect that further exploration will continue to add layers and
other interpretations as I build the narratives around Will with complete confidence that they will
remain fluid.
While we may think that we are able to have some control over the narratives of our lives, our
destinies, our physical bodies and memories of other bodies, like that of Will, are a constant
reminder of our mortality and the inseparability of body and land. Ultimately we return to the earth
that has nurtured and sustained us.
Recollection, reminiscence and memory
This collusion between the physical and metaphysical (the body and the earth, Will and I) promotes
a sense of oneness that signifies inherent and inseparable connections manifest in me (and you).  I
am (like Will, my son, my granddaughter) an individual member of a much larger family that can
variously trace its origins back to Britain and beyond. This progression through time confirms a
process of remembering and curiosity such as is complicit with this study. It goes beyond an initial
interest in family history to determining a complex puzzle that incorporates fragments of individual
relationships, places, government, industry, cultural customs and objects of consumption.
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Not so unlike explorers and authors Carl Lumholtz, Ellis Rowan and Edmund Banfield, I have
become an explorer of the landscape, of texts, of images and information as I work toward the goal
of completing this study. While I saturate myself “in all there is” (Dening 2003, p. 231), I also realize
the limitations of such a task as “so much of living is lost in the writing of it down” (Dening 2003, p.
230).
My attempts to locate researched information within a framework that makes sense and is
adequately cross referenced, complements my endeavour to embody or flesh out complex and
intertwined elements of this project and create a complex three dimensional conceptual and fluid
cabinet which is the visual outcome of this research project.  Bearing in mind that I work from texts
to create texts, it is worth considering Lowenthal’s (1985) point that while we generally think of “the
historical past in terms of narratives, sequences, dates, and chronologies that we are apt to
suppose these attributes of the past itself. But they are not; we ourselves put them there ... “ (p.
219).
In psychology, emotion plays an important role in the way we learn and remember (Bower 1994, p.
304) and emotion is inseparable from history because humans are inseparable from history. I have
consequently paid heed to the following comment;
Historians who deny or who minimize feeling in their subjects,
and/or their own participation in that feeling, write under a
self imposed disability (Atkinson 2004, p. 22).
I have, however, found a tension that has been difficult to negotiate. In this autobiographical study
my life is in the spotlight and I generally have no problem with that. If, as Gordon Bower (1994)
contends, autobiographical memory is strongly influenced by “greater emotional reactions, whether
positive or negative” (p. 304), I perceive a real disparity between autobiography and biography.
This centres around the notion that my memories and emotions are not subject to the kind of
interpretation that Will’s words are.  Will’s story is biographical, I feel a responsibility to my family,
and the communities within which I operate to offer a product which is true to the letters and the
lives represented therein, hence the title of this dissertation, Responsible Heritage. This conflict of
expression is somewhat dissipated by the simple fact that it is my voice, which directs the
narratives and the emotion and memory, is essentially mine.
Tom Griffiths (1996) points out that “in local history, one’s social being is inextricable from one’s
history” (p. 216) and that the “power of memory and place” (p. 217) are integral elements.  As
Fiona Foley and Gordon Bennett have used art to work through their concerns, this study has
provided an opportunity for me to better understand my origins, where I fit and to investigate how
past events and place have moulded my current position. It has also bumped up against the issue
of authenticity raised by Paula Hamilton (2003), and is complicated by an alteration of meaning that
is inevitable in family history research and the “inevitable loss of a detailed specificity of events as
memory passes from one generation to another” (p. 88). Will’s maternal great grandmother was a
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convict and yet any stigma or shame that may have existed in her lifetime or Will’s is not apparent
in his letters or within the current generation. According to Jim Scanlan (2007), Australia as a
“nation has outgrown its sensitivity about its convict origins” and he quotes Dr David Roberts of the
University of New England as saying that “to be descended from a convict now gives one a sense
of being authentically Australian” (Scanlan 2007 webpage).
It is probable that most of my younger relations are not aware of our convict ancestor, illustrating
those trends that collectively influence remembering and/or forgetting (pp. 86-7).  Furthermore,
while it is easy for me to accept that Will’s words hide more meanings then they reveal, I must also
acknowledge that my own mind is a source of forgetting.
According to John Kotre (1995) memory is not particularly reliable;
Can we really trust it? When memory changes the record in our
heads, it doesn't tell us about it (p. 54);
is susceptible to suggestion;
my memories seep into yours, and your memories seep into me,
and after a while it becomes impossible to separate the sources
(p. 230);
is constantly changing;
what is stored in the brain changes because the brain itself
changes  (p. 43);
and is dependant on context and emotional state, as:
when something in the present evokes those conditions will a
memory of the event actually return (pp. 41-2).
My father, George Henry, was a custodian of our family history. He would speak to me of different
people and events, often referencing them to a specific place or object. But while I was witness and
can see him talking to me in my mind, I cannot see or remember all the stories he told me, and yet
knowledge that I have now emerges from those conversations. The further implication of an
“epistemological gap between what we know at the time and what we understand later” (p. 95)
allows that my distance from those conversations permits other memories or understandings to
emerge. My memory is now more about the loss of my father, the person he was, his attitudes, his
patience and quiet vitality, than the information he was conveying.
While these comments may have nostalgic overtones, my understanding of nostalgia in respect of
this study, is not just a yearning to resurrect a connection to something or someone (often familial)
from the past through research. According to Catriona Moore (2005), nostalgia was and is a
powerful tool used by a variety of artists to review, re-interpret and provide ways in which we as
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people can “come to terms with our past and move on” (p. 429), or as Peter Brunt (1999) suggests,
a coming to terms with a past that continues to haunt the present (p. 269). While this may be so, I
would suggest that it is much more, as cultural, ideological and economic influences are also
involved. My own work like that of other artists, engages with this broader perspective.
As previously mentioned, Gordon Bennett (1999) sought to reveal hidden and suppressed histories
and agendas in his artwork.  But his more direct political statements challenged the concept of
official history, racial bias and collective memory to re-contextualize and re-present alternate visual
narratives.  In his quest to re-discover his identity in the late 1980s and early 1990s he consciously
set out to expose and undermine colonial conditioning, aboriginal stereotypes, and racism (pp.
252-6).  While still maintaining these themes and his earlier “underlying drive … for freedom”
(McLean & Bennett 1996, p. 10) and frustrated with the “depressing complacency and colonial
mindset of contemporary national life” (McLean 2003, p. 1), his more recent work extends to
comment on international colonial aspirations that have effectively turned Iraq into a war-zone.  For
Bennett;
to be free is to be able to question the way power is
exercised, disputing claims to domination.  … to be free we
must be able to question the ways our own history defines us
(McLean & Bennett 1996 pp.11-12).
The private or family memory of Will Henry has until quite recently been limited, and the public
memory of him seemingly non-existent.  Equally, reliable local public memory of the era has been
difficult to situate although there are descendants of early settlers living in the district where Will
spent most of his life. The complexities are compounded by errors in translating and transcribing
information. For instance, Roslyn Poignant’s (2004) reference to “Mr and Mrs Conn, a couple who
had a small selection about twelve miles north of Cardwell” (p. 54) misplaces the actual location of
south to north; and her two references to “member of Parliament A. S. Crowley” (p. 203 & 25) are
mis-spellings of the name of Sir Alfred Sandlings Cowley, the man who supported Will’s bid to
become a Commissioner of the Peace (Cowley 1906). Similarly, in a local history by Dorothy Jones
(1961) transposes the roles of Will’s sisters war effort in her comment;
two women from this district, Miss Elizabeth Henry as a V.A.D.
in England and Miss Barbara Henry as a sister in New Britain
and also on troopships going between India and Mesopotamia (p.
306).
It was Barbara who became a V.A.D. and Elizabeth who was a nursing sister. While these simple
errors are ones that I was able to pick up quickly through my own knowledge, it raises the question
of how many other simple errors remain undetected. Indeed, according to my mother, the
Bellenden copy of the latter publication was heavily scored and annotated in red, highlighting
significant disagreement with the content. Unfortunately this copy cannot now be found. This
reinforced my desire to seek original empirical evidence and archival material wherever possible, to
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work up from the bottom, and in so doing, reduce the replication of errors that have the potential to
become entrenched in public memory.
Marginalisation and influence
Extending Elizabeth Edwards (2001, p. 97) ideas of marginalisation in her discussions on memory,
remembrance and reminiscence, and my earlier discussions on issues of objectivity and
subjectivity, I would suggest that emotion has negative connotations in the world of scholarship,
given the tone of historical and academic writing.
As much of my earlier discussion in chapter four cited subjectivity as inherent in the way we
interpret the world, and passion as a catalyst for fantastic explorations, there would seem to be a
contradiction between the way we live and the way we analyse. In a recent radio interview, author
Peter Cochrane (Clark 2007 see Cochrane) observed that “academic history is indispensable” but
qualified this observation by saying that of the “various attitudes that professional history scholars
bring to the narrative form … enthusiasm is rarely one of them”. If, as he inferred in the interview,
the discipline is generally reverting to increased specialization, becoming more highbrow, there is a
risk of disconnections with reality and impenetrable texts whose rhetoric is only decipherable by
those elite who understand the language.  While I accept that different disciplines have a need for
words that best describe their areas of interest, and the visual arts is no exception, there is no need
in my mind for language that is so abstract that it is not able to be understood.  My own approach
to developing the texts for this study has kept this in mind. My combination of narrative and
academic analysis does, I trust, coincide with Cochrane’s (Clark 2007 see Cochrane) bid for “story
by means of literary performance and scholarship by means of imperceptible stealth”. Furthermore,
my earlier statement in relation to authorship is worth repeating here because it acknowledges that
the way we approach writing (and creativity) does govern substance;
Richardson’s (1995) premise that prescriptive practice within
ethnographic methodologies, specifically sociology, “affects
what we can write about” (p. 203), and that “style is not
merely a matter of presentation but also determines the content
of narrative” (Ankersmit 2002, p. 171).
But the complexities deepen. If, as I have quoted Denzin (1995), “the worlds we study are created,
in part, through the texts that we write and perform about them”, (page 129), then the circulation of
influences is inherently uneven because human interventions do not follow smooth or predictable
patterns. This circularity is further complicated by the process of producing texts, evidenced by the
ongoing evolution of this dissertation and associated artworks.
Edwards (2001) connects the development of objective stylistic representations of material culture
in the scientific community to an evolution from “pre-photographic forms of graphic representations
of objects” including “engraving and the arrangement of cabinets of curiosities” (p. 57). Her
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descriptions of the deliberate eradication of personal and emotional content in these photographs
to remove “subjective desires and human agency” (p. 58) is a confirmation of my earlier
subjectivity/objectivity discussion around material culture (on page 100), and evidence of
contradictory behaviours reflecting, as Edwards variously alludes and McConkey (2002, pp. 34, 59
& 61) confirms, to moral codes of conduct, value judgements and egocentric perceptions of racial
superiority.  The passion for new information and property was therefore juxtaposed against the
suppression of desire and unspoken claims of self-control and distance, which equates to the
personal and the emotional.
As a confirmation, Benterrak, Muecke & Roe (1996), suggest that, “being able to read and write, to
express language, also engenders elements of discipline, control, repression, selectivity,
negotiation and denial” (p. 79). Ultimately, perception and the way we construct meaning affects
the way we communicate, the way we control our thoughts and restrain the runaway qualities of
emotion and thinking in logic and analysis that confirms and denies us. Any desire for objectivity is
illusionary and this process of deception becomes a marker of patriarchal cultural attitudes whose
legacy affects us yet.
Summary
This discussion around the loss of Will’s body through death, the disappearance of burial sites and
cemeteries, the loss of memory over time, other vanishing histories and about identity has allowed
for an exploration of the human body as subject and object, both passive and inert. The opposing
tensions that this sets up is relieved by a synthesis of body and mind, a dialectic, which adjusts
according to context and circumstance. In the creative process of writing and creating objects, it is
the mind which activates the body and the body carries out the activity. But conversely, it is my
experience that there is a point where the body takes over from the mind.  The performative
reciprocities between body and object, the complexities and tensions, inter-related meanings and
so on variously discussed here, also apply to texts. The following chapter performs a final retrieval
to consider some of these points and to consider creativity’s role as a medium and communicator
of ideas.
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CHAPTER 6 - RETRIEVAL: CONCLUSION
This practice-led, inter-disciplinary study has drawn on methodologies of ethnography, visuality and
new historicism to develop this dissertation, Responsible Heritage – Imagining Will, and body of
work, a CURIOUS Cabinet. The incremental and parallel development of creating a body of work
and written dissertation has been a reflexive process (Alvesson & Skoldberg 2000, Stewart, 2008)
that allowed a rich process of cross-fertilisation between the two texts through investigative
research, interrogation, conceptualisation, development of outcomes and analysis.
In the context of Will’s words (Henry 1896-1906) and my responses, this study has investigated
and illustrated how perception has altered over time through the evidence of history and ways of
viewing. It has considered and interrogated some of the complexities, reciprocities and
impediments to linking the past with the present, absence with presence and loss with retrieval
through narrative expression using words and images. Particular attention has been paid to the
construction of, and relationships (visible and invisible) between the themes, the words, objects,
artworks, exhibition, and documentation, researched and created.
This chapter serves to conclude the study by reviewing the key findings of the project and
outcomes and anticipating their significance for future scholarship and research in the fields of
cultural investigation as it relates to local history and visuality.
The catalyst
Through an accumulative biography of Will’s letters (Henry 1896-1906) and other texts that I have
either found or produced, my curiosity about the narratives of Will’s life has allowed me to retrieve,
imagine and re-invigorate something that had been lost. There was very little currency about this
man, William Henry, before I commenced this study and this search into his colonial past the
context of my present has provided a platform from which to work. This has subsequently allowed
for the development of multiple narratives to inform this dissertation. My presence and Will’s
absence circulate around and through these texts.
As a person living in the twenty-first century I have reflected on and responded to Will’s words, and
his words have changed the direction of my life. Significantly, Will, in my mind is no longer a ghost,
a vague disembodied thought. His words from the past and my research have given him shape
within the conceptual and contextual framework of this study, to reveal his human-ness and find
that he was not so different to you and me. By situating myself and Will as people, capable of
creative thought and deed, I have attempted to represent our voices powerfully and meaningfully,
in a world where meaning and connection would appear to be becoming more elusive and
fragmented.
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I feel fortunate that Will’s words, words of a member of my family, have provided the catalyst for
this developmental process of gathering, assembling, analysing and synthesising through
research.
This chapter brings the study to a conclusion and the following summaries offer a distillation of the
outcomes of each chapter as they appear in the dissertation following from the emergent themes
which form the rope and focus for this study. These themes address notions of presence, absence,
past, present, loss and retrieval.
Presence: the resources
The notion of presence provided a focus through which to consider texts from the past and the
present. My engagement and understanding of these written and visual resources has provided
information and inspiration for the visual and written texts I have developed and provided cultural
and temporal contexts to facilitate this journey which has revealed new understandings and ways
of looking. That I was able to convey this at some level through my artwork was confirmed by one
viewer of a CURIOUS Cabinet who commented; “you have made me appreciate things that have a
meaning and not (just) for their beauty”.
This exploration of private and public memory has also provided an opportunity for me to validate
the integrity and value of using historical and archival materials. Being able to directly quote from
Will’s letters and other original documents, has allowed me to give voice to words from the past,
rather then rely only on interpretations by authors whose readings are mediated by external
influences, such as their own environments, experiences and attitudes, and possible distortion
created by the mis-recording of historical detail as evidenced in chapter five. The double filtering
that occurs when I refer a secondary source, established another level of distance between the
past and the present and my voice is affected by similar mediations experienced by other authors.
The human activity, the agency, which is represented by the resources used in this study, while
largely invisible, evidence processes of cultural change and development. They are also visual
evidence of people’s passions, ideas, creativity and ingenuity. They also situate people in the
landscape of their environment, their culture, their community, their experience and themselves.
They are proof of life, as are the words and artworks I create.
It was also my intention to properly archive the family history material I had available during the
period of this study. However, I found that I was only able to attend to that material I was using for
my research, and there is much more archival work to be done.
The texts which formed my previous study, Bellenden Women, have now become resources for
this study. Circulating around the lives and histories of five women who lived on Bellenden Plains
between 1880 and 2001, Bellenden Women drew on the same archive of letters, diaries, maps,
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books and images used in this study to create both written and visual texts. The women were and
are members of my family and Will’s and there are a number of parallels between the studies.
Bellenden Women focussed on concepts of place and belonging, memory and identity, concepts
also relevant to this study. The silences in historical material about regional Queensland which
were revealed, facilitated an interrogative space in which to situate this later study
The value of my primary resource material, the family archive and Will’s letters was confirmed by
Professor Robert Dixon early in this study during a personal conversation.  He commented that it
was rare to have access to material of this quality about North Queensland in the time period,
particularly material with such a personal voice.  The presence of the letters and other material,
does however, engage a notion of absence.
Absence: the response
This interpretative approach has revealed absences between the past and the present,
consolidated my perceptions and represented ways in which visuality, art and my own practice
provide alternate narratives and ways of looking and learning (Bal 2001, Richardson 1995, Stewart
1994). The strategic application of visual formats to address research issues, develop concepts,
find solutions for problems and expose neglected histories has facilitated the development of this
study.
Human agency (Stewart 2008, Van Alphen 2005) has predicated the outcomes of the body of work
developed for this reading of the many narratives which are this research project. The performance
of my body, and that of my supervisor, peers and others has impacted on this study and my
subjectivity and personal aesthetic has been imprinted on my work through the choices I have
made, informed by Will’s letters, the research journey and reciprocities between theory and
practice.
Will was, and I am, products of an evolving culture which has its roots in the British colonial empire
(Bennett 2004, Dixon 2001, Kidd 1997, McLean 1999, Moore 1998, Nealon & Seals Giroux 2003,
Poignant 2004, Thomas & Losche 1999). Furthermore, my creativity is grounded in European
traditions of expression, coupled with recent trends and my own response to the environment of my
present and Will’s past (Figure 90). This cultural exploration drawing on first hand experience
(Atkinson et al. 2001) and considered the practicalities and narratives of this visual art project to
reveal influences and expose the evolving nature and reciprocities of the research. Will’s life is
spent and his death has created an absence. The narratives and objects I have created, have
through the use of metaphor, autobiographical and biographical processes, allowed his presence
to emerge. The ephemera which form the artworks and the ephemeral nature of meaning situate
this study in a space of cultural and historical transition which could invigorate any number of
alternate readings (Brannigan 1998).
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While this study is formulated within the discipline of visual arts, it has provided some indication of
the overlap and inter-relationships of other academic disciplines including ethnography and new
historicism. This has allowed a larger and more flexible framework in which to imagine my
responses to Will’s words.
This engagement with theoretical, historical and contemporary objects and texts (Wilson 2007) has
encouraged an investigation and unpacking of concepts such as experience, memory and
understanding.  My interest in the role of visuality and the ways in which it influences and affects
change has been informed by the interaction of visual and other texts and the contexts within which
they sit. On the walls of a gallery or museum the teapots, knife steels and inkbottles come within
the scope of ethnography, museum studies, visual theory and art history and become signifiers of
culture despite individual authorship. Given that these were objects in everyday use, this transition
and change of focus effectively becomes a comment on cultural change and slippage of meaning.
The deliberate introduction of various contexts and alternate relationships provided pathways
(Sullivan 2005) for the realization of outcomes which manifest these. This is demonstrated by the
complexity of ideas, which underpin, for instance the Braid Series, (Appendix 6, Table 1). These
include variables such as taxonomy, domesticity, bushcraft, hospitality, species, connections,
nostalgia, craftsmanship, natural fibres, inscription and indigenous culture.
Figure 89: Will’s contemporaries in the present working on Goshen, a property in the vicinity of the Herbert River Gorge. This
is country which Will would have been familiar with. Photo V Keenan 2006.
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Historical references in my work speak of my past and Will’s past. These texts provide material
connection to and evidence of cultural change. They also offer a visual statement of my personal
aesthetic and situate the work as outcomes of my performative actions. The acts of gathering,
building, installation, conceptualisation and experimentation with visual material and objects
together with observation, documentation (Figure 91) and reflection has provided insights into the
development, construction and transmission of meaning (Bal 1985, Holliday 2002). Through this
accumulative process this effect intensified as each artwork was completed and they, in turn were
used to inform both new work and works already completed. This continual process of going back,
of re-reading, has deepened the concentration of meaning in both the artworks and this
dissertation. As the body of work neared completion, the synergies expanded further as
considerations concerning the structure of the cabinet as discursive and diagrammatic constructs
were introduced.
The conceptual cabinet within which my body of works is situated references the early beginning of
museums and their transition as a place for public moral instruction, educational learning, and
showcase for contemporary products and design to the large institutions they have become (Crane
2000, McClellan 2003, Witcomb 2003). The challenges of contemporary museums are complicated
by such things as strictures of funding, accountability, business and legislative considerations
(Prior 2003), lifestyle choices, leisure, branding, and strategic positioning (Lynch et al 2000),
language (Blunden 2006), technology (Bailey 2005) which have collectively compromised core
work such as collection management (‘Politics and Positioning’ 2005; Sabine 2006).
Figure 90: Travelling through Kirrama Station, a property Will visited regularly. Photo V Keenan 2006.
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For my own cabinet, the various frames represented by these words and supporting images situate
meaning, but the distance and slippages between conception, making, installation and public
consumption will never allow the gap between to be completely bridged. The concept of framing
also offers a space in which to situate a critique of museum praxis through taxonomic arrangement
and ordering. The deliberate and regular spacing of the braids in the Braid Series, in concert with
social artifacts such as teapots, change their context and viewers are forced to regard the
combinations in different ways. The teapots can no longer hold liquid. Some of them are hole and
all the spouts point to the floor, and, in this installation, their value shifts from a practical item for
pouring tea to an object with aesthetic and memory values.
This study has confirmed through surveys and engagement with viewers that meaning, while
implicit in the artworks, is not always obvious for others. Whilst it takes time for to develop forms
which anticipate expressions of meaning, it also takes time for others to engage with concepts that
allow them entry to understanding (Phillips 1997 p. 170). My level of engagement has been
intense, but based on alternate perceptions, other readers will see and understand differently. This
was demonstrated by the often-divergent responses elicited through a survey I carried out
Describe What You See (Appendix 4 C).
Significantly, the artworks, individually and as clusters, project voices of their own. For instance, a
local chemist purchased the artwork Platters – Memories, and I installed it for him on a wall in the
backroom/work area of his shop. It’s singing voice, the way the platters chined against the wall,
was something he related to strongly in the original Mourilyan installation.
My memory of the artwork has now altered as I recall the lengthy philosophical discussions we had
as I installed the piece at his shop. His enthusiasm extended to inviting his shop customers to view
the piece and a number of people have since mentioned to me that they have seen it. The
room/hallway in which the platters was installed was an awkward and less than ideal location, but
right outside his dispensary, it allowed him to hear the sound it produced as his staff members
walked past. While this is not the only reason he bought the piece, it is the one which remains
strongly with me. A living example of the power of art and artifacts to invoke and reflect memory
and attention.
The tenuous ownership of objects was confirmed when this piece was sold. The platters from other
people’s histories, retrieved by me are now part of my history and his present history. The practical,
economic and aesthetic values have altered any number of times during this process and their
future is indeterminate. But their materiality, their object-ness, gave me a practical historical and
theoretical resource on which to base my thinking, to create synergies and solve problems. As with
all the artworks, the practicalities of collection, storage, installation, transport and so on has meant
they have passed through my hands many times and in many locations.
There is, as Gordon Bennett (McLean & Bennett 1995) found, a point at which the finite can be
reached in artistic expression or narrative, but underpinning motivations and concerns remain to
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stimulate other works. In other words, while it is possible to complete an artwork in the here and
now, that or any other artwork is not always going to be the culmination of the through processes
that generated it. It may well be that it is just one sign of that thought or just one of a series in
which meaning evolves and accumulates, and so it has been with my own work.
Past: the concepts
The objects of other people’s lives, made, handled and used by others, have supported the
development of theoretical and practical narratives for this study and as a reference for the objects
in the body of work being developed. The complex value structure of material culture, ownership
Figure 91: Crossing the Herbert River, close to the site of the remains of Cashmere homestead, a property Will
visited. Photo V Keenan 2006.
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and exchange of objects is implicated within human intervention and agency (Edwards 2001,
Griffiths 1996, Knappett 2002, Nealon & Searls Giroux 2003, Stewart 2008, Witcomb 2005). While
any interpretation of value is conceptually and contextually based, it is also individually and
culturally framed (Nealon & Searls Giroux 2003).
James Clifford (1997), for instance, suggests in his discussion of O’Hanlon’s collecting practices in
Papua New Guinea, “The collector’s criteria was soon communicated to the Wahgi, who
increasingly gave him what he wanted) (p166, and an “interpenetration” (p. 166) of desire and
mirroring came to heavily influence collecting practices. Similarly, this document and my body of
works becomes an interpenetration of my desires and academic direction, that while not mutually
exclusive, are not completely cohesive either. There will be gains and losses, for as the Wahgi
people met O’Hanlon’s concept of collectibililty, O’Hanlon would have inexorably altered the flow of
village production and value systems within the Waghi culture. A similar alteration would have
occurred as Edmund Banfield (1994), Ellis Rowan (1991) and Carl Lumholtz (1889) imposed
(consciously or unconsciously) their desires on those with whom they interacted. Likewise, Tim
Bonyhady’s (2002) re-reading of Burke and Will’s nineteenth century expedition evidenced that the
desires of individual members within the party moderated, and at times, counteracted the desires
of Burke and the expedition committee.
In terms of objects which form my body of works, my salvage impulse (Edwards 2001) was
tempered by my aesthetic and issues of economy, availability, relevance and connection to the
study. So, while I am, like Will (1895-1906), Banfield (1994), Rowan (1991) and Lumholtz (1889),
broadly shaped within a cultural frame, embedded frames such as visuality, history, experience
and memory affect my perception.
What I have come to understand, is that, as Edwards (2001) suggests, “perception and indeed
cultural understanding always involves a circulation of oppositions, a process of movement back
and forth that undermines the fixity of the two poles, inside and outside” (p. 222). This inherent
potential for instability, sets up an ever-present tension that allows for misunderstanding, and re- or
misinterpretation. This goes some way to confirm Lowenthal’s (1985) comment that;
We recall only a fraction of what has impinged on us … thus
memory sifts again what perception has already sifted, leaving
us only fragments of the fragments of what was initially on
view (p. 204).
This study has confirmed that cultural narratives and meaning associated with objects does alter
considerably contingent on any number of considerations including context, individual experience
and knowledge, institutional agendas and focus, and so on. It has also confirmed that objects are
themselves able to initiate and sustain narratives. The notion of authoring variously allows objects
to become sites for nation building, knowledge, ambition, status, power relations, memory, identity,
heritage, aesthetic, craftsmanship, commodification, passion, curiosity, expression and so on
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(Bann 2003, Griffiths 1996). While agency is implicit, dialogues between objects and the body also
set up a reciprocal process of shaping us socially, culturally and politically as individuals,
communities, nations, cultures and so forth (Lowenthal 1985). A lingering colonizing effect
continues to impact on contemporary life, and my processes, are derivatives of processes
developed in Will’s era and before.
This study has considered and described ways in which the notion that museums are themselves
artefacts (Clifford 1997, Vallance 2004) implicated in a process of altering meaning (Cote 2003,
Duclos 1999, Phillips 1997). As a major resource for archival and theoretical material, institutions
such as art galleries and museums, those large cabinets, do have a central role in reflecting culture
and aiding research. While an ever-present gap between individual and institutional interests
confirms David Phillips’ (1997) comment that “the whole point of art and museums is to frame
them” (p. 212), it is clear that individual, economic and political interests within museums and
galleries do have unparalleled control over trends and direction. This allows that the balance of
power between the institution (museum/gallery) and the producer (artist) is uneven (McShine
1999). Perhaps, however, opening up the entry points would allow the journey across this space-
between to become a more accessible, democratic and reciprocal experience. For this study,
Issues of gate-keeping and accessibility remains unresolved and potentially forms the subject of
further research.
The photographs taken during this project not only document the journey I have undertaken, they
also provide visual commentary and form a contemporary record of the landscape in which Will
lived and I live. The images (Figures 89 to 94) illustrated in this chapter provide some examples of
these. Technological changes in capturing these images are embedded in the way images are now
stored, accessed and reproduced. They become, as the photographs from the family archive have,
records of the passing of time, customs and practices. It is anticipated they may be useful for future
Figure 92: Flood marker on the Cuttaburra, Tinnenburra. This is the same river which Will had to swim in 1897.
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research and mapping of cultural, historical, climatic and geographical changes within the region.
The formation of presence through absence was manifest in the exhibition and installation of
artworks which have been exhibited in a number of regional locations in Queensland including
Toowoomba, Mourilyan, Tully and Ingham. The full exhibition consisted of thirty-three separate
artworks/installations and about fifty per cent of those pieces available for sale were sold. The
exhibition has spanned and challenged the divide between contemporary museum and gallery
practices and has sought to entice audiences to engage with their own memories as they
experience my responses to Will's story.
Subsequent and on-going projects I have initiated include a retrospective exhibition about female
artists in Tully in the 1960s, Original Women, a collaborative visual arts/storytelling project with
Jirrbal Aboriginal Elder and educator Ernie Grant, Marks in the Scrub and the Kirrama Range Oral
History project for the Cardwell & District Historical Society to gather local histories, lift awareness
through a school arts program and advocate for the re-opening of an important link-road to the
hinterland. I have organized and run workshops, undertaken commissioned work, researched and
written arts and history based articles for journals and newspapers and developed and
implemented an arts program for an Aboriginal Arts Centre in Cardwell which is attracting national
interest.  These activities have either been generated or informed by this study.
Loss: the body
Ultimately, it is human-ness that grounds this study. It was, and is, the interventions and agency of
people, their words and images, that make a difference to the way we live. For me, it is people like
William Henry who are the stuff of history, integral to the cumulative narratives of Queensland and
Australian history. Whatever his motivations, Will did get involved, he made an effort to actively
participate in social, literary, economic and political life. Through his words, Will sets an example
for later generations. My own contribution is still fluid and uncertain, but as described in the
previous section, I too have made an effort.
Early explorers and collectors gathered bodily remains for scientific endeavour (Bonyhady 2002,
Dolan 2005, Hooper-Greenhill 2001, Lumholtz 1889a). Now, wherever possible, those remains are
more likely to be re-interred after efforts to establish identity and family relationships have been
made (National Museum of Australia 2005, Queensland Museum 2004). This shift of intent, this
transmission, is reflected in a shift in values by museums to show consideration for the dead. The
body moves from object back to body.
Nevertheless, for this study, the primary correlation between Will’s body, my body and the body of
works has its basis in the notion of the body as object and idea. The loss of Will’s body through
death, his absence/presence in his letters and my artworks, my absence/presence in this
dissertation and associated artworks set up a continuous reciprocity of loss and retrieval (Edwards
2001, Stewart 2008). These performative encounters between and around the physical and meta-
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physical, the complexities and tensions and inter-related meanings are relieved by a synthesis of
body and mind, a dialectic which adjusts according to context and circumstance. While this may
appear never-ending, the results can only ever be fragmentary encounters and representations.
Similarly, as with the production of artworks, my role in brokering this text-based biography and
autobiography is imbedded in my identity and subject to any number of filters, reciprocities and
visual and text-based presentations (Edwards 2001, Jones 2003, Reed 1996). My own work has
sought to span the past and present, much akin to the work of contemporary artists Anne Ferran
(Batchen 2000), Fiona Foley (Winter 2000) and Gordon Bennett (McLean & Bennett 1996).  The
works of each of these artists is based in history and draws on contemporary issues of identity and
embodiment to re-contextualise and re-read the past in the present.
This journey to seek out loss, to search for the resting places and memorials of those mentioned in
Will's letters, to interrogate identity and span time, has enabled the development of a visual archive
to support the memory of my research and establish an historical record of some cultural
significance. This archive informs public memory and local history and may in the future serve as a
useful resource to assist future generations to trace their family trees and map their place in local
history. It also provides evidence of contemporary thought which will in the future provide a
resource for further research.
Significantly, Will’s body, as body, object and idea through his letters, have provided a conceptual
framework in which to structure my own journey.
The personal journey
This study has completely engrossed my life and it has been important to curb my initial inclination
to cover a broad scope of disciplines and topics. At each step of this project I was advised to
restrain myself, and I did, each time a little bit more. However, every word I wrote and every
artwork I produced became another fragment of this narrative between Will and me, each one
embedded with meaning and memory. I am a collector, and this study has revealed that some
collectors may find it very hard to let go, particularly when there is an emotional attachment. This is
how it has developed for me with my words and images.  I was, and am captivated by Will’s words,
and while I realise now that they are potentially the subject of several studies, the challenge
became addictive. The more I did the more I wanted to do.
This was complicated by what Nancy de Freitas (2007) explains as a “struggle between their
(postgraduate artist’s) need to protect the integrity of their individual practices and their desire to
elucidate a robust and convincing theoretical context” (p.11). Nevertheless, the complexity of
material which makes up the texts for this study supports my enduring intention to saturate the
senses through the cabinet (Crane 2000, Edwards 2001) of my mind and body. That this was
achieved for at least one viewer was demonstrated by the following unauthored note contributed to
Another Kind of Museum following exhibition;
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Something so satisfying about your work, especially the hanging
jars/pots and bottles and the canvas and wood. I felt
‘quenched’ like you took me back in memories that weren’t mine,
but felt like they were.
My incremental ingestion of experience, enquiry and examination of empirical and contemporary
documentary texts, locations that Will wrote of and others he didn’t, anecdotal and other narratives
Figure 93: Fence post in the cattle yards on Bellenden Plains. Photo V Keenan 2006.
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has given me much more information than I could have anticipated or required. What I understood
at the beginning of this study was different to what it was when I first submitted and different to
what it is now. I have now forgotten specific detail of this research journey, but I believe I am
understanding it better. The distance of time has created a space of slippage (Dening 2003,
Edwards 2001, McLean 1998) between meaning and understanding to effectively create a third
time element to this study. The first between 1896-1906, the period of Will’s letters, the second
between 1996 and 2007, the period of study and submission, and the third between 2007 and now.
In these final moments of this study, there is a feeling of awareness which persists. Awareness of
things that sit within and outside the research project. Notwithstanding the direct knowledge gained
through this study, my understanding and awareness of social behaviours encompassing ethics,
tolerance, inclusion, ownership, humility and gratitude have grown substantially.
This latter period is implicated within what has happened in my life. I have had two very intense
periods of employment during this time, the first as a journalist for a local weekly newspaper, and
the second is ongoing, as Arts Manager to develop an arts program with the Girringun Aboriginal
Corporation. This study has informed and been informed by my work in both positions and I
anticipate this latter position will inform future development of material excluded from this
dissertation.
Conclusion
This ethnographic study is situated within the culture of Will’s era and my own. It has sought to
inform contemporary knowledge and add to the cadre of history. The research journey has
provided many opportunities to discover, through field and empirical research, some sense of what
cultural life was like in Queensland one hundred years ago when Will was alive, how it was
structured, how it operated and how it has changed. These issues reflect and echo the content and
context of this research and highlight ways in which perception and vision have altered ways of
realisation and understanding.
This study has considered concepts of memory, its relationship to history and connections and
disconnections between location (Knowles 2003, Milton 2005) and objects of material culture. It
effectively spans culture, time and place to provide a case study for other researchers working in
the fields of visuality and history.  It provides an alternate way of re-reading history through the
juxtaposition between textual resources (visual and written), the past and the present (Bonyhady
2000, Edwards 2001). It has also confirmed through the development of the artworks for this study
that the written is visual and the visual is written.
Significantly, this examination of visuality has demonstrated that it is a legitimate form of research
(Sullivan 2005), a platform for cultural comment (Mclean & Bennett 1996, Winter 2000, Croft 2003)
and a visual and dialogic space in which issues of identity, inequities and so on can be raised to
increase awareness and facilitate change. On a personal level, the visualisation of the concepts
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and subjects of this study through my own artworks has allowed me to better understand and
articulate my own identity through autobiographical processes. It has also demonstrated how,
through visualisation, my creativity can promote other ways of looking and understanding and that
creativity has, through history, had a vital role as a medium and communicator of ideas. This was
demonstrated by this comment on an undated, un-authored note added to Another Kind of
Museum during exhibition;
Will lives again – and lives on. Your work brings his time and
space to us in an unusual but more spiritual way than is
usually experienced in conventional museums. Thanks.
Through these processes, meaning becomes an event, a point of reference and historic moment,
able to be charted, referenced and remembered. The quoted acknowledgement by an unknown
viewer provides confirmation and evidence of this concept. The cultural and material synergies
which arise validate the non-static, reciprocal and synergistic nature of production and perception.
This viewers words, for instance, sanctioned and inspired me to take this work further.
In the context of this study, I have considered the role of collectors and critiqued specific areas of
museum and gallery practices particularly associated with collections and presentation. This
investigation has revealed, for example, fraught processes of collecting, provenancing, storage,
display and governance which affect the integrity and situation of meaning within objects. The
scope of this study however, limited the discussion of these practices to relevance, and does not
attempt to provide solutions. Nevertheless, this study does add alternate perspectives.
Significant evidence and narratives of cultural life in Queensland have been revealed and created
through this study. The written record of research in the form of presentations, exhibitions,
(Appendix 2), workshops and written and published material has contributed to the field. The
resources I have generated have added to public and individual memory at national, state,
institutional, local, community and familial levels and provide resources for future research projects
and reference. The planned reproduction of Will’s letters (with contextualisation), will also
significantly add to the few available local history publications of locations relevant to this study. As
I expect all the letters will be published, its significance will be enhanced because any filtering of
Will’s voice from the past will be minor.
My curiosity about the words contained in Will’s letters has enabled this investigation of the bric-a-
brac of theoretical analysis, studio practice, Will’s letters, archival material other narratives and
collected objects, experience, travel and process to create a multitude of creative responses which
make up this cabinet of curious things. This autobiography of research, will, I anticipate, promote
further curiosity and creativity for myself and others.
Throughout this study, the shape of my cabinet has developed steadily as the words and artworks
have expanded, and the narratives have multiplied. While these words are a conclusions they are
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also, a beginning, and like the artwork, Red Cedar Door Panel – Opening developed for this study,
the metaphoric door that I have opened will not close. The process of building the body of work a
CURIOUS Cabinet and this dissertation, Responsible Heritage – Imaging Will, which are the
physical manifestations of this study, has provided time and space to seek and examine, to reach
conclusions and perhaps achieve a degree of heightened consciousness. Aside perhaps from
death, there is effectively no end to this journey, the discovery of self, as the experience of living is
ongoing. This ongoing effort to building incrementally on knowledge which has its roots in the past,
is a challenge which Brannigan (1998) suggests is a process of continual learning and re-invention
between texts and the theories (p. 219).
While perhaps an obvious conclusion for me to reach, but important nonetheless, my research has
revealed that real history of Queensland remain suppressed and sit on the periphery of general
knowledge. As Diane Cilento (2007) commented in her opening speech at the Mourilyan exhibition,
I have;
Taken the short life of a man, her great uncle, Will Henry, and
through his letters to his brother, shown us ourselves. … Until
a young society like ours begins to honour its antecedents, we
are still itinerants, our roots haven’t gone down deep enough
into the earth and we can be uprooted too easily (p. 1).
Figure 94: In Memoriam card to Will’s death in 1907
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APPENDIX 1 – FAMILY RELATIONSHIPS
The information for this family tree was developed from family records and birth, death and
marriage certificates.
Isaac Henry JP
b. 16.12.1838 on the “William
Rodger”, Quarantine Station,
Sydney Cove. New South Wales
(NSW).
d. 11.3.1922 Bellenden Plains,
Cardwell, North Queensland
Isaac was the eighth child of John
and Margaret Henry, the first in the
family born in Australia.
Barbara Hewitt
b. 28.10.1839 (Appin, NSW)
d. 17.7.1929 (Bellenden Plains,
Cardwell, North Queensland).
Barbara was the illegitimate
daughter of John Tyson (b.
1824) and Barbara Byrne. She
was raised by her paternal aunt
Elizabeth (nee Tyson) and uncle
Edward Hewitt.
Isaac married
Barbara Hewitt
on 16.12.1869
in East Bargo
NSW
Isaac and Barbara had five children
1. William HENRY JP
13.8.1876-10.3.1907
Will never married and had no
children. He is buried in
Townsville.
2. Barbara HENRY
(21.5.1875-7.7.1961)
Barbara married William Sparvell
11.2.1926.They had no children.
3. Brice HENRY
(My grandfather)
(30.10.1877- 20.2.1940)
Brice married Jeanie Justine
Caldersmith in Townsville June 3,
1908.
Jeanie, the only child of Lt. Colonel
George and Charlotte Caldersmith
(Headmaster and Headmistress of
the Townsville Central School) was
born in London 8.4.1884.
Brice and Jeanie had five children who each
married and had children of their own
4. Elizabeth Henry
(31.7.1879-20.12.1961)
Elizabeth served in the Australian
Infantry Forces in World War One,
never married and had no children.
5. Hugh Henry BA LL.B
(31.5.1881-11.2.1941)
Hugh was the only one of Isaac
and Barbara’s children born in
Queensland (Loganholme).
He never married and had no
children.
1. William HENRY (26.3.1909 – 13.9.1987)
2. Jeanie (Nita) FLEGLER (16.7.1910 – 31.8.2000)
3. George Dudley Ward HENRY (27.2.1917 – 22.7.1985)
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4. Victor Brice HENRY (b. 18.1.1920)
5. Marcia Carlotta DIGMAN (7.11.1921-6.12.1999)
George married Gladys Jean
RODGER (b. 3.8.1921) in Tully on
May 24, 1941
George and Gladys had six children.
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1. Barbara Jean COWAN
2. George Stephen HENRY
3. David Paul HENRY
4. Russell Hugh HENRY
5. Valerie Elizabeth KEENAN
6. Leslie Ward HENRY
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The man who wrote the letters which
inspired this study
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APPENDIX 2 - LIST OF PAPERS AND PRESENTATIONS
The following is a list of submitted papers and power point presentations that I have given through
the course of this study. Please note that while a number of the presentations have the same title
Responsible Heritage – Writing Back to Willie each of the presentations was different and built
incrementally as the study evolved.  The study was retitled Responsible Heritage – Imagining Will
after these activities were complete.
Date Audience and Location Title Outcome
September
2003
3rd Year Visual Arts Students,
University of Southern Queensland
The Visual Sociology
of Writing Back to
Willie
Power point
presentation
July 2004 3rd Year Visual Arts Students,
University of Southern Queensland
Responsible Heritage
Writing Back to Willie
Power point
presentation
August 2004 Faculty of Arts Research Forum,
University of Southern Queensland
Responsible Heritage
Writing Back to Willie
Power point
presentation
October 2004 PhD Panel – University of Southern
Queensland
Responsible Heritage:
Writing Back to Willie
Power point
presentation
October 2005 3rd year Visual Arts Students,
University of Southern Queensland
Responsible Heritage
Writing Back to Willie
Power point
presentation
October 2005 Social Change Conference,
Queensland University of Technology,
Carseldine Campus
Responsible Heritage
Writing Back to Willie
Abstract accepted
Power point
presentation of
paper
November
2005
Women in Research, Central Qld
University, Gladstone
Writing Back to Willie Extended abstract
accepted - Power
point presentation of
paper
November
2005
Year 11 Visual Arts Students, Tully
State High School
Responsible Heritage
Writing Back to Willie
Power point
presentation
December
2005
Members and guests of the Cardwell
Historical Society
Responsible Heritage
Writing Back to Willie
Power point
presentation
May 2006 3rd year Visual Arts Students,
University of Southern Queensland
Responsible Heritage
Writing Back to Willie
Power point
presentation
September
2006
BASA Conference, University of
Exeter, Cornwell, United Kingdom
Writing Back to Willie:
The space between
the reality of today and
an imagined past.
Abstract accepted
but withdrew for
financial reasons.
October 2006 Conference Delegate, Exploring
Dynamics, Museums Australia
Conference, Brisbane
Responsible Heritage
Writing Back to Willie
Poster presentation
October 2006 Faculty of Arts Research Forum -
University of Southern Queensland
Responsible Heritage
Writing Back to Willie
Paper and power
point presentation
October 2006 3rd year students, University of
Southern Queensland
Responsible Heritage
Writing Back to Willie
Power point
presentation
March 2007 The International Journal of the Arts in
Society, Volume 1, Issue 6, 2007.
http:://www.arts-journal.com.
Publishers Common Ground.
Writing Back to Willie –
A Curiosity of
Collecting
Published paper
March 10, 2007 Opening guests, Sugarama Gallery,
Mourilyan
Speech to welcome
guests and provide
context for the
exhibition, a CURIOUS
Cabinet
Speech
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March 2007 Year 11 Visual Arts Students, Tully
State High School
The creation of an
exhibition
a CURIOUS cabinet
Power point
presentation
April 2, 2007 General public, Sugarama Gallery
Mourilyan
The creation of an
exhibition
a CURIOUS cabinet
(amended)
Power point
presentation
June 6 & 7,
2007
Year 11 & 12 Visual Arts Students,
Innisfail State High School
Power point
presentation and
Artist in Residence
July 2007 Faculty of Arts Research Forum –
University of Southern Queensland
Paper and power
point presentation
June 2008 Gallery Hinchinbrook, Ingham Exhibition
a CURIOUS cabinet
Opening speech
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APPENDIX 3 – EXAMPLE OF SPREADSHEET DEVELOPED FROM WILLIE’S LETTERS
Pages 1 and 2 of 290 people’s names mentioned in Will's letters. For detail of all dates each person is mentioned in Will’s letters refer worksheet "People" (not included) and for detail on immediate family refer worksheet
“Willie & Bellenden & Rellies” (not included). Also refer transcripts from Qld State Archives including Police Dept records, Justice and Attorn ey General’s Dept. Description of abbreviations not included
 Location
Name from in
Will's letters Connection Other
Date of
letter
Research
Source Codes etc. Full Name Other Information Other information
Other
information Other information Other information
More
informati
on
1 Townsville Rodgers   1/01/1904
Hist of TTGS
1888-1988
Allen, Kim
(author) Rogers R
Alumni  - year of
enrolment - 1889      
2 Murray Murphy   1/01/1904 Cwell Cemetery
buried
2.1.1974 aged
98
Murphy,
Alexander
CMTBR - d. 2.1.1974
aged 98 CofE Re S2 2
possible – 1 not
confirmed     
3 Bellenden Mama/Mother  Mother  1/01/1904
Refer family
worksheet and
archives for
further
information  
Barbara Henry
(nee
Tyson/Byrne/H
ewitt  
CMTBR - and of
Barbara beloved
wife of Isaac Henry
who died at
Bellenden 17 July
1929 in her 91styear     
4 Murray John Cousin
Manager
Kirrama 1/01/1904 CSC Marriages 06/001016
Henry, John
Wesley
m. 21.3.1906 Florence
Muriel Wilson
CDB CPS12J/P1
P148 John Wesley
Henry permit to
slaughter Carruchan
4.11.1909
CMTBR - John
Wesley Henry d.
20.11.1929 aged
51 K6
 Descendants still
live in the area.
Flo’s sister m.
Edgar Dowse
Collins
 Refer family
worksheet  
5 Murray Arthur Cousin Gunnawarra 1/01/1904 State Archives
CDB
CPS12J/P1
P141 Arthur
James Henry
permit to
slaughter on
Murray River
3.1.1907
Henry, Arthur
James
m. Beatrice (Cissie)
Cook 1919 C2800
ER03 Gunnawarra
stockman,PP Irvine
bank, Div Herbert
 Refer family
worksheet    
6 Townsville McDairmid Miss  8/4/1896          
7 Barrington Hymann, H   8/4/1896          
8 Townsville Crowder, Miss Friend  8/4/1896 TTGSM
No. 10, Vol 2,
August 1907
Crowder,
Letitia Marion
Sydney Exam Passes
Sept 1894 - Junior
GeflAbc (M)
Sydney Exam
Passes Nov., 1896
Seniors heflbct (M)
Alumni  - year of
enrolment - 1893
Headstone:
16.4.1878; d.
7.11.1932 In
Loving Memory
LMC An
affectionate
daughter A true
Christian friend;
she was always so
kind
ER03 - Ackers St -
School teacher -
Father Edward
carpenter, mother
emily Mary
See
family
workshee
t for more
9 Tinnenburra Davidson Drover  8/4/1896          
10
Meteor
Downs Barbara Sister  8/4/1896
 Refer family
worksheet         
11
Meteor
Downs Uncle   8/4/1896 ML  Hewitt, Edward
 Refer family
worksheet     
12
Meteor
Downs Aunt   8/4/1896   
 Hewitt,
Elizabeth
 Barbara Henry’s
(Will’s mother)
adoptive parents
      
13 Bellenden AJ   2/9/1896
 Most likely Arthur
James (his
cousin)         
14 Townsville Kirkton Chemist
Committed
suicide 26/10/1896 CSC RGO 96/004269
Kirkton, William
Henry
d. 22.10.1896 (F.
Henry; M. Lucy Ann
Wood)     
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15 Bellenden Brice Brother  2/9/1896 CSC Marriages 08/002724 Henry, Brice
m. 3.6.1908 to Jeanie
Justine Caldersmith
CDB CPS12J/P1
P150 Brice Henry
permit to slaughter
Oakwood 2.11.1910
ER03 Glenora
station, Station
Manager,
Croydon
 Refer family
worksheet   
16 Tinnenburra McD, Mr Uncle  26/10/1896 MLN
Telegram J
Tyson 1.3.93
McDonald,
John
m. Elizabeth Hewitt
26.1.1878 Pioneers
Index
Will's Uncle  - more
info in copied letters
MLN
At least two of
their children
buried at
Tinnenburra    
17 Townsville Martin Poisoned  26/10/1896 CSC RGO 96/004270 Martin, Edgar
d. 22.10.1896 (F.
Thomas; M. Mary)
 Refer Kirkton
(suicide)     
18
Grammar
School Hodges, Mr Headmaster
 18. and 19.
most likely
same person 26/10/1896
Refer TGSM for
further info         
19
Grammar
School H, Mr  Teacher  26/10/1896          
20 Tinnenburra Webb, Miss   26/10/1896 CSC QM - B
1272 (1899 p.
115)
Webb, Rhoda
Alice
m. Robert Rutherford
25.3.1899 1899/01273
Not completely sure
this is her     
21 Tinnenburra Aunt   26/10/1896 ML C
Info re Tyson
Will
McDonald,
Elizabeth (nee
Hewitt)
m. John McDonald
26.1.1878 - Pioneers
Index
 Barbara Henry’s
(Snr) adoptive sister     
22 Tinnenburra Hector Cousin  26/10/1896
BDM Pioneer
Register 1881/001156
McDonald,
Hector
Cameron
b. 15.8.1881 F John,
M. Elizabeth Hewitt
m. Edith Anne Alma
Davies 23.2.1909
(Qld Fed Index
1909/001048)     
23
Grammar
School H Mr & Mrs  
 Most likely
Hodges (18 &
19 above) 26/10/1896          
24
Grammar
School Purves, Mr  Teacher  26/10/1896          
25
Grammar
School Kennitzer, Mr  Teacher  26/10/1896          
26
Grammar
School Annie Cousin  17/2/1897 ERMR 1906 Henry, Annie
Fernleigh - domestic
duties
 Daughter of James
and Annie – refer
family worksheet     
27
Grammar
School Hodges, Mrs
 Wife of
TGS
Headmaster
 Refer 18, 19
&  23 17/2/1897          
28 Convent Cook, Mabel Cardwell
To be married
1900 17/2/1897 CSC Marriages 03/000324C
Cook, Mabel
Annie
m, 21.5.1903 to
William Horan SA
1903/000324C
CHPO William
Horan was Atg Sgt
Cardwell 1.7.1900-
27.27.1902
CDB - William
Horan's name
appears
regularly in
Cardwell
Deposition Book
SA QPI
1882/006502 b.
25.2.1882 f.
Absalom Thomas;
m. Maria Day
ER03 Mabel,
Marine Hotel,
Victoria St,
domestic duties,
most likely
daughter of Maria
and sister of
Beatrice
 Her
sister
Cissie
married
Will’s
cousin
Arthur
Henry
29 Tinnenburra Macintosh   28/3/1897          
30
Thursday
Island Ball, C
2IC
Customs  School mate 28/3/1897
 Mentioned in
TGSM  1898
m. Bridget
Smith B19429       
31  Creighton, B   School mate 28/3/1897  Ditto         
32 Murray Ernie Cousin Son in 1904 8/5/1897 CSC Marriages
03/000600
(1900-04)
Henry, Ernest
George
m. 1.7.03 Elizabeth
Agnes Kane
E. later moved
family to central Qld
 Son of James
and Annie Henry    
32.1 Murray Ernie - Son   Birth  CSC QM - B
04/002538
(1900-04)
Henry, Leslie
John Vincent
b. 11.10.1904 (F.
Ernest George M.
Elizabeth Agnes
Kane)      
Tinnenburra Gwydir Overseer  12/9/1897 MLN
Letter
16.1.1900
Gwydir, D V
(Daniel
Vernon)
d. 3.4.1935 (photo
headstone
Cunnamulla Cemety)
 Refer material from
Cmulla Museum     
1Drawing from Will’s
words, the central
structure of this study is
based on investigating
the links between
PRESENCE and
ABSENCE
PAST and the
PRESENT
LOSS and RETRIEVAL
using narrative
expression (words and
images)
through reflection
to gather, assemble,
analyse and synthesis
the research
THE INSPIRATION
William Henry’s letters to
his brother Hugh Henry
have inspired this study.
LOSS is a concept,
embodied in Will’s letters
and his death, which has
provided a space in
which to investigate the
developmental process
of understanding,
interpretation and
meaning relevant to this
study.
RETRIEVAL brings the
study back into the
present and provided a
space in which to
consolidate the material
and develop conclusions
to the study.
Explores Will’s
PRESENCE in history
using ethnographic
theory to develop this
research project. This
has included field trips,
surveys, documentation
and so on.
Draws on historical
documents, objects and
visualisation methods
from the PAST to reflect
on the culture of Will’s
time to develop a sense
of transition between the
then and now.
Drawing inferences from
the PRESENT through
research and lived
experience I developed
a body of work which
responds to Will’s words
and the era in which he
lived.
Will’s ABSENCE is
explored through the
development of concepts
and narratives through
creativity.
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2APPENDIX 5:  EXTRACTS FROM OBJECT COLLECTION DATABASE (IMAGES NOT INCLUDED)
Item Number: 26.03
Description: Steel with pointed bone handle & figured silver joint
Marks: Wostenholm - ENG 6/9/2003
Price Paid: $2 Where purchased: West End
Purchased from: Very engaging middle age electrician who makes silky oak furniture in his spare time
Comments: A lucky find in a pile of cutlery.  An antique dealer that I showed it to in country NSW said that a steel like this would fetch around $200 in Sydney, but she would
probably put about $120 on it.  1.7.2004 Saw a very similar style in a carving set in the Church Antique Shop in West End priced at $725.00 - described as Sheffield.  The
photo was taken at Rocklea. This steel is a particularly fine piece and one of my favourite pieces in the collection - I have shown it to a lot of people as an example of m
collection.   Featured in various photographs as I was determining how best to display the steels.  The steel then featured on my wall at VoS suspended by a horse hair
braid.  Included in Briad series “Knife Steel Braids” in the Mourilyan and Toowoomba exhibitions of “a CURIOUS Cabinet”. This piece was sold to a local collector.
Item Number: 30.03
Description: Timber Mantel/ Panel with three missing panels/mirrors
Marks etc: Probably pine – old. Some damage - approx 1.2 x 1.2 metres and 60mm deep
Date obtained: 1/11/2003
Price paid: Gift           Where obtained: Salisbury
Obtained from: Garage sale - Family moving to the bush
Comments: I fell in love with this piece - can’t really say why .
My mother was with me when I saw this piece and she bought it for me for a gift for my birthday. The photo was taken at Rocklea.
Although I bought this piece very early in the project it was one of the last to be completed. I Initially thought to include weavings in this piece but the original woven pieces
I made were lost in the move to NQ. In the meantime my thinking changed and I trialled a number of different ideas before coming up with the present artwork.
I wanted to include Willie’s presence in the exhibition and was looking for a way to do so without having to use normal framing conventions. In the end it just seemed to be a
logical step to use this piece to do that and it became a major focus for the show. After lengthy discussions with printers and signwriter’s and some experimentation, I
chose a local signwriter who ‘got’ what I was after and was prepared to work with me.  The advantage of using signwriting print technology was that size was not of
particular concern and the end product was colour fast. I had Willie’s image and two sections of text printed to fit the size of the openings. While I have no real belief in
spirits I believe that there was a very strong presence of Will in the space on the last day of hanging the show at Mourilyan. I had a lot of support and assistance from
friends and family at that show for the installation and opening and I like to think that for a short space of time Willie was there with us. The finished artwork was titled
“Mantel - William” and displayed in “a Curious Cabinet” exhibitions in Mourilyan, Toowoomba and Tully.
Item Number: 35.03
Description: Old metal embossed teapot
Marks etc. Embossed decoration falling off, no obvious marks but It appears to be handmade or a one off and quite old rather beautiful; holes in the bottom were made so
that this piece could be used as a potplant. About 200mm high.
Date obtained: 30/12/2003
Price paid: Gift       Where obtained: Yeronga
Obtained from: Gift for my project from Rex and Jessie
Comments: The teapot had been a pot plant before Rex cleaned it up for me.  I was quite charmed by this piece and think that while some of it has elements of very basic
design and workmanship, it still has a simple elegance. Apart from my great grandmother’s teapot this is probably the oldest teapot in the collection. The holes in the base
of the teapot meant that it was no longer suitable to used as a teapot but it still held meaning and was still suitable for display. The handle provided an easy attachment to
suspend from and provided a way to connect the concept of vanishing history to the work through metaphor because the tea could no longer be contained in the pot when it
hung from its handle. Other concepts of hospitality, home, belonging, comradeship, memory etc were implicit in the way I thought of the teapot. Although I collected china
and metal teapots it was the metal ones to which I had most attachment. The photo was taken at Rocklea. Prior to assembly in one of the braid series it was stored in a
container at Warrami after sale of Inskip Street where it had been displayed in Bellenden cabinet which later was eaten by white ants which infested the container from
underneath. This teapot was included in the artwork Braid series - “Teapot braids” in “a CURIOUS Cabinet” exhibition in Mourilyan, Toowoomba and Tully.
3APPENDIX 6 –THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE ARTWORKS
Table One – Artworks and correlations
While there are any number of binaries I could use to describe this study I have kept them to a minimum in this table to give an idea of the connections.
The letters of William Henry My words and artworks
Death Life
HE She
SUBJECT OBJECT
OBJECT SUBJECT
Key words in no particular order:  presence, absence, narrative, meaning, perception, experience, communication, display, culture,
Queensland, Australia, colonialism, history, collections, objects, artefacts, memory, slippage, interpretation, creativity, arts practice,
museum practice, place, process, visual texts, old and new, past and present, identity, value, embodiment and ritual.
Handmade Manufactured
Braids & Objects Drawings Weavings &
Installation
Frames Furniture Digital Images
Taxonomy Body Body Body Body Image
Domestic Interventions Bushcraft Domestic Domestic
Bushcraft Belonging Belonging Death Belonging Belonging
Hospitality Home Home Earth Home Technology
Species Species Environment Family Inscription Environment
Connections Landscape Connections Landscape Social life Landscape
Nostalgia Aesthetic Handcraft Systems Nostalgia Systems
Craftsmanship Environment Journeys Journeys Craftsmanship Journeys
Natural Fibres Traditions of Art Natural Fibres The future Family Family
Inscription Self Memorial Memorial Memorial Self
Indigenous culture Absence Indigenous culture Family history Absence Presence
4Table Two – Artwork series, titles, brief description and number relationships
The artworks created for this study, are listed here in more or less the order they were created, but works weren’t necessarily finished in that order and there was cross-
fertilization. Those titles marked with an asterisk were not included in the Toowoomba exhibition of a CURIOUS Cabinet. I found number relationships between my life and
Will’s developed as the artworks developed and I consciously began to look for these relationships as I went along.
A CURIOUS Cabinet
Series / Artwork Title Description Number relationships
Digital Images Journeys – Earth;  Journeys - Roads
Journeys – Sky;    Journeys - Water
Four slide shows of digital images reflecting my
research journeys to places that  Will mentioned.
Infinite – Moments of experience that become memories
Installation Another Kind of Museum An installation of a collection of old metal and timber
frames with images of headstones positioned on an
old table.  The images reference people Will
mentions in his letters
294 - I wasn’t able to achieve this number and see this work as
incomplete. 294 was the number of people referred to in Will’s
letters
Saddle Blanket
Series
Glenora
Bellenden Plains
Tinnenburra
Woodleigh
Four loom woven cloths (incorporating materials
collected from each of the properties) made to the
measurement of saddle blankets suspended from
eucalypt logs.
4 - These weavings represent the properties from which Will wrote
his letters – Bellenden Plains, Glenora and Tinnenburra.  Another
property he visited, Woodleigh, was included in this series partly
as an acknowledgement of my own response to the place.
Installation Saddle Stands * A series of 11 stand alone ‘sentinels’ constructed
from timber
11 - Will’s letters represent 11 years of his life – one saddle stand
for each of those years.
Platters Memories * An installation of 100 metal serving dishes
suspended on a wall.
100 - Representing the 100 years between Will’s letters (1895-
1906) and my academic studies (1995-1906).
Braid Series a. Horse hair and twine braids with knife steels
b. Wrapped twine braids with teapots
c. Twine and inner bark braids with ink bottles
Three separate pieces - hand braided twine with
horsehair, inner bark or cotton string with knife steel,
ink-bottles or teapot ‘species’ suspended at regular
intervals along a wall.  A mixture of organic and
inorganic materials.
a. 46 - Signifies the 46 years that passed between Will’s death
and my birth.
b. 31 – The difference between Will’s birth year and the year he
died.
c. 30 - Will was 30 years old when he died
Installation Social - Pianola Rolls A collection of nine pianola rolls allowed to scroll
down the wall suspended by their cylinders.
No obvious connection at this time.
Furniture series -
Belonging
Cushioned backrest – Times past 1895
Day Bed – Home and family 1896 *
Footstool – Varsity Life 1902
Mantel – William
Red Cedar Desk – A Man’s World – 1900 *
Red Cedar Door Panel – Opening 1902
Squattor’s chair – Rest 1899
Seven pieces of collected furniture pieces
upholstered with scanned ‘script’ from Will’s letters.
7 - The days of the week reflecting the way we live our lives – one
day at a time.
Charcoal Drawings -
Interventions
Bush Tamarind at Warrami *; Consumed Fence at
Bellenden; Crows Nest at Valley of Storms;
Cut Log at Valley of Storms *; Fig Tree Post at
Bellenden; Fig on Fig at Warrami; Fungi on Black
Wattle Sapling at Valley of Storms; Golden Orchid
and black snake encounter at Valley of Storms;
Green Ants Nest at Valley of Storms; Orchid on Cattle
Yard Post at Bellenden *; Ribbon Fern at Murray
Upper; Seeking the Sun at Valley of Storms;
Shattered Ti-tree at Valley of Storms; Splintered Red
Tulip at Bellenden; Staghorn and Bottle Brush Orchid
at Valley of Storms*
A series of 15 charcoal drawings of ‘botanical’
specimens drawn in the local environment.
No obvious connection at this time. 15 was the number of
drawings that I needed to fill the Sugarama Gallery, Mourilyan. 11
of the drawings were exhibited in the USQ Gallery.
Other bric a brac Change An eclectic collection of social history artefacts Variable - Like life, nothing is fixed
5APPENDIX 7- SURVEY OF SIX OBJECTS COLLECTED DURING THE STUDY
The process
I applied to the University of Southern Queensland’s Human research Ethics Committee in 2004 for a clearance to gather qualitative data through surveys to support the cultural/social
and collecting practice sections of my research.  I was not looking to identify participants and was advised I did not need clearance for the type of surveys I proposed to undertake. The
first survey discussed here was one of two I undertook. This survey collected people’s responses to objects from my own collection and was designed to target concepts of value,
memory and meaning. I took advantage of small gatherings and asked family members, friends, students and acquaintances to respond. I did not specifically go out looking for equal
numbers of males and females or age groups and took advantage of groups as they formed.  I found this survey provided some very useful material for this study and helped me decide
which items I would ultimately collect and ideas about how I could write about material culture and visuality. The surveys very clearly showed me that the responses to the objects were
very diverse but also showed me how important individual experience and memory  was to the way people reacted.  The survey group included a total of 48 people; 25 females, 12 males
and 21 unspecified. Ages of participants were: 26 people over 40 years, 8 people between 26 and 40 years; five people under 26 years and the balance unspecified. The survey
participants were asked to respond to a selection of six objects using the questions below. The items were a red kerosene lantern, a knife steel, a handle for a sharpening stone, a metal
and wood pulley form a trawler, an enamel teapot and a pair of wool shears.
Responsible Heritage - Writing back to Willie
Survey by Valerie Keenan  -   2004
Date:            Are you :  male/female Where were you born?  
Where you bought up in a rural or urban environment?                                What age group do you belong to?    under 25/ 26-40 /41-60/61+
ITEMS ONE to SIX
Please describe what you see
What does this item mean to you
What country/ies or place/s does it represent to you
What do you think is its approximate monetary value?     How old do you think it is?
Do you like it?   If Yes, Why do you like it?
Is it something you would like to have in your own home? Yes/ No / Indifferent
Yes/ No / Indifferent Visually pleasing/Practical Use/Memory /
6APPENDIX 8 – EXHIBITION INVITATION WITH IMAGE OF GOLDEN ORCHID AND BLACK SNAKE ENCOUNTER
